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The research described in this pubkation was carried aut by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboraaory. W i i a  InstiMe of Technology. under contract with the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
This publication provides reports ca d d o p m e n t s  m Earth-bad radio wdogy 
witb appiicatians to mral programs. la space conm~unications it reports an activities 
of tbe Deep Spa= Network. in gmiymmm - it repwts an the application odladio 
interferometry at microwave frequencies for spodynamic meesuremeats. In tbe field of 
astrophysics the Deep Space Stations iadividUany and m pairs as an mtmferomter Ium 
been applied to direct obseivation of cdestial radio 80ums. 
Ea& sumding issue of this report will present material in some, but not ncaxsaray 
Radio Astronomy 
Radio Interferometry at Mimwave Frequencies 
all, of the following categories: 
Goedetic Techniques Wopinent 
Spaceaaft Navigation 
OrMtiug Very bm Basehe interferometry 
Deep Space Network 
Description 
Programplanning 
Advanced Systems 
Network and Facility Engineering and Implementation 
Operations 
Spacecraft Radio Science 
Planetary Radar 
In each issue. there will be a report on the current confGuration of one of the km 
DSN oystems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command. Monitor and Control. Test Support, 
h d i o  Science, and Very Long Baseline Interferometry). 
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the Tele- 
cornmimications and Data Acquisition organization of JPL 
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Monitor and Control Equipment for the MV-3 Mobile 
Very Long Baseline Interferometry Station 
R. W. Sniffin 
Telecommuntcatioos Systems Section 
A monitor and control system for the MY-3 mobile vety long baseline interferometry 
station has been designed mund  a commercially avaihble process controller. n e  signi- 
ficant features of the hardware design and the method by which this equipment will be 
operated b-v the M"3 centrcrl computer are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
One of the goals of the MV-3 project (also known as the 
ORION project) was to utilize existing technology to the 
greatest extent possible and thereby reduce the amount of 
engneering required at JPL. An area in which i t  seemed 
probable that this god could be achieved was that of monitor 
and control where recwt advances in the field of industrial 
proces; control had pronded an aburidance of equipmenr and 
systerc; from :vhich to make a selection. By pursuing this 
approa:h. JPL engin~:z:in~ r a 5  liniited tc performing the 
high-lelrel system design, selecting the process control equip- 
men!. designing the interface to other subsystems and writing 
the software to operate the process control equipment from 
the MV-3 central computer. 
II. MV-3 Monitor and Control System Design 
There are four principal monitor and control functior. 
at the MV-3 system level. These are execution of an end- 
to-end performance test. automation of frequently recurring 
actinties. detection of failures which are not immediately 
observed by the end-to-end rest and analysis of  monitor 
data for malfunction lsolation. The first function was dele- 
gated to th ' digital tone extractor of the Phase Calibration 
Subsystem. The remaining three were delegated to the Moni- 
tor and Control Subsystem to be accomplished either within 
the subsystem or through orchestration of other subsystems 
connected t a  the MV-3 cectral computer. 
Much of the equipment selected for use in the MV-3 
station had the capability for automatic control and moni- 
toring via an RS-232C serial interface. This included the 
,.tenna servo equipment, the water vapor radiometer, the 
Maik I11 Data System and the hydrogen maser The remain- 
ing equipment was either of new design or was not available 
with built-in monitor and control capability. 
The original concept was to provide each mdjor item of 
equipment in this second category with a small data acqui- 
sition system to perform the monitor and control functions. 
These would provide a standard interface to the MV-3 centrai 
computer ~~ a Hewlett Packard 1000 System, Model 40, which 
is supplied wit! the Mark 111 Data System. The disadvantage 
of this approach was that a considerable amount of redundant 
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engineering would have been needed to design suitable mech- 
anical, electrical and environmental provisions in each subsys- 
tem for the data acquisiiron equipment. The concept was 
therefore rejected in favor of a single microprocessor-based 
process controller on each transporter. Figure 1 illustrates the 
MV-3 monitor and control system, as implemented, showing 
the monitor and control interfaces as well as the end-toend 
self test siplal flow. 
111. Selecting the Process Control Equipment 
Selection of the process controllers began with a vendor 
survey to determine what capabilities were available in com- 
mercial equipment. The results were used to create a list of 
capabilities ranked by the number of vendors who could 
supply them. Discussions were then conducted with subsystem 
engineers to determine the minimum subset of capabilities 
which could fulfill all MV-3 monitor and control requirements. 
This subset, listed in Table 1. was incorporated into a spedfi- 
Miion for an “Analog Monitor and Contrd Assembly” and 
submitted for competitive procurement. 
IV. Analog Monitor end Control Assembties 
The selected analog monitor anti control assemblies at.? 
manufactured b) Analog kviccs of Norwood, MA. ur.der 
the trade name of MACSYM 20. One of their mtended ieieeli 
is to serve as the interface hetweeri a host computer ; r id tip 
to 756 assortcd analog or digital monitor or iuntri.1 pttifiv. 
In the MV-3 application. appronmately 50-peizent o l  131s 
capacity is used. 
As shown in the block diagrm, (Fig. 3). !he aAog  muti, 
tor and control assemblies are designed around an &-bit. 280 
microprocessor with 16K bytes of random-acccss read-write 
meniory (RAM) and 16K bytes of read-only memorj (RUd J. 
The micruprocessor communicates wit!! thc host compter 
via an RS-232C serial interface and is interfaced io its signal 
conditioning cards via aq analog/digital inputioutput ( ADIO) 
con:roller. This contrnlh contains all timix:g and control 
logic for addressing the i:!dividual signal conditioniilg cards 
and a 12-bit successive-approximation AID convertpi. Input 
to the AID converter is through a sample and hold amplifier, 
a programniable gain anlpiifier rind 3 16channe: multiplexer. 
This allows 3 single set of analog-to-drgi!al conversion hard- 
wart to be shared by d1 signal conditioning cards. 
In the case of andog and low-be: digital signals, the mmi- 
tor and control intaficc is by cardcdgc connectws 31 the rear 
of thc signal cond,ticniny. cards. For digital monitor awJ con- 
trol signals i n  eye, :$ uf 24 uo!ts. !he interiace is via an optical 
isolation assembly. This assembly permits connectian to 
circuits operating at 90 to 140 Vac and 10 to  60 Vdc. Selec- 
tion of Channel characteristics is made by choosing !iom 
among four module types for installation on the optical 
isolation assembly and by throwing a switch on the appro- 
priate signal conditioning card. 
Ihe firmware supplied with the malog monitor and cmmtrol 
assemblies provides the capability to interrogate or address the 
input and output channels either one at a time or in groups of 
from 2 to 16. This is done by issuing a brief command tRst 
includcs the action to be takcn and the identity uid character- 
istics of the channel or channels. The assembly also ha5 the 
capability to perform simple mathemetid operadons and 60 
store an array of parameters and command or oj~ratiam 
sequences for later execution by kseinp the sequence number. 
w. Subsystem lnterfsoss 
Wthin each svr!-,jstem, nt ;nitc; p~ii:?~. sere srleLtsd t o  
r)(?’fli;t ri,ljfucct;.xI bohtion tq r$acealIe, ;~>assemblicu. 
1.9 gee;:rd tt.2 we; nccc-~p!i-.hed by wawemwt cf s ~ t -  
w m M y  ot.t?ut< - eitner &cc*Iy !.vk;e die r,ui;ut wa; 
1 w!tzrlt) 0;‘ II<P~ i ~ .  appro!-nvte : r a r i A x e r  t c  co;isa.i 
ti;, qvmtity h e i q  m e a u t a  into a voltage, in certain 
irphcaticnz. *hen r h ~  S U ~ ~ Z S T ‘ . ~ ~  c u t p  could not bc 
cisily verified. FPrmeterP SA+ as v . ~ J :  puw,i supplv 
ciii rx:s vxie moni’.aied from which submsembly perf01 
marse cadd be in%;ed. %;ctlon Of v t i d  points was 
struprforwar;, :t.?ih !hc od$ decision lvhich needed to 
be made relathr;; Lo cunt;cl B ~ J ~ U C  i ~ i  t’le event of a mamm 
tary faiiure of ;hr monitor ard control equipment. Mere  
i t  was desiiable to k e p  a funclinn operating in the event 
of siich a failure. a tw:J-signd (.witch on. swvjtch off) con- 
trol scheine was adopted. For other cases a single signal 
was used. 
At the andog monitor and conirok assembly end. an irlter- 
face assembly w2s designtd to conneci :he twist-loch connec- 
tors on the iiltcr-subsy:!cm cabling 13 the printedcircuit card 
edge connectors requircl: by ti- signal conditioning cards and 
die screw terminals on the opticai isolation assmbly. This 
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wiring established the relationship between the functions being 
monitored or controlled and the physical address of that 
function. This assembly also provided a ccmvenient place to 
separate analog monitor, digital monitor and digital control 
signals arriving in one cable from each other. 
Table 2 provides a summary of MV-3 monitor and control 
points which are assessed via the analog monitor and control 
eqgipment. Included in this list are the location arm position 
and meteorological sensor data which are not monitor data 
but rather part of the station data record. As noted in the 
table, the list does not include monitor and control data 
ot:ained directly by other subsystems. 
VI. Analog Monitor and Control 
Assembly Operation 
In order to address a fuxtloral monitor or control point it 
is necessary to know the physical address in the analogmoni- 
tor and control assembly that is the card and channel number 
tq whch the function is connected. It is also necessary to 
know whether the function is a monitor or a control point, 
whether it is analog or digital, and, for analog channels, the 
sensitivity needed to make the measurement. 
Fortunately, the command structure for the analog monitor 
and control assembliss is such that this information can be 
retrieved from the palanieter array by calculating one or more 
indices into tke array. Thus a single integer number corre- 
sponding to a function can be transmitted to the analog moni- 
tor and contro! assembly followed by an instruction sequence 
number. By following the instruction sequence previously 
stored, the physical address and characteristics of the fuct ion 
can be determined and the appropriate operation performed. 
Values of monitor points are returned to the central computer 
by using additional instruction sequences. 
The process of initializing the d o g  monitor and control 
assemblies to perform these operations consists of down- 
loading two text fdes from the central computer. The first fde 
coctains command sequences whereas the second fde contains 
the d u e s  to be stored in the parameter array. The process is 
performed once when the central computer software is initial- 
ized and again if an expected response is not received. The cen- 
tral computer software is notified of a failure if no response is 
received after reinitialization. 
As data are received they are put into a common area of 
storage in the central computer. It takes between IS and 20 
seconds to completely update this area with data - the varia- 
tion being cawed by the data values themselves. This tech- 
niqw provides easy access by applicatims programs which are 
performing such activities as performance monitoring, station 
automation and malfunction isolation. 
VII. Conclusion 
A monitor and control system has been successfully desigwd 
and implemented using two industrial process controllers. Tbe 
amount of engineering effort to S U P F O ~ ~  this activity has proven 
to be in close agreement with initial estimhtes. Additional 
benefits are expected during the development of applications 
software because of the versatility of the command language 
firmware provided with these controllers. 
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Table 1. Minlmum capability lla for MV-3 monitor urd control 
Parameter Required capability 
Analog inpu t 
Number of channels 64 
Confeuration Differentml 
Sensitivities 
Resolution 12-bit 
0 to * 10 Vdc and 0 to t ; Vd&) 
Digital input 
Number of channels so 
Logic levels supported 
Simultaneous read capability I6 channels 
TTL, 26 Vdc/O Vdc, 1 IS Vac/O Vac 
Digital output 
Number of channels 
Logic levels supported 
Physical 
Configuration 
Maximum dimensions 
Fnvironmental 
Operating tempcraturc 
Storqr. temperature 
Opera tinp JI t i  tude 
27 
1 I5 Vac V 1.8 Aac, 26 Vdc (4’ 1.8 Adc 
Rack mount with slides 
26, mm (10.5”) H x 521 mm (20.5’3 D(?) 
0 to 45’c 
-45 to 66’C 
Ser level to  3048 m (10,000 ft) 
( I )  Selected unit has wnsitivities o; +IO, t 5 .  t7.5. 21.25. ?0.625 Vdc. etc., to t4.88 mVdc 
( 2 )  Selected unit vertical dimension IS 222 m a  (8.75“) 
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Subsystem and assembly 
Monitor Control 
points points 
Microwave Subsystem 
Low-wise amplifiers 
Cryogenics 
Power supplies 
Miscellaneous 
Receiver Subsystem 
Down-converters 
Power supplies 
Cable stabilizer 
Comb generators 
Noi.. adding radiometer 
Power supplies 
An!enna Subsystem(') 
Locator a m  
Emergency stoplmovement warning 
Facilities Subsystem 
Power generaition 
Power distribution 
Environmental control 
Data Acqbisition Subsyted2)  
Mark 111 Dsta System 
recorders 
Distribution amplifiers 
Cesium qtandard 
Instrumentation 
Sensor data 
Power supplied 
Phase Calibration Subsystem 
Frequency and Timing Subsystem(') 
Meteorological equipmen: 
Water vapor radiomete#"' 
5 4 
6 7 
2 
3 
- 
- 
9 
6 
- 
- 
6 
2 2 
1 
8 
- 
- 
- 
9 2 
1 2 
5 
2 10 
22 
- 
- 
9 
22 
- 
- 
4 
4 
- 
- ~ . .  - .- 
NOTES. 
( I )  Momtor and control of antenna controller and sewns are by 
self-contained equipment. 
(2) Confwuration monitor and coctrol of Mark 111 Data System 
and recorders are by self-contained equipment. Listed mwitor  
points are power supply voltages. 
(3)  Monitor and control of hydrogen maser. frequency standard room 
temperature monitor and part of the frequency standard perfor 
mance monitor ar t  by self-contained equipment. 
(4) Monitor and control of water vapor raliometer is by wli- 
contained equipment. 
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Modificorion Qf the cumntly opmztionol LSN C o r r u n o n d  System M d  111-80 in 
1982 consisted of upgrading Command Svstem monitoring f i ~ ~ t i ~ t ~  in the Nenwrk 
Opemrions Conml Center. LSN Command System Mark IV-85 fwtctional design is 
1 kcribcdfiw the Mark Ik.-A Network, which is planned for 1984-1985 URplePneRtatioR 
1. Presentsystem 
The Mark 111-80 configuration of the DSN Command Sys- 
tem. which was described in Ref. 1. is the currently opera- 
tional Configuration. To provide computercontrolled prepass 
data transfer and validation tests and revised displays, Network 
Operations Control Center (NOCC) Command Subsystem 
software modifications were completed in May 1982 as part 
of a general upgrade of the Network Operations Control 
Area (NOCA) to reduce operations costs. 
II. YarkIW85Systm 
A. MarkNRNetworkhnpll?menwon 
The Mark IVA Network implementation, to be completed 
in 1985, will provide one Signal Processing Center (SPC) at 
each of the three Deep Space Communication Complexes 
(Goldstone. California; Canberra, Australia; and Madrid, 
Spain). The Ground Cocimunications Facility (GCF) will 
provide communications between JPL and each SPC. The 
Networks Consolidation Program (Ref. 2) pra. d c s  for the 
Mark IVA Network to support high-apogee earth-orbital 
missions in addition to the deep space missions. 
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the DSN Command Sys- 
tem Mark 1V-85. as prwimdy described in Ref. 3. Each 
Deep space C o m m u n i c a t i ~  complex (DSCC) win have 
a 64-meter antenna with deep space uplink, a 34meter an- 
tenna with both deep space and earth orbiter uplinks and a 
M e t e r  antenna with earth orbiter uplink. (The Goldstone 
and Canberra cchnplexes each have an 8 d d i t i d  Fkneter 
antenna for downlink only.) 
During the past year the Mark IVA Network implementa- 
tion schedule has been modified to provide earlier comple- 
tion at the Canbena complex. Additional support require- 
ments have enlarged the misnion set. The Command System 
performance requirements, functional ;tescriptim, and sub- 
systems configurations, however, are the same as presented 
in Ref. 3. 
DSCC Command Subsystem prototype testing and software 
design are progressing on schedule. A contract for fabrication 
of the 16 new command modulator assemblies was awarded m 
June 1982. 
B. ImpkmentationSchedule 
The Mark IVA Network implementation plan calls for an 
interun configuration to be installed at all three complexes in 
early 1984. and a final ionfiguration at Goldstone by Febru- 
ary 1985. Canberra by May 1985, and Madrid by August 
1985. The interim configuration will include new corninand 
8 
quipmmt for support of high earth *it and deep space 
conf~rathn. 'ihc final carfiguration at each complex will 
include tlre 9-meter antenna and agociatad fnnrt end quip 
ment. at least thm strings of DSCC CODnmrnd subsystem 
quipncni. and the new DGCC Monitor and Control kbq~ 
tem.asohowninFig.1. 
wt~, whik mtaining portioru of the m t  lyarlrin 
c. m86ionsa 
The Mark IVA Network basdine rquimncnts h:vc bea: 
extended to pro*;.de capabilities to support all of tht flisht 
missions listed below : 
( 1) Cunent deep space mirsions: 
(a) Pioneers 6 through 12 
(b) V i L a n d e r  
(c) Helioa 
(d) Voyagers 1 and 2 
(2) Planned deep missions: 
(a) Calileo 
(b) International Sdar Polar Mission (1sPM) 
(c) Giotto (backup support) 
(3) Current hlph elliptical earth orbital missions: 
(a) International Sun-Earth Explorer No. 3 OSEE-3) 
(4) Future hlph elliptical earth orbital missions: 
(a) Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracking Explorer 
(h)  Origin of the Plasma in the Earth's Neighborhood 
(AMPTE): 3 spacecraft 
(OPEN); 4 spacecraft 
( 5 )  Other earth orbiter missions: 
(a) TDRS (hunch and emergency support) 
(h) Space Telescope (emergency support) 
( c )  GOES C. 11, I (backup support) 
0. P e ~ n c s ~ l r e m e n t s  
Support of the Mark IVA mission set will require Command 
System performance characteristics compatible with the NASA 
standard transpcinders. which are t o  he used on future ;pace- 
crrft. and also sompatihle with current inflight spacecraft and 
certain planned spacecraft ihrt do not  use the standard trans- 
ponder Sonw of thc required capahilities are listcd helow. 
( I  ) Data rates. nit3 rates iron1 1 to 3 K K )  hitsiscc. will he 
pronded 
in. system~~ndknal- 
As discussed in Ref. 4, many of the spacecraft supported by 
the DSN have onboard stom@ and sequencing capabilities 
t h a t p e r m i t c m u n a n d s e q ~ t o b e o m t w d l  ldnmccof 
the actions to be taken by the spacecraft. Thus, fewer d h c t  
a c t m  (real-time) commands are n c e d e A .  Ground system capa- 
bilities providmg massive storage I pecraft arrrmanbs. 
muhimission operating functions. an11 standardid pmtocol 
were incorporated in the DSN Command aystem in 1978 
(Ref. 5).  These capabilities wiU be continued in the Mark IV- 
85 sysem confquratku:. 
A. OpentlarWlF- 
End-to-End spacecraft command operations BIT npn- 
sented functionally in Fig. 2. Command sequences for m e  
or more spacecraft are generated and stored at a Mission 
Operations Center (MOC). Commands for a particular space 
craft are selected from the command fdcs, formatted mto 
messages. and stored for transmittal to a tpccifwd link of a 
DSCC. Command data are extracted from the message re- 
ceived and are stored and queued until radiated. F W y ,  
thc commaids arrive at the spacecraft and are either executed 
immediately o r  stored ..mhnard for later execution. 
The functions oi the LXN Command System in this pr- 
( I )  htahlishinp the DSCC configuration for the speci- 
cess include the following: 
lied spacecraft. 
( 3  Receiving and stonng command data at the DSCC. 
(3) Q w i r m g  cvmmand u t a  to be radiated to the space- 
(4) Radirung the command data to the spacccmft. 
( 5 )  #om or@ and reporting system status and events 
d!. 
E. epQsJ.'d- 
.n.ri(r ;.onfymtion inputs to the DGCC Command (DCD) 
Su5)vs:cbt spcciQ the fhght project ~ t m c  and thc m f t  
id\lntJAti:n number. These inputs cause the Commaad Re 
ctw Awmbly (CPA) software to transfer a Epccifd con- 
ttwntmn and standards and limits table from disk s t o w  to 
dic *a&. t lanpes may later bc made by messages from N W C  
v.3 b e  <;t (or by keyboard entries at the Link Munitor and 
C%wioi  ('a. sole. in M mwrlmrcy). 
W ~ ~ O Q .  i( d to cmf- the DCD Subryotan XCG- 10 
L rior fo rhe bcpnning of the scheduled sppa-raft track. the 
conittd of the DGCC command functions is tmsfemd to the 
NOC; . Con @ration standards and rlumiaburt limits can bc 
updated by GCF transmission of messages from the NOCC 
Command Subsvstcni (!UCD\ real-time momtor prw-tsor. The 
standards and limits are & r i d  f m  fdcs canpiled in the 
N W C  iuppcrt Subsystem. Spwccraft-drpcndent parameters. 
such as syn\bd period, subcarrier frequency. alarm h t s .  and 
abort bmits. .ire established v u  thcx nwssagcs. After the 
proper :mnfiurstion standards and h i t s  have becn &ab  
lithd. : -st iomniands are transmitted through the system t o  
man i IJ: thc ystcm can accept spacecraft commands via 
WF. tcriipr.arity store thr  b.mands. and confirm radiation. 
Ihring this tc: the tralls.tiittcr output is radiated into a 
duniniy Itud After thc Network Operations Control Tcain 
(BWT) h a  tstthlished that the systc"* is operating properly. 
the station ~ ~ p e r ~ t o r  switchcs the transmitter to space radia- 
iioii. an.1 the NtKT transfers command & t i  control to the 
tligit pr~j=t*> SIOC h r  loading of actual spacecraft coninund 
wqiiencus 10 .w radiated 181 the spwecraft dunng thc track 
pcnd. 
At the time for r3di2'.*~ a b f  each coniinrnd clement. the 
suhs)stcrn dvaiices I hc actnc mode (we Fig. 3 f o r  dcxrip 
tion of the vinous modcsj and coiiimand data arc transferred 
to the Comiiiam Mtdulrtor Awmhly (CMA) for mimediate 
radiation n3 .I.? Receiver-Exciter. Transmitter, Microwave. 
rnd Antcnh Sulsystcrns. 
data integity. mry mesage black to or from the CPA 
tains a block check sum, in addition to the CCF error Me+ 
th pruvhions. 
1. colmnmdfpca Eachfkmayconsistofupto256hi(rh- 
speed data blocks. Tht cwltmt of each data block is a fik ek- 
mmt. The f is t  block in a fie contains the hesder ekmeat and 
command ckmcnt may consist of up to 8OObits of spre- 
craft mnmand data. Up to 8 f k  for a given missioa can be 
s t 4  by tire CPA. lhus the a d a b l e  storngc is o r c ~  1.6 mil- 
lion command bits. 
esch S U b W n t  b k k  COntaiIlS 1 cWnmrnd demnt. b h  
The header elanent contains fk idmtifimtion infixmation, 
fk p w  I l lS tNC~unS.  and a fk dwck9un. & pr0- 
c.air,g inrt~uction~ indude 0pti-d fik radiation OP and 
d w  window timcs. and an optional filc bit 1 rrdirrtion time. 
Fi upcr and close window times specify the time intenal 
during wtuch command elements in the fde may begin radia- 
tion (Le.. a mission sequence m y  demand that specific com- 
mands not be sent before or after a certain time). The bit 1 
radiation time d o w s  the project IO specify the exact timc at 
which the fie is to begin radiation to the oprrcacraft. The fde 
checksum is created at the time of fdc generation and is 
passed intact to the CPA. I t  adds reliability to insure that no 
data were driippd o r  dtemi  in the transfer f m n  o m  facil- 
ity to another. ( l h  is in addition to the previously nwn- 
tioncd block chtiksums.) 
The command elements each contain command bits. fk 
identifition. elcment number. element size. and an optional 
"delay time" (interval from start of previous clement). If 
delay tunc IS not specified. the clement will start radiating 
immediately after the end of the prcnous element. 
2. Receiving and storing c o m d  data at a Dscc. %or- 
mrlly, the files of commands to hc radutcd t o  the space- 
craft will be sent from the MOC to the specified DSCC link 
at the heplnning of a spacecraft track period. However. fdcs 
niry he x n t  tu the DSCC link st any tunc during the space- 
craft track period. The h i  step in receiving and storing 
coniniand data 31 3 DSCC is the process of  opening a file 
area o n  the CPA disk. The M O C  accomplishes this by sending 
a licsdcr clement. which SCNCS as a ) i / e * * ~ p c r ~  directive. After 
the CPA acknowledges receipt of the header element. the MOC 
wndc thc remaindcr o f  the N e  (up to 2SS command elements) 
riid follows it with a /i/t i.Rw directive. T h e  CPA acknow- 
ledpcs the filc-clor in5truction and indicates whether the fie 
lording was su~-ctd'til or unsuccessful. I f  the fdc loading was 
unsucceuful. the acknowledge message contains the wson  
f o r  the +-rdurc and from what point in the file the command 
clenicnrs arc t o  hc transmitted. \\;hen the tlc is successfully 
c l t d .  the MOC may proceed to send additional fdes. up to 
a total of  e&. 
3. @e&g the cmunmd data for radiahoa. After the fdes 
are stored at the CPA. the MOC hen sends a jikmacti direc- 
!ive for each of up t o  five F'c names to  he placed in the ndia- 
tion q u a e .  lhe Mission Control Team determim in which 
order the fdes arc to be attached. The order in WM the fdc- 
attach directives are received at the CPA determines the 
q u e n e  in which the fdes will be radiated: that is. first 
attached. f i s t  to radiate to the spaoxraft. 
4. CaMpaad radiatb to the spacecraft. The fint com- 
mand element in the top (prime) fde in the queue b c p s  
radiation to the spacxcraft immediately after attachment or 
as awn as all optional fde instructions (such ai bit I radia- 
tion time) art satisfied. The prime tile status is defined to 
be m r i w  when the fint command element begins radiation. 
Upon completion of ridlation of the first command element. 
the second c o m m d  element begns radiation either inimc 
diatei) or when the cytional IIc.la.v rmr has been satisfied. 
The proces continues until all command elenients in the file 
have k e n  radided. After the first tile completes radiation. 
the second tile in the qeiie autom;lticaUy koii ies  the pnnis 
fie and the command radiation p rwes  is repeated. After the 
secrwd tile completes radiation. the third file becomes prime. 
etc. This prtr-ess is repeated unti  all tiles in the queue aw 
exhausted. The MOC can attach new tiles to  the queue when. 
ever space is avidable. 
Contirniatit1iis of prime-tilt ;ommandtlcment radiations 
are reported in t w r t l  rrrcsyrc*s to the MCK 3nd NOCC once 
per iiiinute. o r  after live elements have been radiated. which- 
ever wcurs tint. If a command element is aborted. or if an 
alarni occurs. an event mrwpe is sent imm:*dntcl). 
fdes in the qwue. To rearranee the order. a c(carguacr dint- 
rive must be m t ,  followed by fileattach directives in thc 
desired order. 
c. Suspttid d tur ion.  If the Minion Control Team desires 
to stop command radiation. a wpd message can be sent to 
the CPA. This message stops command radiation to the spsce- 
craft upon completion of the cumnt ekment. The fk status 
then changes from active to suspended. 
d. Rtmmu conintonJ mclrotitm To restart radiation of a 
suspended fde (either suspended in tent idy  or from an 
abort). a message can be sent to m m t -  radiation uf any sped- 
fied unradiated element in the Be. The suspend and remne-at 
directives can be USeJ for skipping ekments of the prime fde, 
if desired. 
t: Com~nurrd a h m .  As each command bit is radiated to the 
spacecraft. numerous checks are made to in.wre nlidity of the 
command data. If a failure is detected during the radiation, 
the comniand elenimt is automatically aborted, the prime fde 
status is changed from active to suspended, and radiation is 
terminated until a resume directive is received. 
In addition to the automatic abort function there is provi- 
sion for the MOC to  send an uborr and suspend directive to 
teniiinatc command r3diation immediately without waiting 
f o r  completion of an element. 
I: Ckui. MWIJ ~ i i ~ i c  ~ w t w d c .  If a close-window time IS 
specified in a t2e header element. anrl die Mission Operations 
Team later decides to extend the permissible time for radia- 
tioii of that tile. an ~ w c m I I t *  message can be sent (afte: the 
tile twconies prime) which instructs the Ct'A 11) ignore the 
clow window time. 
0. DataRecords 
All message blnc4s received by the CPA and all blocks sent 
f r o m  the CPA wi l l  he logged i t  the DSCC on the Ongnal Data 
H e w i d  (ODR). In addition. the CPA has the czpability to 
rcc'orrf a tempvary OUR o n  disk if the ODR IS disabled. 
5lewpe hlochs 1'rivii JII complexes are recorded at the GCF 
c t i i t r d  c'l\:iiniiiiiiiJti~,iis tcrniind (CC'T). Command system 
riics.\~gc blocks trorii J 3!issit1ri Operation ('enter t o  3 DSCC 
.ire .IJSO recorded at t h e  CCT. 
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A ~ y s c t w n i c d ~  
At Canbema and Madrid 1 antennas will be located in 
the vicinity of the SFC. At Gddstone. the 64-meter antenna 
and the 9-meter antenna wiu be Iwated near the SPC. The 
Goldstone 34-meter transmit-mwive antenna will remain at 
the present D6S 12 (Echo Station) site, but control win 
reside at t!e SPC. 
8. AntbnnaWlcron#m,- 
For the 9-meter antenna. the microwave subsystem will 
pmvide uplink feed at Sband frequencies assigned for 
earth orbital missons (2025-2110 MHz). For onc 34-meter 
antenna at each cwmplex. the microwave subsystem will be 
required to  handle Sband uplinks over the range of earth 
orbital and deep space missions (2025-2120 MHt). For the 
*meter antenna the microwave subsystem uplink capabil- 
ity will be unchanged (Sband 2 1 10-2 I20 MHz). 
In the fud Mark I V A  Network C 0 n f ~ t k . m  (in 1985), 
the DCD Subsystem in the SPC at each complex will be 
implemented as shown in Fw 1. A new Command Switch 
Assembly (CSA) will permit MY of the exdters to be con- 
nected to MY of the Command Modulator Assanblies(CMA) 
under control of the Compkx Monitor and Control d. 
New CMAs will be implemented to acconrmodate the 
Mark IVA mission support requirements The CPAs will use 
existing M&ompll-25 computers with core memory in- 
creastd to maximum capacity. CPA software wil l  be upgaded 
to sat* new mission support requirements, to modify the 
CMA interface functions, and to provide required functicms 
for interfacing with the new LXXC Monitor and Control 
Subsystems. 
F. OSCCyonctwundcontrdSbystem 
New equipment wiU be implemented for the DSCC Monitor 
and Control Subsystem (DMC) at each complex in the final 
Mark N A  Network configuration. Aspignment oi command 
equipment (anZen-. tranmitter. exdter, and command 
xh&led spacecraft pus or for a scheduled test, win be 
accompLshed by the DMC along with t e lm*ry  and tracking 
equipment asipments. Repass countdown will be controlled 
by inputs at the Lmk Monitor and Control C o d e .  
The 9-meter and .*meter antenna microwave subsystems 
&meter antenna microwave subsystem provides selection 
of linear polarization or right or left circular polarization. 
provide selection Of right Of left circular polarization. The m4dator-pm-r combjnatiom) to a given **lj&,” for & 
c. Tra~itkHsubSystem 
The %meter antenna will have a I@kW transmitter oper- 
ating in the earth clrbital mission $ b a d  frequency A 
34-meter wd have a z@kW transmitter o,perating 
over the rarge of earth orbital and deep space mission Sband 
frequencies. ne wmeter a,,tenna ,,dl have 2@kW and 
1O@kW trmmltten ,-t,f the dMp space Sbmd fre 
quency range. as now. 
The DMC will receive antenna pointing and uplink fre- 
WencY Predictions and will rehy them to the appropriate sub- 
systems. The DMC will send link status information to the 
and CPA will send Command Subwstem in‘or- 
mation to the DMC for link console displays and for i n c o p  
ration into the mor.l:or data that the DMC sends to the NOCC. 
0. R e o e h r e r - E * c ~ S u ~  
An Sbmd exciter for the earth orbital frequency range will 
In the interim configuration. the Monitor and Control Sub- 
system wi!! be limited to the existing Data System Terminal 
(IXT) and Digital information Subsystbm (DIS) functions. 
G. GCFSubsystems he provided f o r  each 0-meter antenna. The DSK exciter for the .U-me!er antenni wdl be iipgrided to cover earth orbital and 
Jeep space mission Sb3nd frequencies. The present USN In  the final Mark IVA Network configuration. the GCF 
S h a d  exciter wdl h, --rmeJ in the hJ-meter antema link. Chg~tal Communication (GDC) Subsystem will replace the 
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present CCF I-@ Speed Data and GCF Wideband Data H. N O C C c o m m u r d ~  
The NOCC Command Subsystem (NCD) Real-The 
Monitor (RTM) sofiware wiU be upgraded to afcommodate 
new destination codes. spaacraf? identifiers, standards and 
limits tables and test canmand tables for the interim and 
Subsystems. Cotnmand data blocks wiU k communicated 
at a line rate of 56 khls, instead of the p m n t  7.2 kb/s rate, 
between the Central Communications Terminal at JPL and the 
Area Routing Assembly at each DSCC. 
At the Cddstone Dscc the CCF Intersite Analog Com- 
munications Subriotem wiU communicate the CMA output 
signal from the SPC to the DSS 12 exciter and the confirma- 
tion signal from the exciter to the SPC. 
final configurations. The NOCC Support Subsystem Win be 
expanded to provide capability for Command System per- 
formance records and analysis and additional capacity for 
test command tables. 
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and &tu .4cquisitit~n Progress Report 42-57, pp. 3342. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
F'asadena, Calif.. June 15,1980. 
2. Yeater. M. L.. and Hemnan, D. T., "Networks Consolidation Program," in The Tele 
communications and Dora Acquisition prI?gres Report 42-65. pp. 19-24, Jet Propul- 
sion Laboratory. Pasadena, Calif., Oct. 15,1981. 
3. Thorman, H. C.. "DSN Command System," in The Telecommunimtiom und Dora 
Acquisition hgress Report 4264. pp. 53-60. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena, 
Calif.. Aup. IS. 1981. 
4. Stinnett. W. G.. "DSN Commmd System Mark 111-78," in The Lkep Spuce X e m n k  
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MSSiON OPRATONS CENTER 
MISSION A 
N W 4 E A L - T I M  
COMllMNO 
GENWAl I O N  
SUBSYSTEM MOM 
I I I 
STORAGE 
BEFORE ENTRY 
INTO REAL- 
TME sysm, 
PRIM PURPOSE 
ALLOWS DSS OPS PERSONNEL 
TO OERFORM INITIALIZAT'ON TASKS 
STANDARD MODE F O R  UPDATING 
STANDARDS AND LIMITS AND 
CONFIGURATION DATA VIA HIGH 
SPEED PRIOR TO SPACECRAFT 
ACQUISITION 
SAFE MOD€ - CANNOT COMMAND. 
PROVISION FOR lDLVACQUlSlTt0N 
SEQUENCE. ALLOWS CONFIGURATION 
AND STANDARDS AND LIMITS TO BE 
CHANGED 
ALLOWS ENTRY INTO ACTIVE MODE. 
SEQUENCE DURING COMMAND 
PERIODS 
PROVIDES lDlyACQUlSlTlON 
COMMAND TRANSMISSION 
Fb 7VIDES ABORT INSTRUCTION 
TO CMA 
DATA ACCEPTED 
VIA HIGH SPEED 
CONFIGURATION, STAND- 
ARDS AND LIMITS, MODE 
CONTROL, R K A U  
CONF IGWRATION, 
STANDARDS AND LIMITS, 
MODE CONTROL, RECALL 
CONF IGURATION, 
STANDARDS AND LIMITS, 
MODE CONTROL, RECALL 
RECALL AND MODE CONTROL 
DATA ONLY 
RECALL AND MODE CONTROL 
DATA ONLY 
RECALL AND MODE CONTROL 
DATA ONLY 
COMMENTS 
UPON RECEIPT OF A STANDARDS 
AND LIMITS AND CONFIGURATION 
HSD BLOCK, THE CALIBRATE 2 MODE 
WILL BE ENTERED 
MULTlMlSSlON STANDARD PROCE- 
DURES SHOULD STATE THAT THIS MODE 
IS TO Y ENTWD FOA CHANGING 
SUBCARRIER FREQUENCY, BIT RATE 
ALL STANDARDS AND LIMITS AND 
CONFIGURATION DATA P M A M T E R S  
WILL TAKE IMMEDIATE EFFECT IN 
THIS MODE 
MODE CONTROL DATA CONTAINED 
IN THE COMMAND ELEMENT BLOCK 
NOTES. I. COMhrUND DATA MESSAGES WILL BE ACCEPTED IN ALL MODES 
2. ALARM MSSAGES/ALARM DATA WILL BE TRANSMllTED TO THE MOC IN ALL MODES EXCEPT ABORT 
Fig. 3. OSCC Command Subsystem mode6 
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The DSW VLBI System 
MayandJune 1982 
Mark IV-86 
W. 0. Chaney 
TDA Engineering 
This article describes thhp DSN VLBI System Mark IV-86, Wide Channel Bandwidth 
(Block 11). It covers the system requirements, description and implementation phns, 
Narrow Channel Bandwidth VLBI (Block I )  was described in prei 'us articles (Refi. 1,2). 
1. Introduction 
The DSN Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) 
System Mark 1V-86 will be implemented to provide the radio 
source catalog and baselines maintenance for Galileo delta 
differential one-way range (defta DOR). The primary stations 
to be used for radio source catalog maintenance are the 34-m 
deep space listen-only stations that are planned for Goldstone, 
California, and Canberra. Australia. However, the 64-m deep 
space stations at each complex can also be used for Wide Chan- 
nel Bandwidth (WCB) VLBI. 
Thc Galileo precision requirement for radio source cata- 
log is 25 nannradians (15 cm). and 30 cm for baseline deter- 
mination. 
11. System Description 
A. Definition 
Tte Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC) VLBI 
System is the assemblage of various subsystems at a specific 
complex which form an instrument for receiving and obtain- 
ing necessary VLBI data in conjunction with at least ant other 
complex and,  together with elements involved with the moni- 
toring and control and data processing fnnctions, comprise 
the DSN VLBI System. 
6. Description 
Functionally, the DSN VLBI Systcm (Fig. 1) comprises the 
DSCCs, which individually receive the RF signal and down- 
convert segment bandwidths of the RF spectrum to videoband 
frequencies, which are then digitized and formatted by @tal 
equipment. The digital data is then recorded on wideband 
recorders and shipped to the JPL/Caltech Correlator Facility 
for processing. Many of the functional blocks in Fig. 1 are 
common to both the Wide Channel Bandwidth (Block 11) and 
the Narrow Channel Bandwidth (Block I) versions of the VLBI 
System. (See Refs. I and 2 for Block I description.) 
The Antenna Subsystem is pointed to the appropriate signal 
source at the proper time by the Antenna Pointing Subsystem, 
which obtains pcinting information (predicts) from the Net- 
work Data Processing ArLa (NDPA) of the Network Opera- 
tions Ccntrol Center (NOCC) via the DSS Monitor m d  Control 
Subsystem (DNC) and the Ground Communications Facility 
(GCF). 
The Antema Microwave Subsystem (W) receives the 
signal flux gathered by the antenna. APer amplification by 
the FET or TWM. the signal is sent to the Receiver-Excit.; 
Subsystem, which heterodynes this signal to an intermediate 
frequency (IF). 
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The WCB system Lotifiguration will have 14 channels of 
7 pairs (expandable to 28 of 14 pairs) of adjacent lower and 
upper sideband spectra selPable from 0.25- to 2.0-MHz band- 
widths. These paired c;.mnels may be allocated as desired 
between S- and X-band ,'requcneies, and each channel may be 
individually set to any place within the bandwidth, limited 
only by the front end amplifier and RF-IF downcnnverter. 
These frequencies arc further downconvert. from IF to video 
for the final acquisitim and recording processes. 
The Frequency and Timing Subg stem (FTS) provides the 
station local clock, sing a very stable hydrogen maser as the 
primary standard. Reference freqilencies and timing signals 
xe derived from the clock for distribution to other subsys- 
tems. Similarly, a reference signal from the coherent refer- 
ence generator (CRG), which distributes the reference sig- 
nals, will drive phase calibration generators (pee) as part of 
the Frequency and Timing Subsystem (FTS) via a coaxial- 
cable, phase-stabilization assembly which effectively trans- 
lates the station's clock frequency stability to the comb gener- 
ators in the PCG. The comb generator provides comblike, 
phasestable, line spectra S- and X-band microwave frequen- 
cies, which are injected into the respective Microwave Sub- 
systems prior to the input circuitry of the FETs or TWMs. 
These phasestable reference signals are amplified by the 
receiver a d  are down-converted simultaneously with the 
received slgnals. These reference signals will be used to cali- 
brate out phase variations (which occur within the rtaiver, 
down converter. and digital subsystem) during the cross- 
correlation and data processing procedure. Since the comb 
signal encounters the received s . g a l  for the first time at the 
injection point, this point is established as the instrument's 
RF reference i p -  .nt for the DSCC VLBI System. This is the 
point at which the cross-correlation and postcorre!ation esti- 
mation calcu'otions refer the resultant Earth parameters, 
station lxation and clock offset and rate information relative 
to the other instruments. 
The reference is u,sed to relate other station references such 
as h e  station's location reference point (intersection of 
antenna axes or equivalent) and the Epoch reference point at 
the M S  CRG output located within the control room. The 
cabl. stabilizer effectively translates these points with ii known 
t h e  delay for interstation clock synchronization purposes. 
The clock Etoch reference point in turn will function as the 
reference for ail subsystems and assemblies within thc respec- 
tive staticns. 
T!w dat:i acquisition and recording subassembly records 
the data a t  rates up t c  112 Mbitslsec. The tapes generated are 
shipped to the JTL/Caltcch correlation facility for processing. 
The sample of data from each radio source is transmitted 
via GCF wideband data line to the NOCC VLBI Processor 
Subsystem (WS) for validation of fringes from the baseline 
pair of stations. The results are displayed to the Network 
Operations Control Team, and ah0 transmitted to the sta- 
tions for displ~y. 
'Ihe Deep Space Communic~~tions Compkx (DSCC) MoN- 
tor and Control Subsystem @MC) sends coctrol and config- 
uration information to the DSCC VLBI Subsjestem @VS) 
from data received from NOCtJ via the GCF. It ai20 collects 
various calibration and configuation data wX& IS provided 
t3 the DVS for recdwding with the VLBl data ma ;?a the X F  
for monitoring. 
At NOCC (Fig. 1). the ND,PA we ita i Jr real-time 
monitorinpiisplay functions in the .,ark Operations 
Control Area (NOCA). The NOCA provides thc contiil infor- 
mation to the DSCC, via the GCF, to the DMC. 
The JPL/Caltech VLBI Prmesor receives tapes and per- 
forms the cross-correlation 0;' the data from the observing 
stations and, with further postcorrelation and estimation 
processing, radio source catalag &ita and baseline data am 
generated. 
111. Implementation 
A. General 
Implementation of Wide Ch.mnel Bandwidth (WCB) VLBI 
will provide a ccpability to mantain the radio source catalog 
and baseline distances. The WCB VLBl supplements the Nar- 
row Channel Bandwidth (NCB) VLBI. The NCB VLBI is used 
for direct navigation suppDrt in determining relative clock and 
clock rate offsets, Universal Tine 1 (UTJ), polar motion (PIG) 
and delta differenced one-way raige (delta DOR). 
A simplified block diagram of WCB VLBI is shown in 
Fig. 1. The WCB VLBl will be implemented on a 34-m listen- 
only mterma subnet. Effective t andwidth will be 400 MHz at 
X-band m d  100 MHz at S-band. Sampling rates and recording 
will be at 14 Mbits/sec to : 12 M W s e c .  Tapes will be shipped 
to the JPUCaltech correlalor for processing. 
8. Functional Performance Requirements 
S-bmd Parameter X-bac! 
System temperature 60 K SO K 
Bandwdth 400 MHz 100 MHz 
Frequency range 8200-&iOO MHz 2200-2300 MHz 
- ---- - 
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Parameter X-band S-band 
~ ~ -- ~ 
No. of channels 
Cliannel bandwidth 2 M!-L 
No. of tones/channel 3 (minimum) 
No. o! samphg rate 
14 (expandable to 28) 
14-1 12 Mbits/sec 
C. Moditications for WC6 VLBl 
Modifications to a standard 34-m Iisten-only Front-End 
Area (FEA) rnd Signai Processing Center (SPC) to pruvide 
WCB VLBI are given below. 
1. Minowave. Widaband field effect transistors (FET) at 
both S- and X-band freqlr,.icies will be added w'.th a band- 
width of 100 ar! * 400 MHz, respectively. System tempera- 
ture will be less than 50 K at S-band and 60 K at X-band. 
The frequency range will be at least 100 MHz at S-band from 
2200-2300 Mtlz and 40G MHz at X-band from 8200- 
8600 MHz. 
An inrertion port for both S-band and X-band will be sup- 
plied as far forward in the microwave as possible in order to 
insert calibration tones for VLBI system calibration. 
2. Receiver. An EF-to-IF conversion assembly will be 
added fcr both S- and X-band. The S-band will have d band- 
width > 100 MHz z d  range of 2200-2300 MHz. The X-band 
will have a baridwidth 2400 MHz and a range of 8200- 
P60C MHI. 
3. Phase calibration generators (PCC). A KG assembly 
wll be added that will  transfer the stability of the hydrogen 
maser frequency standard to the anteni ..icrowave (LWY). 
At the UWV a coherent comb generator subassenibiy generates 
a comb o f  frequencies across the frequency range. This comb 
fiequency divisor is selected so that at least thiw tones are in 
o.ie 3-MHz VLBI hannel. 
4. WCB VLBl Data Acquisition Assembly. The Data 
Acquisition Assembly is located in tile SM: dnd provides the 
following functions: 
( I \ Selects the IF signal. 
( 2 )  Selects frequency synthesis channels. 
(3 )  Providcs It-vidco ccnversioii 
(4) Provides i i inpe  rCJCc!lOll aid low r':ss filtering. 
( 5  Provides data sanl:)liiig. formatting and recording. 
(6) Pruvidcs sclcctive data Iiansniissioii via WBDL for 
validat io ! i .  
Initially the Data -4cquisition Assembly will provide 14 
channels of 7 pairs of adjacent upper ard lower sideband 
spectra, selectable from 0.25 to 2.0 NIHZ. The number of chaw 
neb will be expsrldible to  28 channds of 14 pairs. 
Data sampbg and recording will be at 14 to I12 Mbi&ix. 
Thc format for ,word;* *g will be compatible with the Mark 111 
Haystack Ooservatory. Data transfer w J l  be magnetic tapes 
shipped to the P U C V  correia+or facility. 
5. Water Vapor Radiome::. '.W f i e  WIR measur i 
water vapor content along the hie of sight in order t o  calibrate 
the V U 1  drta for this error source. The AdvancedSystenis 
W V R  rrmiels will be upgraded and integrated into the DSCC 
technical faciiities. Data w i l l  t: relayed from the technical 
facilities subsystem to the DSCC VLBI subsystem for incorpo- 
ration into the VLBl data stream. These data will be used b) 
the Block I1 correlator t o  calibrate VLBI observables for water 
vapor content along the line of  sight. 
The WVR meawes the brightness temperature at two 
frequencies - 20.7 and 3 1.4 GHz. These brightness tempera- 
tures are used to determine the water vapor conted along the 
h e  of sight. The WVR is dued with the main antenna; and 
periodic calibration is done by dipping in elevation at each 90" 
in 3 z i i i l . h  
6. Block I1 correlator. The Blcck 11 VLBi correlator is a 
joint JPLICaitech implementaticn with th? correlator located 
at the Caltech campus. 
The Block 11 correlator will be implemented for the corre- 
lation and pos!correlation for 3 stations sirnultanmuly 
(expandable to 7 stations). Data correlption will be to the 
rate of data acquisition. Data input will be VLBl data tapes. 
In order to calibrate the VLBl data, known tone ;@nais 
of constant frequency are injected in the microwave subsystem 
during a VLBl observation. DL.ring correlation, the correlator 
assembly will generate (with a local model) this same fre- 
quency and (by compariso? .a the injected constant fre- 
quency) measure phase chanf;e due to phase instabilities in 
('le microwave and receiver scbsysteins. 
Given a sc't uf parametm, the software model calibrates the 
pliase to within IO-' cycle if frmge. Also, a record of the cal- 
culations along with their results are kept with a precision of 
IO-' cycle of fringe. Output IS availabk in both delay and fre- 
quency domain. 
The softwa;e model constantly updates its computat.,n of 
the requircd geometric time delay lag due to the Earth's rota- 
tion. tight instantaneous lags (four preceding and fcur f(Jll0W- 
ing the noininal geometric delay) will be provided to deter- (1) Compute natural radio source and tone phase. 
mine the gomtk delay. The maximum equivalent (2) C&bmte phw for statim bm- 
ment error. error of the VLBl Block ll processor tracking the model delay 
(the error in keeping constant the pOmi of maxinium cone- 
lation) will be 0.01 lag. (3) Compute calibrated natural radio source delay. 
(4) Resolve cycle ambiguities. 
( 5 )  Calibrate for transmission media effects. 
(6) Solve for natural radio source locations and baseline. 
(7) Update radio source catalog and baselines. 
The JPUCaltech VPS will be able also to process data col- 
lected and recorded by Coddard Space F w t  Center (GSFC)/ 
Haystack Observatory Mark 111 VLBl System. 
Postcorrelation functional requirements are as follows: 
I .  Chmey. W. D.. and Ham, N. C.. “DSN VI51 System MK 1-80.” TDA hgress Report 
2. Chaney. W. D.. ‘The DSN VLBI System Mark IV-85.” TDA Prvgress Report 42-64. 
42 56. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena, Calif., April IS. 1980. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. Calif., August IS. 1981. 
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Deep Space Payload Laundwsviathe 
Space Transportation System 
A. L. Berman and W. E. Larkin 
TDA Mission Summ Office 
J. C. McKinney 
Mission Infametion S- Engineering Saction 
Starting with the launch of the Calileo space: iaft, now 
scheduled for 1985, deep space payloads will be launched 
via the Space Shuttle vehicle of the Space Transportation 
System (STS). in sharp contrast to all previoris launches of 
deep space payloads via expendable launch vehicles. This 
very significant change in method of launch wlll result in 
large procedural changes for both flight projects and the 
Deep Space Network (DSN). in its capacity as lead suppor: 
network for all deep space missions. In a previous article 
(Ref. I), the Space Shuttle impact on the DSN initial acqui- 
sition was described: in this article. procedural differences 
for the fllpht proJett and DSN during the pre and postlaunch 
penods ate examined. In particular. major subphases of the 
pre and postlaunch period are identified, and telemetry and 
command data flow configurations are presented for each 
subphase The Galileo minion is used to exemplify a typical 
launch period sequence of events and data flow configurations. 
Major difimnaes for the flight proJect and DSN m the 
upcoming "pce Shuttle era are the h-ger number of sub 
phases in the launch period (e.g.. Shuttle on-ortit phase of 
several hours. for which there was nt similar phase m the 
expendables era) and direct launch mdvement of additional 
NASA centers (e-g., johnson Space Center) and nm-NASA 
facilities (e+. Air Force Satellite Corrtrol Facility). 
Section11 describes the n~minal Galileo sequence of 
events during the launch period, Section 111 identifies major 
launch period subphases. while Section W identifies the tele- 
met-, and command data flow confi@rations for each of the 
launch period subphases. 
I). The Nominal Galib Sequence of Ewents 
As previcasly mentioned, the Galileo spacecraft is currently 
scheduled for a 1985 launch. The overall iaunch perhd begins 
21 
withtiwtmmpomn . Q of the spacecraft to  the Kenne& space 
Center (KSC), extends througi. liftoff. and terminates with a 
succesful DSN initid acquisition. Typial p d m d  (prior to 
liftofl) and postlaunch (fdowing lifton) Caliko aqucnocs of 
events ar.! described u1 detail below. 
ANombrdOsl iko-Wod-  
don Laboratory (JPL) to the bnoedy S ~ ~ K X  Center (EX? 
by a Unitcd Statcs Air F o r e  C-5A aircraft. After be- un- 
packed in the Spamiaft  Assembly and Eocaparhtiocr Facility 
(SAEF). the i p t r a t t  is inrpected :O dctmnint if UIY dam- 
a g ~  wts S'P S;r&d diuing M t .  BS&K tats. -the 
usc of b- : I I ~  X h d  r~dio frcnueaCy (RF) 9lbrystem~. 
duted. At the oondution of these tests. Radmmtopc 
Thermoek:tric Ccnc?raton ( R n )  are imt.lkd ~a the spaa 
craft and tests are rerun uriog tbe RTGr as h e  source of e k -  
removed from the spacecraft :o ensure that the indIati011 
of pyrotechnic devirxs and the hdmg of conwirabks in 
thc propulsion system will be carried out in a safe cnviron- 
mnt .  At the codusion of the p r w W o n  loading and pyro- 
tech- i ndh t ion .  L+C sp-raft win again be activated for 
further testing and will be prepired for transfer to the Vertical 
Processing Facility (VPF). AI the \'PF thc spacecraft will bt 
mated to the Spacecraft Injection Module and the two Inertial 
lipper Stage (IUS) stagex End- toad  tests via the Mcrritt 
Idand Launch Area E N  Facility (MIL 71). IUS. and Space 
Shuttle communications CoJtCS wiil be performed. A wries of 
operational tests will also be c-Ji;ducted. Upon satisfactory 
completion of thee  tests. the spacecraft will be phccd into 
the storage mode to await shipment to the launch pad. About 
ten days before launch. the spacecnfr wdl bc removed from 
storage and transported to the launch pad. p r ~ ~ c d i n g  the 
Shuttle uriwl by two days. After cargo preparation p r w -  
d u m  are completed rhe spacecraft wd1 be installed in the 
Shuttle Orbiter Bay. The RTGs are then reinstalled in the 
vactcnft .  Find end-tmnd communications tests unng MIL 
71 (hardline only, and Space Transportation System (STS) 
Tracking Data Rela! Satellite (TDRS) cclmmunications links 
w11 be conduc:ed. These t s t s  should i35f about four Jays. At 
their conclusion the launch countdown wlll commence. 
The Gnliko spacecraft ir transpCrcChi lmm !le le! Ropul- 
trical power. when thee tests arc completed. all power is 
Figure I prrscnts the nominal Galdco prelaunch sequence 
of events for an r . d y  May 1985 launch. 
6. Nominal Galilee Postbunch Seqmuxt of Events 
About one h,wr after liftoff. the project a d  Cornnmcc 
checking out the iondltlon of the spacecraft t c  see if the 
nbration Jnd Acccleration forces encountered during the 
About 45minutes after ocparatioa. the IUS fpst- 
w e  will bum until the propellant is exhausted; d u m  the 
engine burn thc Galiko transmitter will be turned on. Separa- 
tion of the fmt stage will occuf about I O a a n d s  after fuel 
depletion. Thirty-five seconds later the IUS second s!ane win 
mmmencx a one minute ana iosecoad bum. F a y  seconds 
after burnout. the second s t w  wil l  s e ~  rate. l'he tpacccraft 
transponder will now be t! only means af exchanging data 
kcween the Ilight project and the spaaaaft. Fifteen seconds 
hter the injstion mod& engine wiU start. and ohortly after 
cngme start the spacecraft boom wil l  be deployed. After an 
8S-secoad bum. the e m  wiU stop for apppoximate:y IO 
seconds. and then restart for a Skcond burn. During this 
second burn. the spacecraft will be rotated to achieve spin 
stability. After fuel depletion. the injection moduk will sep 
ante from the spacecraft. The injection moduk wil l  then per- 
form a IMIKUWI to avoid the same trajectory path as the 
Galdeo spacecraft. 
Figure 2 presents the nommal Galiko postlaunch sequence 
of events. 
111. Maw Launch Subphases During a 
Shuttle Oeep Space Payload Launch 
The overall launch period of a deep space payload launch is 
cunwmently subdinded into three major categories. as follows: 
( I  1 Prelaunch phase. 
( 2 )  Shuttle attached p!asc. 
(3) Shuttle detached phase. 
These are described as follows 
22 
(1) Shuttkaooent. 
( 2 )  Shuttle onorbit. 
c. ShuttkmachedPhaSe 
the Shuttle vehicle, aad proceeds through the IUS bum a d  
spccuaft injection module bum. This phase termkites wit.. 
a d d  DSN initial acquisition. Subphsas during the 
Shuttle detached phase are identified as: 
lhio phase starts when the IusapaCcarR isplrcedoutside 
(1) Iusburn. 
(2)  Spacecrah injection module bum. 
IV. Ga(ile0 Tekmetry and Command Oeca 
Fiow~uratioMIDuringtheLaunch 
Period 
There are 4 major telemetry and 2 major command data 
flow configurations during the launch period, and these 
an detaikd as follows: 
AGaeoSpacecraR-DSN 
This path exists for both tekmetry and --mnand data. n.e 
link between the spacecraft and the Merritt Island Launch 
Area (MILA) DSN facility (MIL 71) is both radio frequency 
(RF) and hardhe. Communicatiotis t'rom MIL 71 to the JPL 
c.-sP-=--= 
Ibis path is for tdemecry data oaly. c&bo telcarebyis 
embedded io IUS telemetry. An RF bok isestabkkdfiua 
tbe IUS to the An Force spboe Ground link System (SClS). 
The Caliko/IUS data is traasmitted to the Air Forcesuellite 
Coatrd Facility (AFSCF), where Calileo tclanetry is stripped 
oui a d  uaaffnitted via GsFe NA!XQM switckg to JPL 
Mccc. 
O . ~ s p a m c d t - s h U t u e  
This path is for both thnetry and conmaad For telt 
metry. the! link can be direct frwn the CaiibspaceapR to 
the Shuttk Orbiter, or embedded m IUS tdemttry data to 
the Shuttk Orbiter. From Shuttle the link is RF to 
to WSGS. From WGS, the b t a  is vaasmitted vie CSFC 
NASCOM to Johnsa~ Space Center (JSC) Wissioa Coabd 
Center (wcc). From JSC MX, Gako rekmevy is stripped 
out and traunnitted vir CSFC NAscoll  t o  JPL MCCC. 
NASCOM to AFSCF. where CaMeo telemetry is stripped 
out and provided through CSFC NASCONl to JPL IIlccc. 
Alternately, Irn/caIiko telemetry is tnrnsmitted via CSFC 
For cmmand. the link begins with the IUS Control Center. 
in conjunction with voice communication from JPL MCCC. 
From the IUS Control Center. the link is to WSGS ttmugb 
GSFC NASCOIIl, and then RF to TDRS to the Shuttle Orbiter. 
From the Orbiter. the link is either hu&e ar RF (IUS- 
Shuttk Orbiter distance U O  km) to IUS. and f d y ,  to the 
Caliko spacecraft. For this mode, only a series of q h t  can- 
mands ("discrete commands") is possible. 
Figures 3 through 12 illustrate the above data flow paths 
for the various launch subphases. 
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A Structure Function Representation Theorem With 
Applications to Frequency Stability Estimation 
C. A. Greenhall 
Communications System Research M i o n  
Random pmcesses with statiorqv nth d$'jkences stwe as models for osciuatorphase 
mike. The theorem proved here allows one to obtain the structure function (comriances 
of the nth diffmnces) of such a process m terms of the differens of a single fslnctdon of 
one time VmFirhle. In turn. this function cun easily be obtained from the spectral d e d y  
of the pr0ces.x m e  rheorem is used for computing the viuiunce of two estimators of 
frequency stabdify. 
1. Introduction A class of unbiased estimators of ~ ( 7 )  is given by 
Let the output of a precision oscillator be modelled by cos 
{2rvo [t + x ( t ) ]  } , where x( t )  is a random process representing 
the "phase time" noise. The most widelv used time-dornam 
measure of oscillator stability is the Allan variance, defmed by 
the ensemble average 
v = 6 t 2 ( r )w( t )d t .  (2 )  
2 1 1 where w(t j is a weighting function (or measure) whose total 
weight on [2r ,  a is 1. 'Two members of this class are treated 
in Section IV. 
u,(r) = - E [A:J~s)] , ( l )  
3 2  
Assume further that at) is a stationary Gaussian process 
wit,, mean and autocovariance functionRl(t). Then t Z ( t )  
is a stationary process with mean of(r)  and autocovariance 
provided that the expectation exists and is independent of the 
time s. Here, A: ia the backward 2nd difference operator, 
given by 
The theorem g w n  here arose from the desire to compute EV = Et2(1) = U j ( 7 ) .  
the performance of estimators of 0: ( r ) .  Suppose that x ( t ) l s  
given on an interval 0 G t < T. Fix r G U 2 ,  and set 
Var v = m:(s -. t ) w ( s ) w ( t ) a t .  (3) I H t )  - - ~ : x ( t ) .  
n/? 
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Evidently, to  compute Var V, we need to obtain R&r) 
from the mode1 forx(r). Let us suppose. temporarily, that&) 
is stationary, with autocovariance function 
not depending on s. A straightforward computation yields 
E a f d s )  = 0, and 
EA:x(s + r)A:x(s) = 6:Rx(r), (4) 
where 6: = *A%,. the central 4th difference operator, also 
given by 
6 : f ( r )  = f ( r  - 2r) - 4j7r - r) + 6nr) - 4f(r + r) + j7t + 2r). 
The left side of (4) is called the 2nd smcmficncrion ofx(r) 
(Refs. 1,2). Letting t = 0 in (4). we have 
as pointed out by Barnes (Ref. 3). Consequently, since IR,(t)l 
G R,(O) = Var x. 
8 Varx 
r2 
o j ( r )  Q -, 
provided R,(r ) + 0 ( r  -L 00). 
Thn is for stationary x ( r ) .  On the other hand, for actual 
oscillators a behavior like (6) is observed only for mall r ,  
below I s for quartz cr> stal oscillators and 100 s for hydrogen 
maseis. As r increases, the measured ~ ~ ( 7 )  decreases to a 
minimum, then stays constant or increases. Of course. since 
our measurement times are f d t e ,  this observation does not 
"prove" that x(r  ) is nonstationary. A stationary process with a 
huge variancy and a tiny bandwidth would explain what we 
see. for we would be looking onlv at a small piece of the 
process. If T were to increase beyond the scale of our observa- 
tions, then o ~ ( T )  would ultimately behave like ( 6 )  again. 
Howewr. if we want to describe the behanor of x ( r )  on 
re311stic time intervals. a nonobservable low-frequency cutoff 
only pets in the way. and enntually has to be driven to zero. 
I t  is mathcrnatically easier to use a nonstationary model from 
the very start. 
Nevertheless, we always have 
for this class of processes. An example is the power-law 
spectm 
K q u )  = - 
lo? ' 
A rigorous theory of these processes exists (Ref. 1); basi- 
cally, it shows that one can plunge ahead nith the formalism 
from stationary procmes as long as the integrals converge. For 
example, the transfer function of the operator Af is 
( 1  - e b r 1 2 .  Therefore, 
I 
The extra term c2r" comes from a frequency drift component 
d / 2  in q t ) .  Letting t = 0, we obtain the Allan variance (1). 
By this method, the theoretical Allan variance has been evalu- 
ated and tabulated (Ref. 4) for SJw) =K/lulk, k an integer, 
0 C k C 4. (For k G 1, a hlgh-frequency cutoff is provided.) 
Mowing f to be nonzero appears to make (8) more difficult to 
evaluate. Yet, for our estimation problem, we do need the full 
covariance function of the process A:x(t). One longs for the 
simplicity of (4). with R,(r) given by the simplc Fourier 
integral 
(9) 
This mtegral does not exist, however, unlesp x(r)  is stationary 
(or equal to a quadratic polynontial pius a stationary prom). 
The theonmr to be proved here gives an easily camptable 
replacement for Rx(r), valid for all process with stationary 
n* differences. Equation (4) is replaced by 
where the (noslunigue) runctiOnC(r) can be computed by two 
different methods. Here is the second method: Choose an 
integer & such that WikS,(u) is integrable near o - 0. Then let 
in thc upper hdf-plane Im L > 0. The operatorf R iastructs the 
user to integrate k times with respect to L. One may then d o w  
2 to be real. 
F o d y ,  all w: are doing is differentiating (9) R times and 
integrating k times. I i  one does this correctly, one easily gets 
valid results for all the power-law d a t o r  noise models. 
Although Lindsey and Chie (Ref. 2) give a number of formuias 
that generalize (S), they have to assume that either the phase 
x(r )  or the frequency dx/dr is stationary. For flicker F?U or 
random walk FM noise, these assumptions are false. Lindsey 
and Chie do hint at the need for distribution theory m this 
situation. Although our method has obvious connections to 
the analytic representation of distribu;ions (Ref. 5). we use 
only the elementary theory of real and analytic functions to 
arrive at the main result. 
( 0  
(where I - klh), whkh is a perfectty good autocovariance fime 
tion. In particular. 
The re~(13)canalsobe&rivedbyexpressing#r)crrthe 
output of a fdter acting on white noise. The method given here 
is easier and applies to mOre general difference operators. 
Moreover, as Section III shows, all of the power-law spectral 
models become equally simple. Previously, the odd powers 
(the "flicker" models) were more difficult to handle than the 
even powers. 
To illustrate the theorem, let us consider ?ne noise called 
mndom wfk frrcrucncv modubrion, defuted by S,(o)= 
K/u4. For this noise, o f ( t )  is proportional to T (as we shall 
soon see); this kind d Allan variance behaeor has been ob 
served in hydrogen maser frequency standards for T > 10% 
(Ref. 6). Taking k = 4 in (1  1). we have 
11. 
srcltionmy nm &-- H, for 
a=x(r) is stationary (in the de sense). F~~ 
the dc coefFier by 
Re(#earerrCation 
A mean-continuous random process x ( r )  is said to  have 
real T, the procerrs 
a pr- 
Ki 
2ltz C(z) = 14 - 
(Im z > 0), K i  z 3  In z 2n 6 = --
(in moan square). 
For applications, we shall assumc that the n* difference- 
of x( f )  are ergodic, so that c is nonrandom. It can then be 
shown that in which In z is to be analytic in !m i > 0. The function 
(z3 In 2)/6 is just a particular solution to the equation f14)(2) = 
Ilr. Taking In z = In k l t  i Arg i in the upper half-plane. we 
Bet c?' = EA:x(r). 
The process xo(t) = x(t) - cP/n! equals a polynomial of 
degree 61 plus a mean-zero process. Associated with xo(t) is a 
(two-sided) nonnegative fonnal specnal density S.,(o), from 
which d the covariances of the n* differences of x(r )  can be 
obtained. If x(r)  is real, then SJ-0)  = SJo). 
L and M have orders 1 and m, and A = tM, them A has order 
I + m, and 
(0) L(') (0) A&'"" (0) 
(I + m)! I! m! 
In connection with these processes, it is convenient to 
inmduce a general real difference operator L that, when 
applied to a function f ir) ,  gives the result 
If L is given by (IS), then the operator L"(of the same order) 
is defined by 
Y 
(a f d t e  sum), where the u, are real. Its transfer function is the 
trigonometric polynomial 
As we mentioned, an example of order n is L = A:, for 
which t ( " ) ( O )  = n!P. h 0 t h t . r  examfle, for n = 2, is the 
inixed difference operator 44, which was used for estimat- 
ing the relative drift rate of a pair of frequency standards 
(Ref. 7). 
We are now set up to give the main result. 
For example, 
Theorem. Let x(t) be a real process with stationary nth 
differences, nonmndom dc coef€icient c, and spectral density 
Sx(w). Let L and M be real difference operators of order n, 
and let A be the difference operator Lbf of order 2n. Then, 
the mixed second moments of the prooesses k ( t )  and Wr) 
can be put into the form 
A difference operator L is said to have order n if its transfer E k ( s  + r ) k ( s )  = I\ [(-l)n $$- + 2 Re ~ ( t j  , 
(18) 
where the (nonunique) function qz) is analytic in Im z > 0, 
continuous in Im z 2 0, and can be obtained by either of the 
function satisfies 
L q o )  = c UY+U = 0 ( O < j < n )  , 
Y following recipes: 
Recipe 1. Choose an integer k between 0 and 2n such that 
Y 1' wk S,(w) dw <a. Such an operator annihilates all polynomials of degree -31, and 
reduces the degree of other polynomials by n, as shown by the 
computation 
m 
Let C(z) = C&), where 
(Recall that  ( 7 )  = 0 for j > m.) In  particular, tr" = L(")(O). If If k = 0. then omit the sum. 
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a 2 1 (PM noises). 
Corohty. Let x( r )  have stationary nth differences. The 
First, let a = 0, - 1, or - 2  (white, flicker. or random walk structure function 
FM). Using Recipe 2 of the theorem with k = 2 - a, we have 
D(t ,  7 )  = EA:x(s + r )  A;x(s) 
of the process x(t) can be obtained from a function of one 
variable, namely 2 Re C(r). by 
Kai"' 
B(z) = K a l m  8 " ' f ~  = - 2m (Imz>O). 
(24) 
where 
6;" = (a;)" = (-A~A-,)", 
K i k + l  zk- I 
C(Z) = 0- Inz ( J m z 2 0 ) .  (25) 2n ( k -  I)! 
the central difference operator of order 2n. in which the branch of In z must be analytic in the upper 
half-plane. We shall let In t be real for t > 0. Let us examine 
the three cases separately. These results show thnt 2 Re C(r) contains the same infor- 
mation as S,(w) about the process x(r). We can regard 2 Re 
C,i) as an analog of the covariance fuiiction of a stationary 
process. 
White FM: u = 0, k = 2.  
111. Examples for n = 2 
Oscillator phase noise is often modelled by a linear com- 
bination of independent power-lau noises with spectra 
KO C(r)  = -z In z , 2ni 
( I  3 0) 
where F(u/w,,) IS an integrable low-pass power response func. 2 Re C(i) = - ho .lo ( 2 6 )  
tton whose one-sided noise bandwidth is w,,/(h). Examples (I ( t < O ) .  
41 
FdicRerEM: a = - l , k = 3 .  
C(2) = - K - l  22 Inz.  
4n 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
M POOR QUALm 
h2% 2 Re C(r) = 
8n3(1 tu:?) ' 
which is just Rx(r), because now x ( r )  is stutionary. 
f+acrioMI noises. It is well known (Ref. 4) that the 
spzctrum satisfies a power law S J ~ )  = ~ ~ 1 w v - 2 ,  where -3 
< a < 1 ,  then the M a n  variance satifies another power law 
d(r) = const 7". where p = - 1  -a. When AUan variam;e 
measurements are made, fractional values of p sometimes 
appear over a certain range of 7. Thus, we ought to &ow how 
to  use the representation theorem for fractional values of a in 
the range - 3  < a  < 1. We shall do this for 0 < a  < 1 ,  leaving 
the other cases as an exercise for the reader. Take k = 1 .  Then 
h 
(27) 2 R~C(C)  = -li r2 ~n I ~ I .  2 
Random WOlkIW. a = -2, k = 4. 
K-?i z3 
2n 6 
C(Z) = - --In z ,  
In a sense, the flicker cas? is easier than the others hscause 
we don't have IO keep track o i  the imaginary part of In z. 
For handling the PM noises, d,e exponential cutoff is easier 
10 use than the sharp cutotT, and may even be more realistic. 
Let S,(w) = K,lola-* expi- Iwi/wh), where a = 1 or 2. Again 
letti~ig k = 2 -a, we get 
K, r (4 
C(z) = i B(z)d( -K)  = - (-K)' -" , J 2n(l -a)  
where the power functions are analytic in the right half-plane 
and positive on the positive real axis. Then 
K j k + l  
(29) 
1 B(z) = + -.
J z + i / w h  
FlickerPM: a =  I , k =  1.  
1 
2 ha r(a) sin ( - m) Ir l ' -"  , (32)  2 Re C(r) = - 
( 2 R ) " " ( 1  - a )  
C(z) = - 7i- Kl In (zt i / o h ) ,  As a + 0, this expression tends to -holrl/4, which is indeed a 
valid representative of 2 Re C(r) for a = 0. ,n 
2 Re C(r)  = - - hl In ( r 2  t I /ai) .  (30) IV. The Varianca of Two Allan 
8n2 Variance Estimators 
Let us return to the estimation problem mentioned in the 
introduction. Recall that phase time x(r) is given for 0 6 
< r. Therefore. & ( I )  = A:x(r)/(Ffi) is available for 27 6 r 
< T. Set m = T/r .  Two unbiased estimators of the Allan 
variance ( I )  are 
For the sharp high-frequency cutoff, 2 ReC(f) turns out to be 
2 cosine integral. 
White PM. a = 2, k = 0. 
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(m an iqteger 3 2), called the t9wrlap estimator, and 
m t  
p(f)df (341 
Zr 
(m real, >2), called the conrinuous estimator, which, although 
it cannot be achieved in p r a ~  tice, represents a limiting case for 
a sample time to much less than 7. The use of such an 
estimator was suggested b] HoV c. Allan, and Barnes (Ref. 8). 
Although the o-overlap esijmawI has been used for n a y  
years, it is reasonable to ask whether the continuous estimator 
has a smaller variance. In other words, ii T~ << 7, should we 
average all the available samples t2(i7,), or should we use only 
the samples tZ(ir)? Since the data collection time T may be 
weeks or months, this question is more chan academic. 
The answer depends both on m and on the spectrum of the 
phase noise. Assume that x(f) is a Gaussian process with 
stationary 2nd differences and zero dc component c. If we 
know S,.(o), then we can compute C(z). By the corollary, the 
autocovariance function of the mean-zero process 4(r) is 
1 REO) = - 6; (2 Re C(f)). 
2 2  
(35) 
As we said in the introduction, the autocovariance function of 
the stationary process g2(r) is 2R:(f). The means and variances 
of V, and Vo are now computed straightforwardly: 
E V, B Vo = RE(0) = u t ( r ) ,  
- m-7 
where T2 = (rn - 2)r. (Of course, we recognize that R&f) is an 
eveti function.) 
The computations have been carried out for white FM, 
flicker FM, and random walk FM (see Section 111). all of which 
have been observed in actual oscillators. The flicker FM results 
were computed numerically; the others are in dosed form, 
which, however, we shall not give hem. For white FM and 
random walk FhQ, the tsverlap formules agree with those of 
Lesage and Aiidoin (Ref.9); for flicker FM, the mverlap 
numbers agree with Yoshimura's (Ref. 10). 
The results are presented in terms of "degrees of freedom,' 
defined for a positive estimator V by 
2 (EV)' 
varv * d.f. = 
Given d.f., one sometimes uses the appropriate chiquared 
distribution for constructing confidence intervals about tL 
estimate (Ref. 8). Whether or not this is done, the d.f. remains 
a useful figure of merit. 
In Fig. 1, for the above Ihre- noise types, we plot d.f./ 
(m- 1) vs m for V, and V,,. For white FM, Vo is always better 
than Vt. For flicker FM, Vo is better rhan V, except for 
m 6 3. For random walk .FM, V, is better than Vo for m rC 18. 
Of course, the smaller values of m are moE critical, since d.f. 
is roughly proportional to m - 1. 
It may seem paradoxical for V, to be better than Vo, since 
Vo uses all the available data. Bot!! estimators iue special cxses 
of (2), however; if one looks for the optimal (minimal vari- 
ance) estimator oc the class (2) (for a given noise type), one 
will probably fmd that the optimal weighting function w(f) is 
noncoirstant and almost everywhere nonzero. In other words, 
one should use all the data, but in a nonuniform my. 
V. Concluding Summary 
Oscillator stability is usually characterized by the behavior 
of nth order differences of the phase. The theoreticd evalua- 
tion, from &e phase noisy spectrum, of the variances and 
covariances of these differences involves messy trigonametric 
integrals, such as (9). The messiness is caused by a (2n)th order 
difference operator tangled up inside the integral. Our repre- 
sentation theorem breaks the integral evaluation into two easy 
steps. (1) ekaluation of a much simpler integral depending 
only on the noise spectrum; (2)application of that m e  
difference operator to the result of step (I). 
In effec., the evaluation of these integrals is uncoupled into 
two independent operations. In Section 111, we tabulated only 
the result of step (1) (the function called 2 Re C(f)) for all the 
usual powcr-law oscillator noise models. This short "one- 
dimensional" table, plus another onedimensional table of dif- 
ference operators, can generate a twodimensional table of 
resul:, as found, for example, in Ref. 4. 
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As an iipplication, we exmined two Allan -dance esti- 
mators Because the %presentation theorem deliver; such 
simple closed forms for the required autocovariance functions, 
!he computations were quickly executed by a rumple BASIC 
program. The theorem can As0 be twd  for evaiuting the 
performance of frequency drift estimators. In general, we get 
an estimator of frequency drift rate (the dc coefl’icient c) by 
operathig upon oscillator phasr. wit!! a second-order difference 
ope-dioi. L that need not be of form A:. Hew, the fa 
gernidity of the theorem is needed. 
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For convenience, let ss first set down an elemmtary esti- 
mateoftheTaylorremeanderforP: l t & z ~ O . t > l , t h e n  
This can be obtained from t! integral form of the remainder. 
in analogy with the d notation for mixed structare 
functions o ( r ;  t l ,  r2) (Ref. I), denote the left side of (18) by at; L. M). Without loss of gnerdity. we can asswue that the 
dc coefficient c is zero. Begin with the spectral represerttatim 
o f q t ;  L, Iw) as given by Yaglon.: 
= 2 Re Atr )  . 
where 
for z = r + iu (u  > 0). and .I operates on functions of r. The 
name of the game is pulling h outside the integral. If you do 
this brutally, the integral usually blows up. 
Since the spectral density SJo) always satisfies 
(Ref. I ) ,  the integer k specified in Recipe 1 exists. u': can 
alwq: take k = Zn; it is often pvssible and desirable to use a 
sn\alkr R .  If k = 0 works. then SJo) IS integrable, A comes 
outside the integral in (A3). and we are: dow. In this case. 
q r )  = A(z). and .qi) is a puiynominal plus a stationary process 
whose auttxcovaicance funct:on is 2 Re q r ) .  
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h m i n g  (a) - (c), me see that C&) is a io- afs(2) 
at most a p o l y n d  of- <&. !%ace A annihantes all 
poiynomials of degree <2n, properties (a)- (c) hdd with 
C&) re- by qz), a d  & theorem folloars fnrm (A2). 
an I m t  > o  any UtlEer &a mte& 4 2 )  difks frmnC&) by 
To prove (a) - (c) denoted the btacMed expression in (19) 
by E(r. w). which splits into the two parts 
E#, 0) = - 
1 t w2" i= 0 
2 A  
Accordingly. Co(z) splits into two integrats C,(z) and C&). 
Since Cz(z) is the Fourier traasfonn of an integrable functim, 
C,(r j is continuow on Im L > 0; on im z > 0 it is anafytic and 
can be differentiated repeatedly under the in:egral sign. 
Differentiati% E, repeatedly and applying (AI), we get the 
bound 
vdid for 0 G p  6; k, Im z > 0, I t 1  6 u .  The nghtside of(A4) 
times SJw) is integrable. Therefore, the function Cl(z), on 
the domain Im z > 0. can be differentiated k tima under the 
integral SI@. In particular, CI(z) is continuous on tnio domain. 
This proves (a), and shows th3t C&) can be differentiated & 
times under the integral sign on Im z > 0. Doing so gives (b). 
Property (c) is true because A andda te s  polynomials of 
degree k - 1 .  The theorem is proved. 
1. lntraduction 
In this paper we study the M a r y  optical pulse-position- 
modulation (PPM) communication system shown in Fig. I .  
Source bits are encoded into channel symbols from an M a r y  
alphabet. which are used to generate a PFM laser pulse 
sequence. The optical pulse is transmitted to the optical 
receiver and photodetected. The photodetector produces ran- 
dom count variables for each dot cnrresponding to a PPM 
frame. The count variables are converted back to channel 
symbols for the ReedSdomon (RS) decoder. The latter pro- 
vides error correction capability foi decoding the source bits. 
A question arises as to how the observed photodetected counts 
should be converted to channel symbols so as to obtain the 
best RS decoding performance. This report addresses this 
question. 
If no RS encoding is used (the source bits are directly 
hlocked into PPM symbols), maximum likelihood decoding, 
using the counts as observables, requires a maximum count 
selection for each PPM frame, with a random choice mo' 
any count ties (more than one maximum c a n t ) .  If &e re.: 
ing error probability is not low enough. c d n g  rruh be !& J 
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to improve prformaace, with the r#woe bits first BacodBd 
ioto durnnd wwds, drea the words salt as PprapllkS. k 
adiegis imerted. i t  isnohmgerobviomdwtthemaxhum 
liLdihood frame isoptimal,since i; docs not allow 
for choel  symbolemsuns. When backgmmd ooise hoe&#- 
ble, it has been argued @e&. 1.2) that matdrcd Rs codirrg 
appears as a natural encodiug sdrenre, since oaly charml 
erasllfes can Occur, aod Rs decodbg bas maxirml capabiiity 
for comcting emws.  Ihe RS code size is selected tonutah 
the PPLl frame size (chennd alphabet !&a) aad mayimum 
coullt denrirdulatim is rrred, With all ties mterpreted asera- 
sures. I:. the misdess use, aaemureeaa o e a r r d y i f a  BPM 
signabg dot I*luluu??3 00 counts. 
Byhm bae;lr.?d aoist is prrsent. can- ofcounts to 
chamel symbols will io* erm m d as erBzRucs. The 
can& defines allemsum. since Rsdedingclm conect 
selection of the Con*Ision rule. In the fdloolring seCe.ms BR 
number of erasures that will oauf will depend on how the 
more erasures than errors. a questia then arises io determin- 
ing the best way to allocate erasum aad emws by proper 
examjnt sewd mwnion a lgor irh  and the resultrnt per- 
fomurrce ole& when operating with bdgrouod aoioe and 
RS decoding. This performmce will deqeod on the model of 
:he photodetector used in the optical detection &r. If a 
lugh gxm, iJcal photomultiplier tube is fm the photo- 
detection. the count v a r i a b  are Poisson distributed with 
mean values dependent on the mrid field during that dot. 
If a highgain random photodetector is aacamred, the counts as 
more nearly discrete-Gaussian distributed, centered around the 
mean multiplied count, with a rpriance dependent on the 
detector excess noise factor. In each case the ptdetection 
t h e 4  noise can be neglected. 
In this study we consider two different methods for con- 
erring the observed photodetected counts to channel symbols 
and erasum. 'ine methods differ primarily m the way a 
symbol decision is m d e  and the way m which an erasure is 
defined. The methods are labeled as threshold demodulation 
and delta-ma.. (&-mu) demodulation. In threshold demdula- 
tion a threshold y is ser, and any count above y is called a 
pulse and a count beiou y is called a zero. A symbol decision 
is made on[v # a  single pulse OCCUR in a PPM frame, selecting 
the symbol correspondng to the pulse location. AU other 
situations are defined as an erasure. This sequence of frame 
decisions is then fed into the RS d e c d r .  h b-max demodula- 
tion, a syinbol is selected only if no other Count is within 6 of 
the rnkximum count. Otherwise an erasure is declared. Note 
that both these methods have the advantag that the number 
of erasum can be contrdled by adjustment of the parameters 
yandd.  
where KI b the a- number of received @tons per PPI1 
frame and Kb is the average number of baJLgrolmd noise 
photons per siot. We natia that the expected number of 
expected number of photaapm other slots +ach isR,. We set a 
level A >  iandwcmalteatmtati~decisionforsigaalsendin 
thejth dot iffor 9dme j 
QhotW We & h tbe S & d  dot K B + K b  and dre 
and make no tentah dedsicm (erasure) otherwise. Equation 
(2) is equivalent to 
Rede fme 
(4) 
for some 6 3 0. Then using (1) in (3) we gt equivalently 
Hence the maximum count test in ( 5 )  is equivalent to testing if 
the likelihood ratio in ( 2 )  is suitably Iaqe. The corresponding 
demodulator structure is shown in Fig. 2. with decision rule 
given in (5). 
Wewishtotindexpnasionsforthprobabilityofcorrecc BychalQe of Niable meget 
detection of transmitted sigd Pc, the probauility ofincorrect 
u - 2  
tentatie dedsion ( e m )  Ps. We will conectly detect the 
true Jigaal dot i comsponding to transmitted h e r  pulse sp if 
(5) is we. The probability of this oeeurriag b 
Ps = * - I )  33 cpU(i,Kbll Fi J detection of M t t e d  Ps. md the probebility of IW 
Pos(i ,Ks+Kb) - R x ( k + b + l , K , )  I Pc = R { n i > n ,  +6 ,n i>n2+6  ...., ni>nfiI  +6, nj >ni+, + 6 . .  . . , Isi} 
where 
By chmge of variablc we get 
On the other hand we make an incorrect decision if fgr a given 
transmitted pulse in jth time slot. for any i f j ,  we have 
ni>nm + 6  V m f i  (9 )  
Then 
ps = R {ni>nm t d  Vmfi .anyi f j l s , !  
h=b+1 L i =O J 
Clearly the probability of no tentathz decision (probability 
of e m )  is 
A Reedsdamm code Of code b h k  N = M  - 1 and id-- 
mation bloclc K can produce a correct code word ifs the 
niunber of &coder input symbd errors aad e the number of 
decoder input symbol erasures satisfy the fanowing dation 
2 s + e < N -  K + 1  (13) 
From this relation we note that the Rs code cap correct twice 
the number of eranues than the number of symbol mm. It is 
for this reasom that we have tried to introduce some soft 
decisions at the demodulator in order to produce more era- 
sures. Of course, if we expand the region of no hard decisions 
in the decision region by too large an amount, the number of 
erasures will increase in a given block code, and the RS 
decoder will not be able to correct them. 
For the RS code three events may occur. The first event 
occurs if the number of error and erasure symbols satidiks 
(13). f )r wh~ch the decoder can correctly decode the code 
word, and therefore the information block. The seton\ .mt 
occurs when (13) is not sarisfEd, and the combinatir I of 
symbol errors and symbol erasures is such that the received 
code block resembles a code signal other than the transmitted 
one (Le.. the received code block is Joser to some other code 
signal than the transmitted code signal). 
In this second event the decoder errs, and gives an incorrect 
decoded code word. The third event is a complement of the 
two above events. In this third event, the decoder fails to 
decode and produces the undecoded channel symbols and 
randomly decides on erasures. For large M the probability of 
the second event, for the practical range of interest is usually 
very small and can be ignored. The probability that the incor- 
rect code word is selected by ihe decoder. PJRS). is (Ref. 4) 
and the bit e m r  probability P b ( .  is 
Equation (16) has been numericaUy evaluated for the 
hisson channel. We considered three classes of =codes: the 
(255,127) code with code rate 112. the (255,191) code with 
code rate 314, and the (255.223) code with code rate 7/8. 
These codes are matched to a PPM frame with M=256siots. 
For each case we plotted P,(RS) in (16) versus K, for various 
K6 and several vahres of 6 .  The results are shown in F i . 3  
through 8. We see that the performance degrades as the-= 
count Kb increases and as the correction capability of the RS 
code decrrases. In addition, performance is uniformly 
improved as 6 is decreased, with best performance occurring at 
6 = 0. This corresponds to a maximum likelihood decision on 
each PPM frame with all maximum ties denoted as erasures. In 
other words, there appears to be no advantage in widening the 
erasure definition for these parameter values. 
IV. Poisson Counting, Threshold 
Demodulation 
PPM threshold demodulation with ReedSolomon decoding 
has been studied for the case of extremely low background 
noise' and thermal noise (Ref. 4). Here we examine the high- 
gain photodetector case so that the Poisson Counting Process 
is a valid model. In threshold demodulation, we set a threshold 
y and count the number of received photons in each slot. We 
then compare each number with y: if it exceeds y, we claim 
signal detection in that time slot. If it does not, we claim noise 
detection in that time slot. We can detect the transmitted 
s~gnal correctly only if in one of the slots the number of 
photons exceeds 7 ,  while in all other slots it does not. Then if 
Pn, denotes the probability of signal detection in a time slot, 
and P,," denotes the probability of correct detection of noise 
~ 
'Only dark current was assumed in Ref. 4 and can be treated as 
extremely low backgrotind noise. 
Pc = p,C-' 
The probability of inconect detection is 
Ps = yw- 1 ) ( 1 -  Pd(1 - P * > F  
and the probabilityoferasureis 
ForthePoissonchannel 
Equations (17)-(21) can again be used in (16) to evaluate 
pc brmance. The numerical compltation has been carried out 
for 1 I - m e  code and count parameters as in the previous 
section, and the results superimposed in Figs. 3 to 8. The 
thresholds were set at 1 and 2 counts, while r=O m- 
spcmds to  no threshold (any o k m d  cwnt  was considered a 
pulse). We see that performance with threshold .iemodulation 
also degrades with noise count and decreasing code capability, 
but is much more sensitive to  noise levels. In particular we 
note a severe degradation when no threshold is used and the 
ndse increases from 10-4 to 10-3 counts. Note that in aC 
cases the S-max procedure, with 6 +O. is uniformly better 
than the threshold tests, although the two perform similarly if 
thc noise count is low enough. Also note that in Fw. 3, 5 
and 7 the optimum threshold y changes with Ks. 
V. Gaussian Counting, M a x  DmoduWon 
When nonideal phvtodeteciors are introduced, the c m t  
statistics no longer are Poisson. Although primary photoelec- 
trons released from photoemissive surfaces are usually 
governed by Poisson statistics, secondary electrons generated 
via multianode secondary emissions. as in photomultiplier 
vacuum tubes or by avalanche photodetectors (APD), gener- 
ally produce more symmetrical distributions. The later distri- 
butions can often be modeled by Gaussian-shaped distri- 
butions (Refs. 5,6).  
ORfGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUaUn 
Let &e PpAa dot mmgratioas gaumlte tha saqubnoe of Tha conespaaw h o d u l a ~  stmctwe Is 8s slkmvn io 
secoadary count variables nir. i =  1 , .  . . ,M,wheretthemea~snd 
variaace of n,'s are as follows: 
Fig. 2. with dscisian rub given io (28). 
Then 
A 
(29) 
ol = 4 = C ~ F K ~  (23) 
"i 
where C is the photomultiplier or APD &I and F denotes its 
excess noise fsctor. 
where 
Let n be a vector with dimension M with elements ai. Then 
the probability of receiving n given that a pulse is sent in the 
jth time slot is i"=f 
ci 2 4  
f i k )  =-r. ; i = O , 1  (30) 
-b j -m1)  2 -(nk-md 2 J q  
and ci is a normalitation factor. such h t  
P(nlsi) = - *' (24) 
- 
Pi(&) = 1 where co and cI are normalization factors. 
k=O We again set a level A >  1 and we make a tentative decision 
for signal sent in the j t h  slot if for some j 
simiiarly 
and make no tentative decision (erasure) otherwise. Equiva- 
lently, 
Inp(nlsi)>lnA+Lnp(nlsi) V i + j  (26) 
and finally for some 6 > 0. Then using (24) in (26) we get equivalently 
n i > J v  yrfi ( 2 ;  PE = 1 -Pc-Ps  (33) 
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Since Cis wry large for numerical cornputations we can 
approximate summations in (29) and (32) by integrations. 
Then weget 
and 
00 
where 
VI. Gaugdancourrting,- 
o e m o a u h  
Here demodulator concept is the same as di§amed in 
Section ZV. We can use results of Section IV, but =placing Pd 
and Pd with 
Again approximating summations by integrations we get 
(39) 
and 
Numerical results using (37) - (40) are included in Figs. 9 
through 1 I .  It again foIlows that uniformly better performance 
occurs with 6-max demodulation over threshold demodulation. 
Equation (16). with (33), (34). and (35) inserted, gives the 
performance for the photomultiplier or APD case. Results of 
h e  computation are shown in Figs. 9 through 1 I for & - m a  
demodulation. Each 6-m: ; curve has been optimized at each 
value of K, by adjusting 6 for minimal Pb (RS). 
MI. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a delta-max demodulator for Reed- 
Solomon coded Wary PPM modulation over an optical com- 
munication channel. This delta-max demodulator is compared 
with the threshold demodulator which is currently in use. 
Both of thee  demodulators have identical performance in 
the absence of background noise. As the intensity of back- 
ground noise increases, the delta-max demodulator outperforms 
the threshold demodulator. Also, the higher the code rate, 
the more advantage the delta-max demodulator has. 
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In thir pqur a pmalkl mrhirorrurr is d d p e d  to compzrte the h a w  convoh- of 
fwro sequencts of dim kngths using the Farpprrt munbu mpnsfann (FNTL In pwticu- 
Im a pipeline sc~cture is designad to compcte a 128-point M. In this FNT. only ad& 
tiom and bit rotatiom arr requhi. A stondad b#tl *fie? Cinztil b md@ed so tha. it 
petforms tkr bit mtatkm optmtion 
obk for VISI imphentation 
Introduction 
Fermat number transforms (FNTs) were developed to com- 
pute cyclic convclutions (Refs 1-3). A cyclic convolution of 
two sequences can be obtained by taking the inverse FNT of 
the product of the F M s  of  these two sequences. 
FNTs over ccrtain transform lengths have the advantage 
over most number-theoretic transforms in that no multiplica- 
tions are required. Mcflelland (Ref. 4) designed a hardware 
systr.,,i t o  realia a @-point 17-bit FNT that used commer- 
ciall) available ECL IC chips. For this purpose he developed a 
'Tha uork was supptvtcd in p u t  hy thc JPl. Ihrcctor'r Dwrctwnary 
I u d .  I Y!42 
new bin3y number representation and the binary arithmetic 
operations modulo a Fermat number (Refs. 4.5). The Fermat 
number transform can be apphed to digital filtering(2efs. 2.3). 
image processing (Refs. 6. 7). X-ray reconstruction (Ref. 8). 
and to the encoding and decoding of certain ReedSolomon 
codes (Refs. 9.10). 
In this paper. a parallel architecture io designed to realize a 
digital filter of arbitrary length using the FNT. In Section 11. a 
pipeline structure is used to conipute a 128-point FNT. Only 
additions and bit rotations are required in this stm,ture. The 
bit rotation operations are implemented by a modification of 
a standard barrel shifter circuit (Ref. 11). In Section 111, the 
owriawave method is generalized to compute the linear con- 
V O I U I , . ~  of a digital filtering system. Then a parallel archi- 
tecture is desipred to realize the generaliLed overlap-save 
N- 1 
xn =(,')E X,aRik (modF, ) ,  n = O , l .  .. , N - l  
In order that a cyclic convolution can be computed by the 
FNT pair m Eqs- (1) and (2). N depends on the F, and Q 
chosen (Refs. 2. 3). More details of an FNT can be found in 
(Refs. 2 and 3). 
In this paper F , a, and N are selected specifically to be 
F, = 232 + I ,  \/zf and 128 respectively. That is. the data of 
this FNT are integers between 0 and Z32. Hence 33 bits are 
required to represent a number. The transform length of this 
FNT is 128. In an FNT over F,, the quantity &represents 
the integer 22"2 (22"'-1) (Refs 2. 3). For t = 5.  since Z32 E 
-1  (mod Fs). a= 224 - 28 = 2z4 + 240. A conservative value 
of the dynamic range (Ref. 12) is d m )  r ?I2. This value 
is sufficiently large for a number of applications. 
Since the FNT has 3 mathematical algorithm similar to the 
FFT. an FM-type structure can be applied to perform a fast 
FNT. Figure 1 shows a pipeline structure (Ref. 13) for com- 
puting a 128-point FNT over F s .  The radix-2 decimtion-in- 
time (DIT) technique is used in this structum. The structure 
for performing ar  iverse FNT i s  the mirror image of the cir- 
cuit shown in FI, I if the radix.$ decimation-in-frequency 
(DIF) technique i s  uud. 
In Fig. 1 z-I denotes a i-step delay elemnt. which can be 
realized by a set of j first-in-first-out (FIFO) registers. The 
In the previous section F,, a, and N are chosen to be F,, a, and I28 respectively. N = 128 is the maximum treosfonn 
length over F, (Refs. 2.3). and 212 is the dynamic range. One 
could increase the transform length by choosing F, for r 6. 
In so doing, however, at  least 26 + 1 = 65 bits are required to 
represent a number. Alternatively, one could use a specific a, 
where a is not a power of fi over F3 or F4 to muease the 
transform length. In such a case a cumpleto multiplication is 
required. In addition, the dynamic range is used up readily. To 
remedy this diGculty, the overlapsave method is generalized 
to  compute the linear conwiution of a digital filter of arbi- 
trary input data and fiiter lengths. A parallel architecture is 
developed to realize this generalized overlapsa*e method using 
the 128-point FNT structure designed in the previous section. 
Let {x,,} and {h,,,} be t!e input and filter sequences of a 
digital filter, respectively, where 0 G n Q N - 1 and 0 < m G 
M - 1 .  The output sequence (v,} of the filter is the linear con- 
vohtion of {xm} and (h,,,}, where 0 < k < N t M - 1 (Ref. 13). 
It is shown (Ref. 13) that such a h e a r  convolution can be ob- 
tained by coniputing a cyclic convolution. For purposes of 
expositim it is assumed that .Y = 1024 and M = 256 in the 
following argument. 
In order to use 128-point F N T s  to Lompute (yk }, four 
l28-point subfiters {h!,,}, @$I, { h i }  and { ~ }  are formed 
by partitioning {h,,, j as follows: 
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for 1 <i64.Nexttheoverlapsrrsnrethod(R4f.13)isussd 
to annpute the hear caaodution M} of {x,} and {h!,,} by 
us@ the cyclic conpohrtioa tedmique, where 1 < i < 4 and 
0 < t < 1087. To sccomptish this bm} is sectioned into 128- 
tween two coru#cutive subseque~xa m a t  is @,} is Jectioared 
where U < n < 1023 and O < m <  1 2 7 . M   for 1 < 
i < 4. is computed by overlappiag the cy& amvdution of 
{#m} and {Am} for 1 < j 6  15 using 12&poiat FNIS. Fiarlly 
the output sequence b,}. for 0 < t 6 1024 + 256 -1 = 1279, 
results evidently from cv',} for 1 6 i < 4 by the following 
equation: 
point subsquences with 64 points of {x,} overlapped be- 
into {XLI = kAIh b & I =  h-1,. . -. b:,= @W,h 
y, = y; + y: 2-64 + y; 2-128 + y; 2-192 
= ( y; + y; 2-64) + (y; + y; 2-64) 2-128 (4) 
The dationship between b,} and vk} for 1 b; i < 4 IS illus- 
trated in Fa. 5 Other cases of the generalired overlapsave 
method are constructed in a similar manner. 
In Fa. 6 is shown the block diagram of an architecture for 
the generalized overlapsave method of a digital filter using one 
FNT and four inverse F N T s  of 128 points. In this system the 
DIT and DIF techniques are used for the FNT and inverse 
MTs. resp?ccively. In the generalized overlap-save method, 
one of the two outputs of the inverse FNT butterfly in the last 
stage is not needed. Hence, the inverse FNT butte@ in the 
IV. Conclusion 
A pipehe structun is dtotlopdd to compdllca 1-t 
Fennat number W o r m .  In this 1-t FNT, only addi- 
tiom and bit rotations are required. A barrel shiner Circuit fs  
modified to perform the multiplicatian of an integer by a 
power of 2 modulo a F e m t  number. The overlap+ave 
method is generalized to compute tl.e lineat ionvolution of a 
@tal fdter with arbitrary input data and filter leaethg An 
save method by a simple combination of one 12-t FNT 
and several inverse FNT structuns. lAig nalitrtim alleviates 
the dynamic ran@ limitations of tht FNTwith a lang trans- 
form length. The architecture is simple and r e p k ,  and hence 
suitable for Vzsl implementation. 
architecture is developed to realize this genenlipd OQdap 
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Appendix 
In this appendix a circuit Is d-ed to implement a DIT 
FNT butterfly shown in FQ. 2. A similar DIF FNT butterfly 
was designed in Ref. 4. To efficiently perform the FNT, num- 
ber representations have been proposed (Refs. 4.5) for binary 
arithmetic operations modulo F,. The diminished-1 represen- 
tation proposed by Liebowitz (Ref. 5 )  is wed in the following 
design. Let A be represented by [ ~ 3 2  uJ1 . . . u, u o ] ,  where 
0 < A G 2,2 and a, is the ith bit of A. Table A-1 shows the 
correspondence between decimal numbers in a normal binary 
representation and their values in the diminished-1 representa- 
tion. The most significant hit (MSB) u , ~  can be viewed as the 
zero-detection bit in the diminished-1 representation. 
Two basic binary arithmetic operations modulo f-, with 
(II = f l a r e  addition and multiplication by a power of 2. Other 
operations can be expressed in terms of these two operations. 
In the following, some dz;& of these operations are described 
briefly. More specifics can be found in Ref. 5. 
Addition: Let S = A  t 8. IfA = 0, thenS= B. If B i O ,  
then S = A. If neither A nor B equals 0, add [ujl 
ujO . . . u1 uo] and [b3, b30 . . . b ,  b o ] .  Then com- 
plement the carry and add it to the previous sum. This 
yields S. 
Multiplication by a power of 2: Let B = A 2=. If 
A = 0, then B = 0. If A Z 0, left rotate [uol uJt . . . 
u1 uo] C bit positions, but complement the value of bit 
31 when it is rotated to bit position 0, and set b,, = 0. 
(3) Negation: Since 5 -1 (mod Fs), -A = A 2j2. 
Hence if A + 0, -A = [032 g31 r,,, . . . Zl 4 1  where 4 
denotes the complement of u,. If A = 0, then -A = 0. 
(4) Multiplication by fi Since a= Zz4 t 240, A 40 
A 224 + A  0 240. 
( 5 )  Multiplication by a power of fi Let B = A  0 
If C is even, then B = A (2)cP. If C is odd, then 
B = ( A  fi) 2(c-*)p, 
In Fig. A-1 is shown a block diagram of an FNT butterfly 
shown in Fig. 2. In this design, A, B, D, and E are 33-bit data, 
and C is the 7-bit exponent nk in Eq. (1). Two realizations of 
an FNT adder can be found in Ref. 4. Figure A-2 shows a pass- 
transistor full-adder, which requires less silicon area. The mul- 
tiplier in Fig. A-l is used to  multiply a number by a power of 
2 modulo F, . Figure A-3 shows a block diagram of this multi- 
plier. The shifter in Fig. A-3 is a modification of a barrel 
shifter (Ref. 11) for performing bit rotation operations. 
For purposes of illustration, consider the simple FNT over 
Fo = 2 + 1. In such an FNT butterfly the functional tabb and 
circuit of a modified barrel shifter are shown in Fig. A4, 
where the inputs are [b,  bo) and [s, s2 s1 so], and the out- 
puts are [b; b i ]  . 
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Table A-1. The- 8mongdmImd nunbwr,UnirvJw, Inth8nomml bbuy npr#mtltkn, nd inme 
dlmlnbhuJ-1 mpmnmtb 
Normal binary representation Diminished-1 representation Dclimal 
number 
"32 '31 "30 ' *  O2 "1 " 0 "32 " 31 " 30 * ' .  "2 O 1  "0 
0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 0 
0 1 1 ... 1 1 0 
0 1 1 ... 1 1 I 
1 0 0 ... 0 0 0 
1 0 0 ... 0 [r 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 3 0  
0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 
0 1 1 ... 1 0 1 
0 1 1 ... A 1 0 
0 1 1 ... 1 1 1 
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The VLSl Design of a Reebsolomorr Encoder Using 
BerIekamp’s BR-Serial Muitiplier AIgorMrn 
T. K. Tmongand L J. Oeutsch 
CommunicstimSystemsReaearrh~ 
1. S. Reed, 1.4. Ha. K. Wang, end C.S. Yeh 
University of Southern Califomin 
E. R. BerleRmnp h a  developed for tk Jet hqmhion hzboratm a bit-- 
rnultipliaztion aijprithm for the emcodhg of ReeGobmon (RS) codes using a d i d  basip 
over a Wis jkki The mnwntiodRS-enm& fotbng&o/taR tequim CaORarp 
t a b k  to perform the mult@liaztion of two fFeM ek?menn IMekmnp’s algwith 
requires ot@ shifting and e x & M R  o p t i o n s  It is slcown m this pup@ t k t  the new 
dwi-basit (255.223) RS-encdm cun be m&ed llamdily on o &gle VLSI ch@ with 
NMOS technobgy. 
1. Introduction The parameters of an RS code are summarized BS follows: 
~ = number of bits per symbol 
n = 2m - 1 = the length of a codcword in symbols 
r = maximum number of error symbols that can be -ai- 
A concatenated ReedSdomodViterbi channel encoding 
ysiem has been suggested both by the European Space 
Agency (ESA) (Ref. I )  and JPL (Refs. 2 . 3 )  for the deepspace 
downlink. The standard W n c o d e r  design developed by JPL 
assume the following codes and paramc:en. 
rected 
Let CF(Zm) be a fmite field. Then an Ks code is a sequence 
of the symbols in Cfl?). This sequence of symbols can be 
considered to be the coefficients of a polynomial. The code 
polynomial of such a code is 
d = 2r t 1 = design distance 
2r = number of check symbols 
k = n - 2t = number of iifonnaticn symbols q x )  = c C i X l  (1 )  
r-0 
wnere c, t GQZmj. 
In the JPL design, m = 8,  n = 255, t = 16, d = 33 ,  ?t - 3 2 ,  and 
k = 223. This code is the ( 2 5 5 , 2 2 3 )  RS code. 
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The generator p o l y n d  of an Rs code is d e w  by 
h 2 t - I  zr 
I'b i=o 
where b is a nonnegrrtive integer. d y  chosen to be I ,  and 7 
is a primitive element in GF(2m). In order to reduce the com- 
plexity of the encoder it is desirable to make the coefficients 
of ax) synum tric so that ax) = x 4 I  1 /x). To accomplish 
~ 6 m ~ t ~ ~ ~ t o ~ t i s ~ ~ t ~ - ~ = ~ m -  1.Thusfor 
theJPLcodeh= 112. 
Liet f(x) = czrxJr t c ~ , + ~  xzwl t . . . t P I  and ex) = 
e,, t c,  x t . . t czri x2-l be the infonnatim polynomial 
and the check polyncnnial. respectively. Then the encoded RS 
code polynomial is represented by 
(3) 
To he an RS code c(x) must be also a mdtiple of f ix) .  That is. 
TO find f i x )  in Eq. (3) such that Eq. (4) is true. divide !(x) 
by ax). n e  division algorithm yields 
Figure I shows the structure o i  3 t e r r o r  iwecting RS 
encoder over G b I P ) .  In Fig. I R,  i o r  0 G i < 3 - I a i d  Q are 
rn-hit registers. Initally all replsters are set to m o .  and both 
switches (controlled by a control signal SL) are set io posi- 
tit>\\ A. 
The intomiation synihds c,( . . . . . c l r  are fed into the 
division circujt of the encoder and also transmitted out of the 
enctder one by onc The quotient coefficients are generated 
and loaded into Q register sequentially. The remainder coeffi- 
cients are computed successively. Immediately after c2, is fed 
to the circuit, both switches a r t  set i o  position R. At the very 
Same monrent cZt - ,  i s  computed and transmitted. Simulta- 
neously, c, is being cotnputed and loaded into register R ,  f . 
0 < i < 2 r  - 2 .  Next c ~ , - ~ ,  . . c,, are transmitted out of the 
rncoder \me by one. c ~ , - ~ .  ' , retain their values hecause 
the content of  Q i s  set to tero when the upper switch i s  at 
p a i t i o n  R. 
lly compkxity of the des@ of an RSsnCodar results froar 
the computation of ProdUcQ xgi fw 0 < i C 2r - 2. lkar 
campumtiont can be performed m sewfal ways (Rdf.3). 
unforhurately Myne of tham b suitad to the pipdine pro- 
CeSibQ StruCtUm usuasy men m V I A  design. Pscsady. 
Bedekmnp (Ref. 4) dewhpad a b i t 4  multiplier Wtbm 
that has the features a& to sdw thhprobbpn. pblbrrrn 
andLee(Ref.5)showindetailthemathnatkalbasisfor 
t h i s * r i ~ . I n t h t p ~ B a r t t l t a m p ' s ~ t h o d i s ~  
to the M S I  design of a (255.22?\ Rsencodor. rrvbich can be 
impkmented on a &@e VLSI chip. 
In order to understand tterlekunp's multiplier algoaithm 
some mathematical pdimimuies are needed. Toward this end 
the mathematical concepts of the trace and a ccrmpIemntary 
(or dual) basis are introduced. For more details and proofs see 
Refs. 3.4 and 5.  
DrERirion I: The trace of an elanent I3 belonging to 
G o r n  ). the Galois field of P" elements. is def& as follows: 
k=O 
In particular. for p = 2. 
m- I 
The trace has the following properties 
, I )  [Wfl]' = 0 + f . . .  + pi = WB). WheE 6 E 
C W ) .  This implies rhw 7t(B) E GF(p). i.e.. the trace 
ic on the ground field Gi.'(;.) 
( 2 )  n(lr t r )  = 7W3) t Wr). where 8. r c G o r n )  
(3) wca) = c ~ f l , w h e r e c c G F @ ) .  
(4) Wl) = rn(Flod p). 
Ur.jrriirion 2: A bass {p,l in Go"') is a set of m linearly 
independent elements in G&"'). 
Lkfinirion 3: Two bases {I+; and {Ak) an? said to  be com- 
plementary or the dual of one mother if 
.-  I , . , ;  'k 
0. i * k  I n i P c , X , )  = 
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&maw: If a i s a  mot of an irmiudBla palymmd of 
degree m in GF(d"). then {d) for O G k  < m  - I isa basis of 
CF@4).Thebsais{or*!forO<k<m- 1iscol lcdthenomd 
or oanrral basis of C W ) .  
7kmm I 19 in Ref. 4): Every basis has a 
mplm#ntarybrSis. 
Cml&wy I :  Supposes the bases kt,} and ($1 are compb 
mentary. Then a fEld element t can be expressed in the dual 
basis {A& by the expansion 
Considera(iS,11)Ricod~ o t e r G 4 f i )  Fwthl=cadr,rrt 
= 4, a = IS. r = 2, d =  2r + I = 5, anda - 2t 0 I !  information 
symbols. Let a be a root of hd pdmitim irmbdbk 
polynomial/(x) - x' + x + 1 over GF(2). u ~atistiss Q'' = 1. 
O C j  C 14. z can k represented also by a- b e  owr 
basis (d) for 0 C k (3.  That is,r =uo +u,a t u,a' tu#, 
In Table 1, the fmt dumn is  the index or logarithm of an 
elcnient in base Q The Wthm of the zero &mnt b 
denow by an asterisk. C o k s s  2 to S show the 4-tuples of 
the coefficients of the ekmntsexpressed aspatynomials 
An element t in cq29 i s r a p ~ t a b I e  by oord forsaanei. 
CF(2). This is tta repfesentrtbon of CF(2O ) in the n o d  
Whew Mk C cF(2) fOf 0 e < 1. 
The trace of an element I m Cf124) is found by 'M. 1 and k=O k=O 
the properties of the trace to be * whew zk = m z g k )  is the hth coefficient of the dual baas. 
T..(z) = u , ? ~ ( I )  + u,Tr(a) t lqn(Q') + u,~t (a ' )  
where D ( I )  5 4 (mod 2)= 0. n(a) =D(a2) = a  +a2 +a4 + 
a' = o and n(a3) = a3 + ab +a9 +a1' = I. nus W I )  = uj. 
The trace element aR in GF(Z4) is listed in column3 of 
Table I .  
P w f :  Let f = zoXo + Z I X i  .) . . .  + z m - ,  X m-i- Multiply 
both sides by 3 and take the trace. Then by Dei. 3 and the 
properties of the trace. 
The tollowing cor Alary is an immediate consequence of 
Corollary 1. 
Corol&v 2: The product w = :y of two t+ld elements in 
G e m )  can be expreued in the dual basis by the expansion 
where Ti(:.vp,) is the kth coefficient of the dual baas for the 
product of two field elements. 
By Def. 2 my set 1 twr linearly independent elements can 
be used as a basis for h e  field CF(2'). To f i d  the dual basis 
of h e  normal basis id) in CF(Z4) let a fEld element t be 
expressed in dual basis {Ao, X , A . Xoi. F m  Corollary 1 the 
coefficients of z are ik = D{z&\ for 0 < k 6 3. Thus :, = 
n(r). zI = Tr(ta!, z2 = 7t(za2) and z 3  = Tr(m3). Let : = d  
for some i. 0 C i < 14. Thus a coefficient z k ,  for 0 < k C 3, of 
an element t in the dual space can be obtained by cyclicaUy 
shifting the trace column in TaMe I upward b:* h positions 
where the first row is excluded. These approprie:ely shifted 
columns of coefficients are shown in Table I as the last four 
columns. In Table 1 the elements of the dual basis. A, h l  , A,, 
A,. dre tm.?erIined. Evidently A, = a i4 ,  A I  = fi2. \ = u and X, 
= 1 are the four elements of the dual basis. 
These two cwAlaries provide a theoretical basis for  the new In order to make the generator po1ynomklg:x) symmetric 
b must satisfv the equation 26 + d - 2 f 2" - 1. Thus b = 6  
for this code. The y in Eq. ( 2 )  can be any primitive el,ment in 
GF(?). I t  will be shown in Section IV  that y can be choscn to 
simplify the binary mapping matrix. In this example let y = a. 
Thus the generator polynomial is given by 
RS-encoder algonthm. 
Ill. A Simple Example of Berkkamp's 
Algorithm Applied to an RSIEncodet 
This section i d o w  the treatment in Rei. 3. I t  is included 
here for two purposes. First. Rei. 3 is not readily vailsble for 
9 4 
R @ )  - n (x - 4 = g,x' ( 7) 
most readen. Second. this example IS inclu+d to illustrate j =  b i = O  
whereg,=g,= 1,g, = ~ ~ = a ~ a n d g , = a .  
Let g, be expnssed in the normal basis {I, a. a’, a3}. Let z. 
a field e a t ,  be expremed in the dual bas&; Le., t = zo\ + 
z ,h ,  + z2\ t z,A3. In Fig. 1 the products zg, for O G i G 3  
needs to be compcted. 
Since&, = g , ,  it C mcexauy tocomputeonlyzg,.zg, and 
zg2. Let the prodwtszg, for 0 6 i 6  2 be represeated in the 
dual basis. By Condlary 2 zgi can be expressed in the dual 
basis as 
where qk) (2 )  = MtgPk) is the kth coefficient (or kth bit) 
of ‘gr for 0 G i  < 2 and 0 < A  C 3. 
The ?resent problem is to express Tjk)(r)  recursively in 
terms of rjk-l)(z) for 1 Q A c 3. lnitia~y for R = 0. 
= ‘:I 
(9) 
whe:e TR(td) = 7b((zOXu + T I X I  + z 2 h 2  + t a X 3 ) d ) = z t  for0 
< j G 3. Equation (9) can be expressed in a matrix form as 
follows: 
The above matrix IS the 3 X 4 binary mapping matrix of the 
problem. 
where 0 G i < 3 and y =(tf ‘ y o  + y , h ,  +y2\ + 
Y3h3 withy, = ~ , , y , = z ~ a n d y ~ ~ z ~ + t ~  
T when T , ~ z ~ ~ ? z l  IS the feedback term of the 
dorithm. 
The abme example ‘Luustrates Ber lehp’s  bit-serial multi- 
pher algorithm. This algorithm developed in Refs. 4 and 5 
requires shifting and XOR operati- only. Brrlckamp’z dusl 
basis M-encoder is well-suited to a pipeline structure which 
can be implemented m VLSl design. The same procedure 
extends similarly to the design of a (255. 223) RS-encoder 
a m  CF(28). 
IV. A VLSl Architecture of a (255.223) 
RS-Encoder with Duak6asls MuMpliet 
In this section an architecture is designed to implement 
(255.223) RS-encoder using Berlekamp’s multiplier algorithm. 
The circuit is a direct mappine from an encoder uai;lg 
Berlekamp’s bit-serial algorithm as developed in the previou- 
sections to an architectural design. This architecture can be 
realized quite readily on a single NMOS VLSl chip. 
Let GF(2*) be generated by a, where a is a root of a 
primitive irreducible polycomial Ax) = x8 + x7 t x2 + F + 1 
over CF( 2). The normal basis of this field is { 1, a, a’, a3, a4, 
Q’, a6, a7}. The representations of this field in both the 
normal basis and its dual basis are tabulated in Appendix A. 
From Corrollary 1 the caefficients of a fEld element d can be 
obtained from zk = n(d+r) for 0 < A < 7, where d = zo\ 
+ . * . + :,A, From Table A-I in Appendix A, the dual basis 
{A , A, ,  - - , A,} of thc normal basis is the ordered set {aPg, 
a187,~203, a202,aZOI , q 2 o O , q l J V ,  al00). 
It was mentioned previously that y in Eq. (2) can be chosen 
to siniphfy the binary mapping matrix. Two binary mat- 
one for the primitive element y = all and the other for y = a, 
were computed. It was found that the binary mapping mat.+ 
for 7 = all had 3 smaller number of 1’s. Hence this binary 
mapning matrix was used in the design. For this case the 
generator polynomial g(x) of the Wencoder OYer CF(?) was 
given by 
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The binary -napping matrix for the coefkients of the 
generator polyr tunid in Eq. ( 1  I )  is computed pnd shown in 
Appendix B. T’ i‘ feedback term Tf in Rerlekamp’s algorithm is 
found in thi? ~se to be: 
In the following a VLSl chip architecture is designed to 
realize a ( $ 5 5 ,  323) RS-encodcr using the above parameten 
and Serlekamp’s algorithms. An overall block diagram of this 
ship is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 7 VDD and GND  re power 
pins. CLK is a c i d  signal. which in general is a periodic 
square wave. The information symbols are fed into the chip 
rrom the data-in pin DIN bit-by-bit. Similarly the encoded 
codeword is transmitted out cf the chip fr n t’ie data-out pin 
DOUT sequentially. The cmtrol signal LM (load mode) is set 
to 1 (logic I )  when the information symbols are loaded intc. 
the chip. Otherwise, LM is set to 0. 
The input data and LM signals are synchronized by the 
CLK signal, while the operations of the circuit and output data 
sipnhl are ywhronizcd by two nunoverlapping clock signals 
r:> w e  :pace. dynamic registers are used in this 
’,. , l  - rl t ~ f  3 I-bit dynamic register with reset is 
I: I; .ne. diagram of CLK, @ I ,  02, LM, DIN 
:n Fig. 4. The delay of DOuf 
’ 
1‘71 
I 1 : .  . . e  $ 1  the input and output flip-flops. 
Fw 5 shows the block dingmrn of a (255, 223) 
Mencoder over ~ ( 2 ’ )  e &r&kamp’s bit-serid muitipkr 
algorithm. The circuit is divfdsdintofm units. The circuits in 
each unit are discus4 in the fdowhrg: 
Product Unit: The Product Unit is used to compte T,, 
T,, . a  . e ,  To. This circuit is realized by a Program- 
mable Lug~c A m y  (HA) circuit [a]. Since To = T,, , 
actuany implemented in the PLA cirarit. 
Ti = Tm,. - .  ,Tis = Ti, Tp T3, , .. Ti7 liad 
T,, are 
To. . - * ,  T,, are connected directly to T3, ,* - , TI,, 
respectively. Over other circuits a PLA circuit has the 
advantage of being easy to m o a  ,$ure. 
Remainder Unit: The Remainder Unit is used to store 
the coeffidents of the remainder during the dirision 
process. in Fig. 5 ,  Si for 0 G i G 3n are Stit  shift 
registers with reset. The addition in the drarit is a 
modulo 2 addition or Exclusiw-OR operation. while 
cJ2 is being fed t:, the circuit. c3, is being mputed 
and transmitted s e q u e n w  from the 4 t .  SimuC 
taneously ci is computed and then loaded into S, for 
0 < i G 30. Then cm,. - . co are transwi:ted out of 
the encoder bit-bybit. 
Quotient Unit: In Fig. 5 ,  3 and R represent a 7-bit 
shift register with reset ard an &bit shift register with 
reset md Farallel load. respectively. R and Q store the 
currently operating coefficient and the next coeffident 
of the quotient polynomial, respectidy. A IQ@C 
diagam of register R is shown in Fig. 6. I, is loaded 
into R ever; eight clock cycles. where 0 C i C7. 
Immebately after all 223 information symbols are fed 
into the arcuit. the control signal SL changes to 
logic 0. Thenaforth the contents of Q and R are zem 
w that thz check symbols h, the Remainder Unit 
sustain their values. 
I/O Unit: This unit handles the inputloutput opra- 
tions. In Fig. 5 both Fo F, are flip-flops. A $ass 
transistor controUed by $ I  is inserted before F, for the 
purpose of synchronization. Control signal SL selects 
whether a bit of an information symbol or a check 
symbol is to be transmitted. 
Control Uni!: The Control Unit generates the necessary 
control signals. This unit is further divided into 3 
portions, as shown in Fig. 7. The twephase clock 
generator circuit in Ref.6 is used to convert a clock 
signal intc two qonover!apping clock signals $1 and $2. 
In Fig. 8 is shown a 1-r. diagram of the circuit for 
generatin3 control signals START and SL. Control 
signal START reset: all register: and the divide-by-8 
counter befon the encoding process b e g k  Control 
d g d  LD is simply generated by a d b h b y - 8  counter 
to load the 2,'s into the R,'s in parallel. 
- m e  a codeword contains 255 symbols the amputation 
of a complete encoded codeword quires 255 "symbol 
zydes." A symbol cyde is the time interval for exewting a 
complete cyde of Berielcamp's algorithm. Since a symbol has 8 
bits, a symbol cyde contains 8 "bit cydes." A bit cycle is the 
time m t e d  for executing one step m Berlekamp's algorithm. 
In thisdesign a bit cycle requiresa period of the aockcycle. 
TRe laput  design of this (255.223) RSencoder is shown 
m F%. 9. Before the design of the layout each circuit was 
simulated on a general-purpose compulcr by usiag SPiCE (a 
transistor-level circuit !hulation program) (Ref. 7). The & 
v. c o r r c l u d l n g ~  
A VIS1 structure is M o p e d  for a bedsal<ranoa encoder 
using Berlelcamp's biteria) multiplier algoridrm. This struc- 
ture is both regular and simple. 
The circuit in Fig. 2 cp.1 be modified essily to eaeode an RS 
code with a different f d d  representation aod different param 
eten other thea those used in Section IV. Table 2 shows the 
primary modifcations needed in the circuit to  chmp agiveu 
parameter. 
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In this appendix all 256 elements in C F ( 2 9  are listed in Table A-1 . These field elements are expressed in both the normal basis 
and its dual basis. 
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base base 
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12 
13 
14 
I5 
16 
I7 
i h  
19 
20 
21 
2 2  
23 
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26 
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28 
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3 3  
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00000001 
00000010 
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00100000 
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iooooooo 
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0 
1 
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I 
I 
0 
I 
0 
I 
o 
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00006000 
01111111 
11111111 
1111 11 10 
1 1 1 1 1  101 
11111010 
1 1  110101 
11101010 
11010101 
lolololl 
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101011 10 
0101 1100 
101 I1001 
01 11001 1 
1110011 1 
11001 110 
10011 100 
001 11001 
01 I10010 
1 I IOC!'c10 
11001001 
1001001 I 
001001 IO 
01001 131 
10011010 
001 10101 
01!01010 
11010100 
10 10 1000 
01010000 
I O  1 IH)(H) I 
010000: 1 
100001 I O  
0000 I I I) 1 
o w 1  1 0 1  I 
35 
36 
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36 
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40 
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42 
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57 
58 
59 
60 
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62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
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10101110 
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001 10001 
01 100010 
11000100 
oow1111 
0001 11 10 
001 1 I100 
01 11 1000 
1111Oooo 
01 10Cl11 
1 1001 110 
01131 101 1 
00110110 
dl  101 100 
1101 IUOO 
001 101 1 1 
0 1  IO1 1 10 
1101 1100 
001 1 1 1 I 1 
01 11' 110 
I 1  1 I I100 
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The binary mapping matrix for y = dl of the (255,223) Rs-encoder is given by 
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Power Combining of Semiconductor Lasers: A Review 
J. Katz 
Cwununicatii  Svsoems Rasaarch -on 
I. Introduction power efficiency, thermal considerations, reliability, mow- 
The growing interest in optical communications for free 
space applications (e.g.. deep space, intersatellite links) 
(Refs. 1-3) has increased the need for appropriate light emitting 
sources. As discussed in an earlier report (Ref. 4). semiconduc- 
tor injection iasers are excellent candidates for this application, 
particularly because of their very longlifetimes. h& efficiency 
and small site and weight. Their drawback is that in high 
power (about 1 watt average) applications, a single device 
cannot radiate all th.; power needed in a stable radiation 
pattern and frequency. In the abovementioned report (Ref. 4) 
and in subsequent ones (Refs. 5 ,6 ) .  aeveral aspects of solving 
this problem via mutal phase locking of several lasers through 
overlapping fields were analyzed. 
lithic implementation. realization of hvo-dimenpional am- 
figurations and the need for additional components. It is 
found that all the coherent methods are similar in their prob- 
lems and performance, although coherent ampliricotioa might 
be somewhat better. SectionllI compares cohereat and 
incoherent power combining. &ab the two methods ere 
briefly described and then compared on the basis of the spatial 
and spectral charscteristics of their resulting radiation. It is 
found that although incoherent power combining is easier to 
implement, the sisnificant advantages offered by coherent 
power combining seem to justify the additional efforts needed 
to realite devices b d  on these methods, especially in systems 
whose designs impose stringent requirements on beam direc- 
tivity and optical background noise immunity. 
It is the purpose of this report to review the general prob- 
lem of power combining of semiconductor k r s  by coherent 
and incoherent methods. kction 11 compares several methods 
of coherent power combining. namely mutual coupling (dis- 
cussed before). injection locking and amplification. Regenera- 
tive amplification is also mentioned. The various methods are 
briefly described and then compared on the bmis of several 
important operational chruacteristia. such as locki.lg range, 
11. -perison ~etwr#m of 
Coherent Power COmMnhg 
In this section three methods for coherent power combm- 
ing, namely mutual coupling, injection locking and amplifm- 
tion are discussed. The schematic confwratims of these 
methods are shown in Fig. 1. The common feature of all thm 
m 
methods is the establishment of some d e m t  intemction 
between dl the elements of the array. 
b !he case of mutual coupling (FQ. la), no laser in the 
array has a privileged status. There is a certain amount of 
coupkg among the lasers. which, under certain conditions, 
results ir. their synchronization. This method ha9 been analyzed 
(Ref. 5) and demonstrated (Refs. 4. 6). In particular. it was 
found that phase-locking q u i r e s  that the following inequality 
be appioximately satisfied: 
Au is approximately equal to the M deviation of the lasers’ 
oscillation frequencies from the “center-of-mass” frequency 
oo of the array and P is a dimensionless parameter aeSaiing 
the strength of the couptins interaction (Ref. 5). In the cas 
of coupling due to field overlap of lasers duch are in close 
proximity, € can assume in AlGaAs lasers the maximum 
value of (Ref. 5). 
8 - IEl, 2  
d’ 
where d is the distance between individual lasers of the array 
in micrometers. Coupling due to other mechanisms (e.g., 
diffraction) is elso possible. 
Injection locking of lasers (Fig. 1 b) is obtained by similar 
physical mechanisms. In this case, however, there is a master 
laser oscillator. Portions of its emitted radiation are coupled 
simultaneously into all the other lasers in the array. forcing 
them to d a t e  at its frequency. There is no coupling among 
the lasers in the array and rlb coupling from the array back 
into the master laser. Injection locking was analyzed in elec- 
trical oscillators (Ref. 7) and in lasers (Ref. 8). and has been 
experimentany demorstrated in lasers (Ref. 9). The condition 
for injection locking of two lasers can be expressed as (Ref. 7): 
(3) 
where Ow is the difference between the (radian) frequencies 
of the master laser and the a m y  element laser, E, is the 
electric field strength of the master laser oscillator. 6 is the 
fraction of it that is coupled to the array element laser whose 
electric field strength is E. and the figure of merit of its cavity 
is Q. 
Caherrrnt ampllficstian(~ 1c)is~toinjectioslloetr- 
ing: in bothceseothereisamasterlossr-osdllalor.Howmr,in 
the case of cahantut ampMcatiQn, the el8mmlts of tBa m y  
are only gainehents (Le., amptifiars) without feedbac& 
reflection c0ati.q thus fdlinlbw its fiesdbaek ltudmh.) 
Ught generated in the meBteT l a w r e t o r  is split aud fed 
simultaaeolurly into all the gain elements, athsn a travel!@- 
wave amplikation is empdoued. The ampllfbed outputs of the 
amplifiers are automaticany phase-locked(provided,ofcouree. 
that the output of the master oedllator is coherent ove- its 
near-field pattern). AmputicatiOn in semiconductors hss barn 
GaAs homojunctian devices has been demonsmted (Ref. 11). 
(TI& ls acc~mpushed by the las4t mimws with mti- 
analyzed (Ref. lo), and the operation of cahemtly ema#fiad 
Aa intermediate ~ 8 8 e  ~~~WWII i@edbit.l~&@ and A- 
ent amplificatioo OccUIs when thegain elementsin the array 
do have some amount off;eddbad2but itislllsdmmt to 
produce lasbrg; Le., they operate a~ regenerative amaHflsrs 
(Ref. 12). Since the added aunplexity in bnpmemrntine this 
method (the regentmtive alnpl&r has to be Qiased very 
accurately just Wow the k~@ tlueshdd) does not yield 
improved performance over either regular ampIificatim or 
injection locking, it will not be further considered here. 
schematic configurations of the above methods are ahown 
mF~.1.Inthefollowingperallraphsthey~oompanedf~ 
the aspeas of locking range, pwet efficiency, thermal caasid- 
erations, reliability, monolithic i hentation, reabt ion of 
two-dimensional confisurations and the need of additional 
compomnts. 
We are considering the problem of the range of frequencies 
A o / o o  oyer which phase-locking can be maintained. In the 
case of mutual locking (Eqs. 1, 2). and for lasen that are 
spaced about d EZ 5 juri apart, the result is 2 IA&+, ! G 
3 For injection locking (Eq. 3) with Em L 6, Q e 104 
and 6 = 0.1, we obtain 2 I Ao/wo I 6 IO”. Since the actual 
requirement for phase-locking in the case of mutual coupling 
can actually be somewhat more stringent than rhe one ex- 
pressed in Eq. (I)  (Ref. 5). both methods have basically the 
same locking mxp. (This result applies also in the case of 
regenerative ampidiers.) 
Under optimized amditions, all the coherent phase-locking 
methods basically have the Same pnwer efficiency. The reamn 
is that the photon density distribution h semiconductor lasers 
that are optimized for power effidency is w y  similar to the 
photon density distribution in ..-awlling wave amplifiers 
(Ref. 13). Sccondarder differences between the methods 
result from different CoupImg losses among the lasers or 
between the mastei-laser osdllator and the rest of the array. 
C. Thermal Considerations 
One of the problems in mutual coupling is that the lasers 
have to be put in dase proximity (several micrometers) to 
one another so that sufficient coupling will be established 
among them (Ref. 5).  This aggravates the problems of removing 
excess heat generated in the laser junctions and ohmic con- 
tacts. This problem can be mitigated by employing 
injection-locking or amplification, since in this case no 
mutual coupling has to be established among the elements 
of the array, and thus they can be placed further apart. 
However, doing that presents two new problems. First 
problem is that of efficient coupling from the master-laser 
to the array. Thus there is a tradeoff between thermal 
performance and the nbmber of elements that can be 
locked, and the optimum configuration must be found in 
each case. The second problem is that as the array elements 
are further rpart than in the mutual-coupling case, the 
increased separation causes the radiation pattern of the 
array to have more grating sidelobes (see next section). 
D. Reliability 
The mutual coupling approach is potentially more reliable 
than the other approaches since the performance of the entire 
array can, in principle, be desi. ned in such a way that it is not 
criiically affected by a failure of a single element. In the casc 
of either injection-locking or amplification. failure of the 
master laserascillator means failure of thc w o l e  array. How- 
ever, since the reliability of semiconductor laser devices is 
adversely affected at elevated temperatures, the actual advan- 
tage of the mutual coupling method can become insignificant 
because of its potentially inferior thermal characteristics. 
E. Monolithic Implementation 
Because of their simpler configurations, arrays based on 
muaal coupling are somewhat more amenable to monolithic 
integration than arrays which use injection locking or coherent 
amplification. 
F. Realization of Two-Dimensional Configurations 
This parameter is important for achieving reduction of the 
far-field pattern of the array in both "irections (see next 
section). Generally, arrays based on injection locking or on 
coherent amplification can be more readily arranged in two- 
dimensional cr-nfigurations (with a probable penalty of 
increased losses in the coupling from the niaser laser). 
0. AddltiondCompmente 
In d the coherent methods a phase-shifter in tandem with 
each m y  element is reeded 80 that the individual phases 
(which are locked, but not necesady at the desired values) 
can be modifEd to yield the desised radiation pattern. In 
addition. when employing injection locking or coherent 
amplification, there is also a need of optical isolators so that 
light that IS generated by the array elements wiU not be coupled 
back into the master laser and thus interfere with the overall 
operation of the array. Such isolators can introduce some addi- 
tional losses in the coupling from the master laser oscillator. 
Before concluding this section it is important to note that 
the choice of the optimum method depends on the overall 
system parameters. since there is no single coherent power 
combining method with decided advantages over the others, a 
detailed comparison between the coherent power combining 
method has to be carrieo cut in any case of a particular system 
design. Howwer, all other tbjngs being equal, it seems that the 
coherent amplification method is somewhat better than the 
other methods, delivering essentially the same performance 
without having to satisfy the additional and rather stringent 
requirement for synchronization of two (or more) oscillators. 
Ill. Comparison Between Coherent and 
Incoherent Power Combining 
In this section a comparison between coherent and inco- 
herent methods of power combining of semiconductor lasers is 
carried out. in order to review the basic differences between 
the two approaches, a simplified onedimensional analysis is 
first presented. 
Assume a set of M identical lasers at locations (d,,) , n = I ,  
2. . . . M. The near-field pattern of each iaser (Le., the field 
distribution at its output facet) is denoted by &'(x)eh 
where 8 and @are the field amplitude and phase, respectively. 
The near-field of the whole array 8, is thus given by 
M 
n- I 
(4) 
In the case of coherent power combining, the @,,'s in 
Eq. (I) are fixed nul. **s. The far-field intensity distribu- 
tion of the array (i.e., 11s radiation pattern), Imhr is approxi- 
mately given by (Ref. I 1, 15) 
lm,,(e) = I &  & (x)) cos e i 2  
n= 1 I 
( 5 )  
where 8 is the far-field angle and 8(,> denotes a Fourier- 
transform operation. 
In the case of incoherent power combining, the #,'s in 
Eq. (4) are random variables. We can assume that over all the 
relevant time periods, the random fluctuations of the @m's 
are fast enough so that the cross terns that appear when 
calculating the intensity average to zero (for example, even 
wavelength separation of I A  at A =  1 crm corresponds to 
30 CHz, which is much faster than typical detector hand- 
widths). The far-field intensity pattern in this case is 
i,(e) = M I t9{ B(x)) COS e I* (6) 
As expected, no cross-interference terms are present. and the 
far-field pattern of the incoherent array is an amplified version 
of the far-field pattern of its elements. 
In the following paragraphs a comparison between coherent 
and incoherent power combining of semiconductor lasers will 
be made. In two important aspects, namely, improved radia- 
tion pattern and spectral distribution, coherent power com- 
bining has a significant advantage over incoherent power com- 
bining. Several advantages of incoherent power combining will 
also be presented. 
A. Far-Field Pattern 
From Eq. ( 5 ) .  which describes the case of coherent power 
combining. it is anticipated that by a judicious choice of the 
d,'s and adjustment of the Qnn's. the resulting beam pattern 
can beconic narrower. in a similar fashion to microwave phased 
arrays. The reduction of the angular extent of the beam 
pattern is an iinpoitant feature of coherent power combining. 
since narrower beams inake the task of subsequent beam nar- 
rowing foi highdirectivity free-space transmission much easier. 
(It should be emphasized that twodimensional arrays are 
needed to obtam a reduction of the far-field beam pattern in 
both the horizontal and vertical planes.) 
As a simple illustrative example. we describe the near-iield 
profile of a single dewcc by 
I Eo 1x1 < o  
8(x) = (7) 
l o  1x1 > a  
The incoherent far-field intensity pattern is calculated from 
Fqs. (6) and (7) to be 
where sinc(Z) 3 (sin Z ) / Z .  The fardield intensity of the coher- 
ent array is calculated in a similar fashion froni Eqs. ( 5 )  and 
(7) .  For the m e  of I+!J" 0 and dn = I I  * d .  the result i s  
The distributions described by Qs. (8) and (9) are shown 
in Fig. 2a for the following values of parameters: X = 0.9 pm, 
a = 2 m, d = 9 m and M = 10. 
The three important features of the far-field pattern, as 
deduced from Eqs. (8). (9) and shown in Fig. 2a, are: 
( I )  The intensity of the radiation in the forward direction 
(0 = 0) is increased by a factor of M ky using coherent 
instead of incoherent power combining. 
(2) Under the same conditions, the angular extent of the 
forward direction radiation lobe is reduced by a factor 
of (Md/2u). 
(3) Coherent power combination is accompanied by the 
presence of grating lobes. Some of the problems of 
energy waste and pointing ambiguity associated with 
them can be mitigated by randomizing the locations 
of the array elements (Refs. 16-18). A calculated 
example is shown in Fig. 2b. All the parameters of the 
array are the same as ber'ore, but now the location of 
each element is randomly distributed within i2 prn of 
its deterministic location. (In the case of mutual coupl- 
ing, sufficient coupling should be maintained also in 
the new random locations.) It is clearly seen that the 
level of sidelobes is significantly reduced. The improve- 
ment increases with the number of elements of the 
array and with the amount of randomization allowed 
in their locations. 
6. Spectral Characteristics 
Semiconductor laser materials have wide gain linewidths, 
and thus they can support lasing modes over the range of 
many angstroms (Ref. 19). When we have an incoherent array 
of lasers. then even though each of them has an (almost) iden- 
tical spatial beam pattern, the lasing wavelength will differ 
from one laser to another, due to minor difference9 in their 
lengths, curients, etc. In order for the receiver to collect all 
the spectral content (i.e., energy) of the receivcd signal, a wide 
optical filter has to be used, with the unavoidable consequences 
of admitting more background radiation noise into the system. 
Systems employing phase-locked arrays, on the other hand, 
can use much narrower optical filters at the receiver - pro. 
vided. of course, that the array elements and the array itself 
oscillate in a single longitudinal mode (i.e.. a single spectral 
line). Single longitudinal mode operation has been demon. 
strated in many types of laser diodes (Ret'. 20) and in laser 
diodes placed in external cavities (Ref.21). and it is con- 
ceivable that when these diodes are used as elements in the 
array, it will oscillate in a single longitudinal mode. The 
narrower optical fUter biuiawidths which can be used in 
conjunction with coherent arrays can result in a significant 
reduction (up to several orders of magnitude) in the amount 
of background noise radiation detected by the receiver. 
It i s  also worthwhile to mention some practical considera- 
tions pertaining to the use of operation of optical filters. 
Although the inherent laser lint!w..’th is very narrow - less 
than 10-3A (Refs. 20.22) - such narrowband optical fdters 
cannot be implemented yet. As of today, the best demon- 
strated filters have bandwidths of the order of I @ *  A 
(Ref. 23). They can also be electronically tuned, which is 
necessary for compensating wavelength drift due to dop- 
pier shifts and temperature vartations at the transmitter. 
(AIGaAs sem;conductor injection lasers have wavelength 
temperature variations of the order of 0.5 to 4A/K.) 
C. Advantages of Incoherent Power Combining 
Incoherent power combining is much easier to implement 
than coherent power combining, and that is its basic advantage. 
No effort has to be made in order to synchronize the lasers, no 
external optical componerlts (e.&, phase-shifters, isolators) 
are needed for the array implementation, the thermal perfor- 
mance is potentially better, and two-dimensional configura- 
tions are easier to Construct. The design of an incoherent 
array is free from the many constraints imposed by the requite- 
ment of phase-locking. However, although incoherent power 
combining is easier to implement, the significant advantages 
offered by coherei~t power combining (namely, improved 
power directivity and narrower spect:d extent) seem to justify 
the additional efforts needed to r e l z e  devices based on these 
methods. 
IV. Conclusions 
Methods of coherent and incoherent power combining of 
semiconductor lasers have been described. It was found that 
although incoherent power combinkg is easier to implement. 
the significant advantages offered by coherent power combin- 
ing seem to justify the additional efforts needed to realize 
devices based on this method. This conclusioii is true, parti- 
cularly in systems which require .very hgh beam directivity 
and narrow spectral range of the transmitted radiation. 
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(e) 
Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of coheront power 
comblnlng methodr: (a) mutual coupling, (b) Injactlon 
locking (tb amy elenwnts are l a m ) ,  (c)cohorent 
am~iitlcatlon (the amy elements am amplm6m). 
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2.5 Bit/Detected Photon Demonstration Program: 
Phase I1 and 111 ExperCmental Results 
J. K a t 2  
Communications Sptemr Remarch Section 
l%is reporr describes reeent pmgress in the experimental progrcrm for detnonstrnting, 
m the lab. an enqy-ffxient optical communication channel operaring at a rate of 2.5 
bit:,'ietected photon Results of the u n d e d  PPM channel performance me presented 
These results indxate that the above throughput efficcency can be achieved not only with 
a ReedSolomon (255.19l)code as originally predicted. but with less complex (255,223) 
mtk a~ weli. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to describe the progress in the 
experimental program by demonstrating in the lab an energy- 
efficient optical r jmmunication channel operating at a rate of 
2.5 bits/detected photon. The overall scope and analysis of the 
program. including phase-I experimental results,were described 
in an earlier report (Ref. I), and the more generd aspects and 
advantages of free space I>ptical communications can be found 
in Refs. 2 and 3. 
For :he sake of completeness, the block diagram of the 
demonstration system (Ref. 1) is shown in Fig. 1. The optical 
portion of the systev -onsists mainly of a gallium arsenide 
zmiconductor injection laser and a direct detection photo- 
multiplier tube. Surrounding the optoelectronic components 
are the modulation and coding hardware, namely, a 256 slot/ 
word PPM mdulation/demodulation system and an 8-bit 
Reed-Solomon encoding/decoding system, respectively. The 
demonstration program is divided into four phascs,as indicated 
in Fig. 1.  Phase ! (Ref. I )  involved only the PMT and its asso- 
ciated preamplifier and was concerned with characterizing tne 
dark current mise distribution of the detection system. This 
report describes phase I1 (measuring optical pulse erasure and 
error statistics) and phase 111 (measuring PPM word error and 
word erasure probabilities). The fmd phase (not described 
here) will encompass the coding hardware and will demon- 
strate the 2.5 bits/detected photon goal. 
'fn: w t h e  of this report is BS follows. In Section I1 the 
calibration of h e  optical link is described. Correct calibration 
is essen?d for a relevant comparison between theory and 
experiment dnd a meaningful evaluation of the channel per- 
formance. Section 111 is concerned with the pi-!r detection 
statistics of the photomultiplier tube (F'MT). i.mallv. Sec- 
tion IV presents the results of the uncoded PPM li, i. The 
modulation scheme used is 256 slots/word PPM, transmitted 
at a rate of 39,062 wordslsec, which corresponds to an tincoded 
data rate of 315 kbitslsec. This rate is more than twice the 
benchmark rate of Voyager at Jupiter. Projecting from the 
experimental results of th? uncoded PPM into the coded per- 
formance. we can predict with greater confidence that the 
energy efficiency goal of 2.5 bitsldetected photon can be 
achieved. 
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is released by the photocathode. In our case h-0.81 can. 
(T/R) = 32/68.2 = 5osZ. A = 100. 0-0.3 A/w, and r) 10.16. 
uw these -ten, &. (1) nd- to 
II. Calibration of Optical Link 
The cdibration of the optical link is a c ~ c i a l  step in the 
experiment. since in order to determine the absolute perfor- 
mance of the system in terms of biddetected photon. the 
number of detected photons must be determined as accurately (DF)p, NW = 2.05 - (2) as possible. L vFd 
The optical setup inside the darkroom enclosure is shown in 
Fig. 2 .  The llght emitter is a GaAs injection laser diode (Mitsu- 
bishi. TJS type; model ML-3001). It emits hght in a single 
spatial and longitudinal mode. The lasing wavelength of the 
laser diode used in this experiment was around 0.81 rpn. The 
current flowing through the laser (i,) is monitored with a cur- 
rent probe (American Laser Systems. model 711). and the 
power emitted out of the k r  (P,) is monitored by a photo- 
diode which is included in the laser package (not shown in 
Fig. 2).  These two paranieters (iL and PL) are not important 
for this particular experiment, but they have to be monitored 
so as to not exceed the absolute maximum range ratings of the 
device. The light emitted by the laser is collimated by a lens 
and passed through an iris diaphragm which limits the spatial 
extent of the beam to dimensions smaller than those of tlie 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) photocathode. A cube beam- 
splitter diverts part of the laser radiation into a calibrated 
photodiode (UDT. model PIN-IO). which monitors the actual 
amount o f  IlpJlt entering the photomultiplier tube. The other 
portion of the light is attenuated by neutral density fdters 
(and, to some extent. also by other glass surfaces which are 
present in front of the photocathode. c F . PMT faceplate. 
PMT housing window). The signal of the calibrated photo- 
diode is amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope. The out- 
put signal of the PMT is amplified and fed into a counter 
(HP5370A). By a straightforward calculation one can fmd 
that the number of photoelectrons counted per second Npc is 
related t o  the photodbde voltage signal displayed on the 
(1. *' ,'?e Vpd by the tullnwing formula 
where is the quantum efficiency of the PMT's photLjiathode. 
X is the radiation wavelength. (TR) is the ratio between the 
intensity of the wave transmitted by the beamsplitter to the 
intensity of the wave reflected by it, 2 i s  the impedance Seen 
by the photodiode. A is the amount of amplification of the 
photodiode signal, o is the responsivity of the photodiode, 11 
The attenuations of the individual fdten were measured 
and calibrated separately. The overall attenuation - which 
was typically of the or& of SO to 70dB - was obtained by 
using a stack of filters. Several sets of fdten of different makes 
and types (both absorption and r e k t i o n )  were used in order 
to assure that the results do not eepend on a particular set 
where interference-type interactions between the elements 
nught change the owed attenuation. W the cabbratom of the 
beam-splitter and filters were done at the actual laser wave- 
length. Also, in order to pmnnt errors due to undetected 
problems in certain devices. the measurements were repeated 
for two photomultiplier tubes. two laser diodes. and thc cali- 
brated photodiode response was compared to that of another 
calibrated photodiode. Finally. in order to virtually eliminate 
the effect of Pd. the system operated in the regon where 
Pd - I .  Ths corresponds to  the experimental condition of 
setting the gain of the PMT as  hi^& as possible (<IO'). whL. 
at the same time. reducing the counter threshold as much as 
possible but still without having significant contribution of 
thermal-Gaussian noise. 
Before concluding this section we want to comment on the 
strength of the optical signal used. In order to make intrinsic 
noise contributions insignificant and to increase the quality of 
the average estimates. the number of signal photons was made 
much larger than the number or dark counts. The upper limit 
on the signal strength was set by PMT reliability considerations 
(the absolute maximum rating is about 6 10' photoelectrons/ 
second) and by the need to minimize the probability that two 
detection events partly or totally overlap so they are counted 
as one event. Typical values were around IO4 - 5 IO4 photo- 
elect ronslsecond. 
The experimental calibration measurements were in accord- 
ance with the calculated results. The experimental error is 
about 10 - 15%. and is due mainly to inaccuracies of the 
measurements of the optical attenuation and the estimate on 
the quantum c;fciency. especially due to its dependence o n  
temperature. 
111. Single Pulse Detection Statistics is Planck's constant, c is the v32uvni light velocity. L is the 
totd amount of attenuatiori (1.e.. the ratio between the powr 
transmitted by the heamsplitter and the power incident on the 
PMT photocathode). IIF is tlie duty factory of the light signal. 
ond Pd IS thr probability of counting a photoelectron once i t  
This section describes the experiment of measuring the 
probability P,,, of correctly detecting the presence of incident 
laser light during a time slot. The hasic experimental setup is 
shown in Fig. 3. The laser drinr is a HP8003A pulse generator. 
The optical system is the same as that shown in Fb. 2. The 
photomultiplier tube is an RCA modcl C31034A. which has a 
GaAs photocathode and is the best Commrcially avdabk 
PMT for the 0.85- region of the spectrum. The pnamph- 
t k r  is an O R T K  model 9301 (@ne IO. bandwidth = 
IS0 Mk). and the find ampUfir is one specifidly dcsig~ied 
and built m u d  a M 7 3 3  video amplifir. It can operate in 
different gains and bandwidths. but the nominal values used 
in the experiment were a gain o f  80 and a bandwidth of 
8 0 M k .  Its RMS input ndsc w r  a IOGIUHz bandwidth is 
3OpV. and although it has a smaller bandwidth than the 
l(PQ61 aniplikr used in phase I of the experiment (Ref. 1). 
its overall perfomiance is k t t e r  because of its w e r  dynamic 
range and better aturadon chuactcristia. In some cxperi- 
ments we dw used a Colnlinear model CLC-102 video am@- 
fier. which has a 25O-MHz bandwidth. and tlie results obtained 
were siniilar. The delay unit used was a HP8013A p S e  genera- 
tor. I t  is needed to synchrode the time-slot clock with the 
received lyht pulse. The computing controller used for awr%p- 
inp the counts over long periods was a tIP9MSC. The detector 
unit used was one specilicdly designed and built for this 
cxperiiiunt. In Rei. I the performance of a detector which IS 
b w d  on an integrate-andJunip procedure was suggested and 
aiialyred. Because of *wo reasons we did not employ t lrrs 
detector structure in our expcriiiicnt. First. i t  IS dillicult to 
reali7c integrate-aiid-cluinp circuitr? at the* Jiceded speeds. 
Secondly, aid  inore iniportant , the mteprate-and-dump 
sclieirie is not the opttinuin detectioii n i e t h d ,  snce t! pically 
the signal is prrsent only over a small fnctioii of thc tinie slut.  
while the noiw IS inteprated over the entire slol. The actual 
detccttv circuit used in our experiment employed hardilecision 
in tach  time-slot. and i t  produced reasonable results. The sub- 
ject of  tlie opttinuin detection whenie for t h i s  t y p e  of  received 
slpnal IS stil l  an open issue and IS under iilvestyation. 
111 the expriiiicrit the I w r  diode was pulsed in a duty c)clc 
of 1/36 .  with pulses of 100-nS duration (i.e.. 39.Ob2 pulses 
1x1 secondl. Figure 4 sliows several examples of tlic amplified 
PNT output uiidcr illuiiiination intencity level corresponding 
IO appioxiliiatcl) OW pIiotCwlcctroIi p r  IOO-i1S imic slot.  
The diffcrcnt signals occuirinp in each case arc due t o  tlic fact 
thrt t l i q  arc uiiiple functions i ) f  the pcncratiiip Poisson pro- 
cc~b Thr cxperiiiieiitai value was dctcrmaied hp dividtiip 
tlic avcrapc nuinhcr o f  tinic slots pcr second where a signal was 
dctcztcd h) 2Q.062 
N' = 3.2 detected photqldot, whk4 cormponds to 2 5  bits/ 
tion probabilities P,,, exceeding 90%. Tkc experimental tssults 
are upper bounded by 
Qtected photon WItcIl using &bit ppw, IRB a n  0M.ln de- 
which is the result for the idtal counter. 
FQUR 5 ahodd k compared with the mceitm operating 
cuivcs of Ref. 1. Sine erromousnoise rariancc mused b 
Ref. I .  we arc using for cumparisan the corrected d t s  of 
Ref. 4. In prticular, Fe. 7 of Ref. 4. combined with our 
exyerinuiitd r e d t s  from Fig. 5. is &own in FQ. 6. It is 
interesting to note that Ihe experimental d t s  - using the 
hard decision detector -. arc very dmilu to the theoretical 
the theoretical analysis of  the hard decision detector is  under 
current investigation. 
nsults - winp the in twtc-anddump &me. The Wb&t of 
IV. UncodedPPMPsrtormance 
This part of  tlic experiment cons!itutes the third phase of 
the experimental program. The experimental setup is shown b 
Fig. 7. The syntheurcr used as the master clock is a SYKTEST 
model SI-102. The frequency was 39.062 Hz. which w r m -  
ponds to 100-ns time slots in a 256-slots/word PPM confqura- 
tion. The PPM ni~ulator~demodulator is an instrunwnt 
designed and built specificdly for the 2.S-bits/dctccted photon 
program. and its functions and performance are the subject of 
3 separate rrport (Ref. 5) .  Sin&* i t  contains almost all the 
neccssar> perforiiiancu diagnostics. no additional equipment 
(except for the "AND" gate) was needed for the error rate 
measureiiwits. These diagnostics include indications of PPM 
word errors as well .s indications of the number of slots 
dctrcted duniig each word period (ix.. 0 (erasure), 1 (ungk). 
2 (double) or >2 (overflow)). The "ANI;" gate IS needed in 
order to synchronize thew indications with the demodulator 
"st robe" out put. The remainder of the equipment used in this 
setup was described in tlie last two sections. 
In the expriiiicnt the laser diode was pulsed (11'256 duty- 
factor; 100-11s slot time). 2nd the nunikr of the various events 
(errors. erasures. ctc.) was counted. We found that in oui case 
we arc liiiiitcd hy msures, which outnumber errors by more 
than one order of magrutudc. The validity o f  this amdition 
iiecds to be checked in any new utuation (e.p.. spase-based 
receivers). since tlie performancc of the Reed-Sdomon decoder 
depr.des wlirii the ratio of erasures to eirorc decreases. I t  
dirwld be notrd that oa!y the informatio;i was transmitted 
optically. the s! nclironiration dpds w r c  hard-wired between 
the indulator  and the demodulator. 
The results of the measurements u e  shown in Fig. 8. whrch 
depicts &e bit errw pn*bihty P, as a function of the avenge 
number of detected photons per dot N,. with the PlCcT gain as 
a parameter. Also shown on the graph is the lower b o d  
(4) 
which is the expmsion of the ideal photon cwuntcr. We scc 
that the experiment mults am not too far from this bound. 
Fiurc 9 compares the tltm results. it.. the ideal photon 
~uunter. experimental results. and the integrateanddump 
Jttcctor theoretical results from Ref. I (but with the coimt 
mist vaianw). under two PMl sins: IOo and 3 IO'. For 
G'= IO' (Fig. %). the experimental harddccisim results art 
umcwhrt better than the theoretical integrateanddump result. 
As wc increase the gain (G = 3 IO'. Fie. sb). both mults 
mow c l a w  to  thc deal cwunter. with the (theoretical) 
intcgrrtc-and-dump results somewhat better than the (experi- 
mental) hard-dwision results. 
Comparing the d t s  of Fig. 8 d 10. we sac W the 
ntedeJ energy e f f i y  of 2.5 bits/&tecr+d photon can k 
errolly achieved with the rate 3/4 code at the desired bit error 
probability of 5 - IO-'. From these graphs it also seems that if 
the ratio of erasum to e r m  is not too low. openth at 2.5 
bitddetected photon can k rdricd mn with the rate 7,8 
cwic  which has kn cumnpkkity. 
w. condusionar 
The w-oded per~ormmcc of a laboratory optical chmml 
has been demonstrated and evaluated. The d t s  agree with 
the prcviousiy generated theoretical analysis. thus substantially 
incmaoing the confidence that the energy-effint  uprattion 
of 2.S bitshictectcd photon wil l  be achimd using a rate 3/4 
RccdSolomon e-. as well as possibly with a I t 9  compkx 
rite 718 code. 
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A Note on Deep Space Optical Communication 
Link Parameters 
S. J. Dolinar and J. H. Yuen 
Communications Systems Research Section 
Communicorion link onolysis ot the opticol Pequencies differs significantly from 
thot at microwave frequencies such os the tmditionol S and X-ba- J used in deep space 
applicationso due to t h e . W y  different technolocFy of transmitter, atitenno, modu- 
l a t o r s , . p r e i r k . 4 s  kdWm the important role &&quantum noise plays in limitfnp 
system ;wJhmame ir wire different than that 0.f thermal noise. In tbie ypl icoi 
wmmunicotwn 'Is discussed in He cotltexi 01 u deeD sDme communication link I h e  
opticol Iink dt?teS$n R$ui in u desgrr control toble format sunilnr to a microwtin? &@corn 
link design Key considerations unique to the opticol link ore h u e  discussed. 
Introduction 
We have made a preliminary attempt t o  present the par- 
ameters influencing tlie performance of a deep space optical 
coinmunication system in the same "design control table" 
forinat as that used in the design of microwave systems. This 
form of presentatior. facilitates comparison between the two 
types of systelii;. However, the optical and microwave systems 
are r,ot completely analogous, and thus the presentation must 
be issued with several caveats to prevent misunderstanding. 
The free space optical link differs from familiar micro- 
wave lmks in that its performance is limited by intrinsic 
quantum mechanical iiieasuremeiit uncertainty (loosely 
ternied "quantum noise") and, occasionally, by background 
light levels, rather than by receiver thermal noise. The quan- 
tum noise contributes generally ncmGaussian statistics, 
and conwquently analyses of the optical and mrcrdwave 
links are quite different. Performance in the case of a Gaussian 
noise-limited micruwave link is completely summarized by a 
signal.to-noise ratio EJN,,, where Es is the received signal 
energy per bit and No is the (single-sided) noise "pectral 
density level. Unfortunately, for a quantum noise-limited 
optical link, there is no comparably handy ratio that fd ly  
characterizes performanw . 
It is nonetheless convenient t o  go ahead and normalize 
the received optical energy relative t o  a reasonable measure 
of the quantum noise level. In the optical communications 
literature, it is standard to  normalize optical signal energies 
to units of photons. This can be loosely interpreted as a 
signal-to-noise ratio. to  the extent that the "amount" of 
quantum noise is roughly indicated by the energv hu of a 
singe photon (h = Planck's constant. u = optical frequency). 
It must he remembered. however, that this ratio is not suf- 
ficient by itself to  specify performance, even when only 
quantum noise is present. Performance of the opt'cal system 
depends in a complicated way on the number of detected sig- 
nal photons and background photons, and also on the kind$ 
of signal modulation, receiver structure, and information 
coding that ar3 used. 
II. Sample Optical Design Control Table 
A nominal design control table (DCT) for a sample deep 
space optical link is pven in Table 1. The sample link consists 
of a free space dott.dinh fmm the vicinity of Jupiter at 5 AU 
to an Earth-orbiting relay station. Parameter values appearing 
in the table are largely drawn from Refs. 1 and 2, which ana- 
lyzed the optical deep space h k  in some detail. 
A brief oerview of the sample optical link DCT is helpful. 
The first seven entries calculate the detected power at the 
:eceiver due to the transmitted signal. The assumed values 
for transmitter power, antenna gains, and receiver losses 
correspond to similar assumptions in Refs. 1 and 2, and they 
represent current or foreseeable tcchnological capabilities. 
Entries 8-10 in the table estimate the net detected power at 
t!ie receiver due to typical sources of background light. In 
this example, the receiver's field of view is assumed to take 
in light from either a typical point source (weak star, mag- 
nitude +6) or a typical distributed source (Jupiter at opposi- 
tion). Background sources as strong as these may or may not 
be present in an actual application; stronger sources (e.g.. 
bright stars, sun. skylight for ground-base4 receivers) might 
also cause prablems in certain configurations. Entries 11-13 
normalize the signal and background power relative IO the bit 
rate. Entries 14-16 further normalize these bit energies to 
units of photons. The last two entries calculate the link 
performance and margin for the assumed modulation, coding, 
and detection schemes. 
A brief annotation of each of the individual entries in 
the sample DCT follows: 
The dssumed transmitter power value of I watt refers 
to 1' : total power broadcast from the transmitting 
antenna; Le.. it includes internal transmitter ineffi- 
cie icies as wcll as losses in coupliiig the transmitter 
to the antenna. 
The transmitting antenna gain is computed as 47rA,/h2. 
where the transmitter wavelength X is taken as I micron 
and the eifective transmitting area A ,  is taken as 
I !4m2 I This value of A ,  requires 56-cmdiameter optics 
if diffraction limited. 
The ?-dB pointing loss was computed ;or l/2-prad 
rnis error from curvcs in Section 2.7 of Ref. 2. Thc 
1 /?-wad rnis error level corresponds to approxi. 
mately 1/4 beam width. This level was chosen as a 
threshold beyond which performance degrades very 
rapidly, and as sucli i t  rcprcsents a stringent require- 
ment on pointing accuracy. 
Space loss is determined from Il,e formula ( 4 7 r ~ j ~ ) ' .  
wheic itit assumed range IS R = 5 AU. 
( 5 )  The receiving antenna gain is computed as 4nR,/X2, 
where the receiving area A, is taken to be 10 m2. This 
corresponds to 3.6-mdiameter receiving optics, not 
necessarily diffraction-limited. 
(6) Total losses at the receiving end are listed as 8dB. 
Three cowibutions to the f v r e  are itemized sepa- 
rately. The atmospheric loss entry of 0 dB is included 
just to illustrate one of the advantages of a deep space 
relay link as compared to familiar direct links to 
Earth. The -1  dB receiver transmission loss and -7 dB 
detector quantum efficiency cnrrespond to factors 
f, 0.8 and c, = 0.2 used ir: Refs. 1 m d  2. The factor 
f, accounts for rec2iving 7' A losses, aid the factor 
T), refers to the probal: r detecting individrral 
photons at the receiver. 
(7) The net detected signal , :ntry is simply tha 
sum (in dB) of entries 1 through 6. 
(8) The background intensity or" -97dBm is taken from 
Fig. 1 4  a i 4  Eq. (1-4) of Ref. ?, as~rlirig wavelength 
X = 1 p n ~ ,  tptical predetection bandwidth AX = lo& 
and receiving area A, = lorn*, for either of two 
cases: 
(a) weak star, magnitude +6, or 
(b) Jdptter at opposition, as seen with receiver field 
The assumed field of view (for the distributed source 
case) is takeq to be the same as the transmitted beam 
width; it does not requke diffractior limited receiving 
optics. 
(9) The same loses at the receiving end apply to bo:h 
signal and background power. and therefore entry 6 is 
repeated here. 
(IO) The net detected background power eritry is the sum 
(in dB) of entries 8 and 9. 
( I  1) The assumed bit rate of 1 Mbps is approximately 
9 times the capability of the Voyaser system from 
Jupiter. 
( 1  2) Detected signal energy per bit E, is obtained by divid- 
ing detected signal power by bit rate. 
(13) Detected background energy per bit Eb is obtained 
by dividing detected background power by bit rate. 
(14) 'Quantum noise' energy is measured by hu, as discussed 
above. 
i 15) The "signal-to-quantum noise ratio" EJhu is obtained 
from entries 12 and 14. In the optical literature it is 
conventional to use the photon information rate 
p = (E,/hv)- I rather than E,/hu. 
of view d ,  = 2 wad. 
The "background-to-quantum noise ratio" Eb/hu is 
obtained from entries 13 and 14. 
(4) Required E$hu depends on many different system 
paramcters. including the desired bit error raw, the 
Required EJhu represents the net effect of many dif- 
ferent system paramete .. The calculation here assumes 
uncoded 64-ary PPM modulation and a direct detection 
receiver. A value of required E$hu = 1 (OdB) to 
achieve a bit error rate of 5 X 1O- j  is listec' in the 
table. Adaitional performance results are discussed in 
the next section. 
The qominal link margin of 3dB is obtained from 
entries 15 and 17. 
111. Key Uncertainty Areas and Tradeoff 
Considerations 
Table 1 demo; 'lates the potential feasibJity of communi- 
cating over a 5-AU free space optical link at a rate of 1 Mbps, 
assuming the parameter values listeJ. We have attempted to 
choosc values which ar: not overly optimistic or conservative 
for near-future optical systems. However, because of the 
relative immaturity of optical technology, these numbetj are 
stated with much less certainty than the corresponding param- 
eters in a microwave system. 
There are several key areas of uncertainty concerning 
psrmeters which dircctly affect the amount of signal power 
obtained at the receiver: 
(1) The assumed transmitted power of 1 watt is beyond 
current technological capabilities, and further devel- 
opment of efficient, high-power, narrow-beam optic;: 
sources is needed. Advances in ortimizicg [ne power 
efficiency of semiconductor injection laseE (Ref. 3) 
and in phase locking laser arra- to produce a strong 
coherent source (Ref. 4) are cuirently underway. 
(2) The assumed optical antenna dimensions are modest 
compared to those of corresponding microwave an- 
tennas or of Earth-based telescopes, but the technology 
of low weight, spaceborne optical antennas is still in its 
infancy. Improvements are expected, with the experi- 
ence gained from such projects as the Infrared Astron- 
omy Satellite (IRAS) (Ref. 5 ) .  
(3) Very precise pointing and tracking systems need to be 
developed. To keep pointing loss reasonably low, 
pointing errors must be limited to submi, wadian 
levels. The nominal 2-dB loss assumed in tht: table 
could be increased radically if this level of accuracy 
is not obtainable. 
amount of background noise, and the kinds of signd 
modulation, receiver structure, and information coding 
that are used. The O-dB value assunied in the table 
corresponds to a photon information rate of 1 bit/ 
photon. This vllue may be raised or lowered yignifi- 
cantly if changes are made in tl.e system parameters. 
For example. elimba*inQ the assumed background 
noise entir4y would '. .. ? r w  tipd E$hu to - I  dB, 
whereas higher bad.&, d .& might raise t' 2 
required E$hu intolerably. A tightzr error tolerance 
would require higher E$hu, for instance, E$hv = 4 dB 
for a bit error rate (BER) of in the absence of 
background. The requirzment at this BER could be 
drastically reduced via coding (e.& to a required E$hu 
= -3 dB with a (63, 32) Reed-Solomon code) or b.' 
using a larger number oiPPM slots (e.& required E$hu 
= 1 dB for M = 4096). Ultimate capacity cf the quan- 
tum limited PPM/direct detection channel is un- 
bounded. and thus in principle the required Edhv may 
* e made arbikrady mall at any BER. but prac t id  
limits on coding complexit, and on laser peak power 
levels' generally restrict these gains to a few dB relative 
to Table 1. Presently, a laboratory effort (Ref. 6 )  is 
in progress to demonstrate the feasibility of communi- 
cating at 2.5 bitdphoton with currently available 
devices. Heterodyne and homodyne receiver rtr;ctures 
applied to the quantum limited channel have finite 
capacities of 1 nat/photon and 2 natslphoton, respec- 
tively (correspoliding to finite lower bounds cn EJhu 
of -1.6 dB and -4.6 dB), but these structures may be 
preferable to direct detection in certain applicatims. 
The foUowing table lllustrates some of the tradeoq issues 
invalved in the determination of the required EJhu. For the 
purpose of &is illustration, a direct detection recciver I used 
and background noise is assumed to be negligible. Required 
€$hv is given as a function of the number of PPM slots (M) 
and the required BER for the two cases of uncoded transmis- 
sion and rate 1/2 (M - 1, MK.: Reed-Solumon coding. By way 
of comparison, the 2.5 bitslphoton (EJhv = 4 dB) laboratory 
demonstration (Ref. 6) uses M = 256 and a rate 3/4 (255, 191) 
Reed-Solomon code. 
'At a f led  average paver level (e.g., 1 watt in Table l ) ,  the peak 
power required of the transmitting laser increases directly with M, 
the n m b e r  of PPM slots. 
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Thermal Analysis of Antenna Backup struckrre 
1. Introduction 
Future rcquirmients for dcc; spacc navigation and telem- 
etry link communicatitms pmt 10 the need for higher 
trequciic! hands. At thew higher frequcncles. data rates arc 
better hut antenna surface accuracy requirements arc more 
severe than t h o u  of the presently used S- o r  X-hands. Guided 
hv the acCiirac! nccds, studies arc iiou in progreft on the 
teasihlllt) of constructiiig large Ka-ban aitcnnas which will 
use trequencics st 3,' G t b  or hwlier (Ret. I ). 
T'ic construction rcquircmciits i o r  thew KP-band antennas 
rrc much mort dcmantiing than those for prescntl! used 
tlevices. For rumple .  the reflective siirt;lics must k post- 
tilmed and rlipnctl much niore accurately and must be 
liiaintsinelf iluring the life of the antenna against varying 
gravit! . wiiirf. and thermal Ioadinps. Fnvironmtntal chinpcs 
such as tcmpc.rature variations can h3vc deleterious effects on 
the nntcnnr pdormancc .  Field thcrnial mcasuremetI:a 
(Ret. Jb rtid m r l y t i c  invc-stipations arc being crinductcd to  
stud! the cnvircw~mentrl et%ctt tin the stnictural members of 
the large 64-m rtitenna. In the rnalytical :iivestipatior. which 
is tlic siihler*t o i  this .irtizle. we rrc intcrcstcd iii simiilatinp the 
tcmycrJturc distri!)iit:on t l i r o i i ~ h o u t  the c o n i p h  hrcL.-up 
structural mcmhcrs given their physical properties. ~ e w k  
arrangement. and environmental conditions, such as air tem- 
perature. wind wlcw-ity. and solar wadiation (insolation). 
The simulation of the temperature pattern of I structural 
member can be donc by "conventional" n u m e r i d  fmite 
differcnc.c methods in heat transfer which divide the memher 
, d e r  tonuderation into nodes and then apply heat oalane 
equations to each node. Rather than solviq for an excessively 
large network of nodes ti- a compkx antenm back-up 
structure. 3 new method is developed in this paper to save 
effort and time. The method is analytical in nature and relks 
on deriving a universal relationship for the temperature 
vamtion: 3nJ heat fluxes within each member. The methdol- 
ogy is described only in this article and will be followed by 
additional rpplicafiocs iit subsequent TDA reports. 
II. Methodology oevelopment 
Conudcr a simple bar. of length 1.. as sketched in Fig. I 
subjccted to solar radiation. c mduction. convection. and 
radiation heat exchange with the ambient air. The cross 
wctitm of the bar. 4. and i t s  materlal propcrtics 3rc assumed 
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the akvrbed portionof the salarirradiatioa by: 
= a l f d x  
saps 
M c1 E- 
Equation (5) .  together with the boundary conditions Then, by iwmting (13) into (5), one obtains a set of linear 
equations such Bs: 
at x = 0 . T = T(0) (6) 
at x = L , 7 = T(L) (7) 
fonns a nonlinear boundary value problem far in 
general. such problems cannot be solved analytdly and 
numerical methods must be employed (Refs. 3 and 4). Several 
of these methods are presented in the paragraphs which follow. 
d' To 
-- C2To - C3 = O  
dx' 
An outline of the "shooting" method and its use is giwn in 
Kef. 4. Using the subroutine described in that reference, 
Eq. ( 5 )  can be written as a system of equations in the form: whichmustbesohredsequtntially. 
The disadvantage of applying this method for our case is 
that once an expression for To is found by solving Q. (14). 
subsequent equations will become very complrcated due to the 
presence of terms such as <, q, etc. For this reason, the 
perturbation method was not examined further. 
Y'I = Y2 
q = c, Y; tC*Y, +c3 
(8) 
(9)  
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Equation ( 5 )  win be r e d d  t o  a closed form solution for 
T(X)  by linearizing the radiation term in Eq. ( 2 )  by writing it 
as: 
6y compariq Eq. ( I  7) with Eq- (2) one obtains: 
The initial value of h, a n  be obtained by m a h q  the 
approximation T 2 T,. This -tion is d i d  in Q L ~ S  where 
one would not expect too much difference between the 
temperature of the structure and that of the ambient au. Note. 
however. that such an assumption cannot be used for a 
~ ~ N C C U R  in space w k r e  the temperature of the structure is 
0 K). As the temperature pattern is known. a modif& &e 
of h, can be obtained at the average link temperature. 
much different from the turroundinp spsa temperature. (T, = 
a g  h. (17) in b. (5).  one obtains thc linearized 
ditTerential quation: 
and by making use of the abbrenations 
one obtains the solution of Eq. (19) as: 
Hence. the physical of €I$ represtnts a balaace 
between the incankg insolation and the rate of radiatim aad 
coclrectivc lossts. all with recpect to the ambient temperature. 
T. Therefore, €/$ is m Mquiliirium” tmpmture which Win 
be denoted by T,. In terms of T,, Eq. (22) becopnes 
m. hlumerical~xample 
To check the validity of Eq. (24) versus the more accurate 
shooting method. let us consider a numerical example. In this 
e m p k  we assume a steel bar having the fdlowing -try: 
Perimeter,P = O3OSm ( 1  ft) 
Length. L = 0.91m (3 ft) 
Cross sectional area..4 = 5.81 X IO-’ m* (O.oS2S ft’) 
The two end temperatures are kept at: 
T(0) = 31 I K (S60°R) 
T(L) = 322 K (580’R) 
while the ambient temperature is: 
T, = 294 K (530’R) 
For these temperatures. and pssuming typical Goldstone 
values for wind speed [ 16.1 mlhr (10 mph)] and insolation 
(800 W/m’), we will use the foUowinp heat transfer coeffi- 
cients: 
T ( x )  = sinh fix conductivity. k = 45.0 W/mK (26.0 BTU/hr ft’R) 
radiation heat transfer coefficient h, = 3.1 Wlm’ K (0.55 
convective heat transfer coefficient, h = 22.7 W/m’ K (4.0 
BTUhr ft’R) 
BTll’hr ft’”R) 
(22) 
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emissivity, E = 0.5 
view factor, .9= 1.0 
absorptivity, a = 0.4 
insohtion, I = 800 W/m2 (254 BTUlhr ft2) 
In Eqs. (25) through (27). the qquare brackets ace mWpted 
by the linknumber,while the &ivitive dT'& is to b taken 
at the "beginning" (0) or the "end" (L) of the respective !ink. 
The assignment of (0 )  and (L) t o  eachlinkiscompletely 
arbitrary. Note that, based on Eq. (24): 
For these values, + = 30.1 m-2 (2.8 ft.-2) a d  T =  308 K (g) = [(T(O) - T,) - (nL) - ."3 cash &I L sinh\rL (552OR). The results of the shooting method and the 
linearitation m e t h i  in E q  (24) are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
A plot of the results of Table 2 is made in Fig. 2. The excellent 
agreement between the analytical and numerical results vaIi- 
dates the use of Eq. (24). Note that the temperature 
distribution w i h  the bar need not be monotonic; in this 
particular cas-, the temperature within the bar reaches a point 
where it is low. r than either of the end temperatures. 
(28) 
[(W) - T,) - (W) - TJ cash f i L I  fi (z)o = &fiL 
(29) 
By substituting Eq. (28) and (29) into Eqs. (25) through (27). 
one gets three equations and six unknowns, the unknowns 
being the temperatures qL),- and no),- ( i=  1,2,3). However, 
three of these temperatures are redundant because of the IV. The MuWink Problem 
Consider now a system of 3 bars linked together as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The physical and geometric properties of 
each ki can be different and so can their exposure to solar 
to be unknown. The problem is to f u d  a simple way of 
determining these temperatures and then, by using Eq. (24). to 
junction conditions: 
radiation. The temperatures at the junctions are assumed 
obtain the temperature distribution throughout the Links. 
m, = no, (3CJ 
no), = W ) ,  (3 1) 
The solution relies on the fact that, at each junction of two 
or mbre memben, the heat flux balance at steady state is 
written as: 
Since the only heat transfer at the junction points is through 
conduction. for the case we are considering, the fouowiqp 
equations are valid: 
We choose to solve for T(O),. ( i =  1 ,  2, 3) and to use the 
following abbreviations: 
fi; 
63; k,Ai 
sin h 6. L i  (33) 
= [-lr,A, (g) ] - P I A i  (g) 3 = 0 (27)  Thrn. the svstern Eqs. (25) through (27). by using Eqs. (30) 
I through (32) and (24), can be written in matrix form as. I, 
q3.1 
O 3  
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(37) 
V. Conclusions 
In this first report we have outlined a simple. analytic 
method for obtaining the temperature distribution in a typical 
arrangement of antenna structural back-up member. The 
results were verified by the numerical shooting method. Good 
agreement between the two methods was obtained. Further 
work will deal with setting up the matrices for more complex 
structures. with radiatioii exchange, and with comparison 
between simulations and actual field measurements. (38) 
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Tabkl.  E J m n p b Q f - m  
0bt.inadbydraatlne-m) 
X T 
0.00 o.s6tJ+tr3 
0 I O  0 559+03 
0.20 0.55&+03 
0.30 11.5 5 ?+I13 
0.40 0.557+03 
0.50 0.556+03 
0.60 0.556+03 
0.70 0.555+03 
0.RO 0.555+03 
0.90 0 555+03 
i 00 IJ.555+03 
1.10 0.5 5 5 +03 
I .20 0.555+03 
- 
1.30 0 555+fJ3 
I40  0.555+03 
I .Sfl 0 555+03 
I .6fl 0.555+03 
I 70  O.$;56+(J3 
1 80 0.556+03 
I 90 0.557+03 
2.00 0.558+03 
2 I O  0.559+03 
2 20 0.560+03 
2.30 0.56 I +03 
2.40 0.562+03 
2 %J 0.564+03 
2.60 0.566+03 
2 70 (3 569+01 
2 80 0.572+03 
2 90 0.576+03 
3.00 0.58oC03 
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Performance ci an Optical Relay Satellite Using 
Reed-Solomon Coding Over a Cascaded Optical PPM 
and BPSK Channel 
D. Divsalar 
Communications Systems Research Section 
F. Naderi 
Telecommunications Systems Section 
The concept of using a rehy satellite which receives information fiom deep space 
vehicles over an optical channel and rehys this information to Earth over a microwave 
channel has been considered in the past, An importcnt consideration in such a system is 
the nature of the opticalfmicrowave interface aboard the rehy satellite. In order to allow 
for the maximum system flexibility, without overburdening either the optical or RF 
channel, this paper considers the option of demodulating the opt~cal channel on boani 
the rehy satellite but leaving the optical channel decoding to be performed at the ground 
station. 
This not only removes some degree of complexity ftom the rehy wellire but nwre 
importantly it circumvents resmcting all deep space vehicles to a specific channel coding 
for which the decodei is provided on board the rehy. For this scheme to be viable, the 
occurrence cf erasures in the optical channel must be properly trented. A hard decision 
on the emsure (ie., the rehy selecting a symbol at mndom in case of erasure occurrence) 
seriously clegmdes the pcrfomnce of the ovewll sysrcm i r r  inis paper, we suggest coding 
the emsure ~ccuncficcs at the r2hy and tmnsmitting this infonnation via an extra bit to 
the ground station where it can be used by the decoder. Many examples with vatying 
billphoton Pncrgy efficiency and for the noisy and noiseless optical channel have been 
considered. It is shown that coding the emsure occuvences dmmatkally improves rhe 
performance of the cascaded channel rehtive to the case of hard decision on the crasure 
by the relay. 
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1. Introduction 
Optical communication systems have been studies in the 
past as a means of improving and/or expanding the capabilities 
of NASA's current Deep Space Network (Ref. I). The princi- 
pal advan*3ge in communicating with optical frequencies is 
the potential increase in the information that can be trans- 
mitted to Earth from a deep space vehicle (DSV) having 
limited power and a structurally small antenna. However, 
Earth's atmosphere and adverse weather effrcts introduce 
attenuation and possible outages which limit thz reliability of 
an Earth-based oprical system. 
In order to elirinate the atmospheric effects detrimental 
to ,ptical links, an orbiting relay satellite might be employed. 
Such a satellite outside the Earth's atmosphere at the geosyn- 
chronous orbit would receive signals from the deep space 
vehicle over an optical link and subsequently relay the signals 
to Earth via a conventional microwave link (Ref. 2). Under 
this concept one would exploit advantages afforded by an 
optical link while diminatinn snmc oi its negative attributes. 
Figure 1 shows the block diagram for the opticallmicrowave 
communication syptem. 
In the above, an important consideration is the n;ture of 
the optical/microwave lir k interface. Two alternatives were 
discussed in an earlier report (Ref. 2) and are briefly discussed 
here. Figure 2 shows thz interface for option 1. Here the c t- 
put of the photodetector is demcdulated and decoded to 
recover the baseband data, which then modulates an ai. car- 
rier prior tu transrcission to Earth. The overd! bit error prob- 
nhtlitv a t  t h  gitwi:i station IS gven by the expressioc 
PE = PERF + PE, - 2PERF PE, %PERF + PE4 I )  
where PER,= and PE, are the bit error probabilities in the 
microwave and optical links respectively. The principal disad- 
vantage o f  !his scheme. which we shall refer to as a "demodu- 
late and decode," is that by placing the demodulator and the 
decoder on the relay. the system is dictating the modulation 
and channel coding schemes to be used by all deep space 
vehicles which want t o  communicate through the relay 
satellite. 
To mitigate this problem, the satellite can be operated in 
the "bent pipe" mode. Figure 3 shows the optical/microwave 
interface for this option where tile analog output of the 
photodetector, x ( t ) .  dircctly modulates (e.g.. FM) an RF 
carrier. At the ground station, the RF carrier is demodulated 
10 get an estimate of x ( f ) .  which is  then routed to an optical 
uimodulator and a channel decoder to recover tile basebatid 
data. While this schemc offers the most flexibility. i t  also 
imposes a wide bandwidth requirement on the microwave 
link. The performance ~t %s system is being studied. 
As a compromise between the above two alternatives, a 
third option is discussed and evaluated in this paper. In order 
to eliminate the wi t -  '.andwidth requirement nf the benL pipe 
option and yet retain somi? degree of flexibility in the system, 
consider the case where the ouiput of the photodetector on 
the relay satellite is demodulated but not decoded. The 
demodulated bit stream moddates an RF carrier for trans- 
mission to the grwrld station where the chmer is demodulated 
and decoded trl recover the baseband data. 
As an example, the optical link may use ReedSolomon 
(RS) coding followed by a pulse position modulation PPM) 
IO transmit data from deep space to the relay satellite where 
the received signal is demodulated and the ensuing bit s t r em 
modulites an RF carrier using binary phase shift keying 
(BPSK). In the next section we analyze the performance of 
this system. 
II. Performance of Reed-Solamon Coding 
Over Cascaded Optical PPM and 
BPSK Channel 
In this Fuction we analyze the performance of an (N, E;) RS 
code over cascaded Mary optical PPM and binary F'SK chan- 
nels. The mathematical model for the system under considera- 
tion ir hown in Fig. 4. Allowing for erasure, the PPM channel 
a n  be modeled as an M-ary input (M t I)ary output discrete 
memoryless channel (DMC), characterized by symbol error 
probability P,, erasure probability P, and correct symbd 
probability P,, shown in Fig. 5 .  
Two cases are considered. In the first case the erasure is 
eliminated on the relay satellite by hard decision (i.e., a sym- 
bol is randemly selected in case of an eiasure occurrence). In 
the second case, the occurrence of an erasure is properly coded 
and !ransmitted to the ground station where this information 
is used by the decoder. 
Case A - Hard Decision on Erasures at the Refay 
in :h, case of hard decision, the symbol error probability 
P& and correct symbol probability Pcj, are c;en by 
and 
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After PPM demodulation (and the hard d :ision) RS symuols 
must be sent over a binary symmetric channel (BW) charac- 
terized by bit error probability Pb given as 
(4) 
where Eb is energy per bit and No is the one-sided noise spec- 
tral density at the ground station. Since edch RS symbol can 
be represented by n = log2 M bits, transmission of an RS 
symbol can be modeled by a (BSC)" channel as depicted in 
Fig. 6. 
The equivalent cascaded Mary PPM diannel, wilh hard- 
decided erasure symbols, and (BSCP channel is shown in 
Fig. 7. From this figure, the syvbol error probability 0; the 
equivalent channel is given by 
ngh = 1 - [(I -2) (1 -Pb-y) t'A-l .L 3 (5;  
If an (N, K )  RS code is used in cr.njimction with the cascade2 
channel, a word error occurs when there are more than 
(N - K)/2  symbol errors in the N symbol received code word; 
then the word error probability ot the !IS code is given by 
where N = M - I .  Note thvt for large alphabet size RS codes 
in which we are interested, since the mass of spheres (with 
radius of one-half of the code minimum distance) around the 
code words is much smaller than the mass of total signal 
space, for a practical range of bit error rates, the prooability 
of an incorrect decoding event ian be ignored. Thus when rh: 
RS code fails to decode, we may hdve a bit in error. Under 
these conditions a bit error ~CPUIS wbsn a bit in a received 
symbol is in error and there arc (N - K) /2  or more symbol 
errors in the remaining N - I symbols in a received code word. 
Then the bit error rate of the RS iUdc is given by 
In (7). the expression in brsckets represents the bit error 
probability before RS dccoding and the summation in (7) 
represents the probability of making (N - K)/2 or more sym- 
bol errors in N - 1 symbols of ieceived code word. 
Caw B - No Hard W s i o n  On h 8 u m a t h s  
We now consider the case where erasure information is 
encoded and relayed to  the p u n d  station and compare the 
performance with that of hard.decided erasure on the relay. 
In order to transmit the erasure symbols over tlte downlink 
BSC, an extra bit is appwded to the RS symbols. (We shall see 
shortly that for the range of Eb/No of interest, one extra bit 
is sufficient to achieve acceptable performance). This means 
that symbols sent over the BSC cnannel are of lengtns rl + 1 
bits. At thc ground station the decoder examines the (n t 1)rk 
bit; if it is zero, the decoder accepts tire first n bits as the RS 
symbol. However, if the appended bit is oiie, the receiver 
declares an erasure symbol and disregards the first n bits. For 
this case for each transmission cf RS or eiasure symbols the 
channel can be modclled as (BSCy+l. The equivalent cas- 
caded PPM and (BSCY+l channel is shown in Fig.8. From 
thi~ figure. the symbol erasure probability of the equivalent 
channel is: 
and the symbol error prouability is 
M - 1  ns = P, [l  -!1 -rbrj I !  - P b )  t -M 'ePb 
While the correct 
", = PC( 
vmbol probability is 
_Pb)"+l t - 1 Pepb AM? 1 Ps M 
From the above three equations, the v drd error and the bit 
error probability of the RS ccde we,  the equivdent channel 
of Fig. 8 are given by (Ref. 3). 
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ORlGINAt PA= 
OF pm *Iwn Next the procedure is repeated for the case of a noisy 0pti- and 
cal channel. In the presence of background mise. a F h  
threshold detector (Ref. 3) is  used where for each slot in the 
PPM framcthe number of received photons is compared with a 
i = O  j=A A’ threnfiold y to decide the presence or the absence of the sigd. 
P,(Rs) = - M Ng (7) r ; i )  - i + jZ ( M -  1) 
where 
. $ ,,i p4-i Assume Poison distribution .n the number of received 
photons in each dot, with a mean K, in the absence of the 
signal and mean K, t K, in the presence of a ygnal in th dot. 
Then the probability of correctly detecting the p m r  af the 
signal is given by 
(I2) s e e  
A = U A X  (N - K + 1 - 2 i, 0) (13) 
111. Numericaf Resub 
In order to compare the performance of the two cases 
discussed in the previous section, we now consider specific 
examples. Consider using Wary PPM with M = 256 and three 
RS codes, namely (255.223), (255.191) and (255,127). 
and the probability of correctly detecting the absence of the 
Signal (or presence of the noise) is given by 
= 2 (5 e-Kb 
A! 
t = 0  
Both noisy and miseless optical channels are considered. p&l 
Assurnkg no background noise, the PPM channel can be viewed 
as a purely erasure channel with 
Using Eqs. (19) and (20) we have 
P, = (M- 1)(1 -P*)(l -P*)qH,--’ 
pe = e-Ks (14) 
and 
Pc = P*%-‘ 
Pe = 1 - 9 - 9  where K, is the average number of photon counts per PPM 
frame of the optical channel. For the case of harddecided 
erasures, using Eqs. (14) and ( 1  5) above in Eqs. (2) and (3) 
with P, set to zero, we have 
These results are ~ x t  used in bs. (2) and (3) to calculate p a  
and Pdl and in Eqs. (8) through (10) to calculate ne, ns and 
n,, which are subsequently used to calculate P,(RS) and 
Pb(RS). The threshold 7 has been optimized to give minimum 
bit error rates. f b # ? S )  and P,JRS) are shown in Figs. 11-20. 
M - 1  -K, 
6, e - p a  -7
and 
Using these results, we have plotted the bit error rate of 
the end-toend system (i.e.. Pbh(RS))  tor the harddecided 
erasure from Eq. (7) ana P,(E S) for the cGded erasure fram 
Eq. ( 1  2) as a function of EJK, of the microwave channel for 
various energy cfficiency of p bitslphoton where p is given by 
The results are pven L i  Figs. 9-1 1 .  
IV. Conclusion 
This paper has considercd an optical relay satellite system 
which has been modeled as a cascaded optical PPM and micro- 
wave BPSK channel. In order to maintain maximum system 
Rexibility, the rdlay satellite demodulates but does not decode 
the optical channel; the decoding is performed by the ground 
station. The occurrence of optical erasures is properly coded 
by the relay and transmitted to the ground decoder using 
an extra bit. It is shown that this improves the overall system 
prformance dramatically relative to the case where the 
relay makes hard decision on the erasures, thereby screening 
the :Jound decoder from the kmwledge of such erasure 
occur tnces. 
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DSN Data Systems Software Methodology 
C. K. Hung 
Gate Systems Section 
This report presents a soji ware methodology for JPL Deep Space Nenuork (DSN) dota 
systems software implementations through transfer and deliver;. The ASN Data Systems 
Software Methodology is compatible with and depends on DSN software methodology 
and also incorporates the characteristics of real-time program development in a DSN 
environment. The DSN Data Systems s o f w e  implementation consists of a series cf six 
distinct phases: (a) nlanning and requirements, (b) design definition. (c) design and 
production, (d )  combined subsystem testing, (e) acceptance test and transfer, ( f )  opera- 
tion and maintenance. The unit (function) demonstration te,w du. .g the design and 
production phase will be planned early in the design definition phasr Each demonstm- 
tion will serve as a significant milestcnk and will show an increased progmm capability. 
An Independent Croup (IC) is responsible for venfmdon and validation of the DSN 
Data Systems sofnvare during development phases. 
The DSN Data Systems S o f w e  Methodology is being pplied to all developtnent 
software provided for or by the DSN Data Systems Section in Mark IV where there '1 
a desire for reliability, maintainability, and usability within budget and schedule 
mnstraints. 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) Data Systems Software 
1. Introduction (1) The DSN Data Systems software implementation 
plan is a series uf six distinct phases: 
(a) P ...-.-kg and requirements 
(b) Desig.1 definition 
(c) Design dnd pioductic7 
Methodology is to provide standard methods and policies for 
the orderly implementation and management of the DSN 
Data Systems software through tvansfer ard delivery. The 
DSN Data Systems Software Methodolog is compatible 
with and dspends on DSN Joftware methodology standards 
(Ref. I ) ,  arid also incorporates the characteristics of real- Combine? subsystem testing 
time program development in a DSN environment. The over- Acceptar ' and 'ransfer view of the DSN Ddta Systems soitware development tech- 
niques are as fo3ows: (f) Opcrations and mah'ena ice. 
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Before the acceptance testiag phase, combined sub- 
system test@ will be performed. The combined 
subsystem test phase will demonstrate that: 
(a) That the program meets functional, performance. 
and interface requirements in its real-time environ- 
men: and 
@) Proper concurrtnt oxration of combined sub- 
systems. 
(2) The unit (function) demonstration tests during the 
design and production phase will be p h e d  early in 
the design definition phase and wil l  appear on the 
detailed Work Breakdown Structure (WBS Each 
demonstration thus: 
(a) Shows an increased program capability 
(b) Proves module compatibility 
(c) Serves as a qmfkan t  milestone (quality and 
quantity) 
(3) Produces test plans and procedures which often 
become a part of the Software Test and Transfer 
Document (SZT). 
(3) An 1ndeF:ndent Group (IC) is responsible for veri- 
fication ar,d validation of the software during devei- 
opment phases. 
11. Software Classification 
The extent to which DSN Data Systems software methods 
arid management policies are apphed to the implernerttation of 
I I  individual software program is dependent upon the classifi- 
cation of that software into one of three software classes. 
The individual software classes are defmed as follows: 
( I )  Class I --Yew operation software 
(2) Chss 2-  Modified operation software (new functic +s 
added or major revisions) where implementation cost 
exceeds one-hdf man year or 525,000 
(3) Class 3--Modified operation software (corrections 
or minor revisions) where implementation cost is less 
than one-half man year or 5?5,000. 
Table 1 lists the implenwitation documentation requoe- 
ments that are applicable to the three softmre classes. 
A. JmplementationPhases 
This paragraph presents each phase of the software design 
and development proteas. It identifii all of the responacble 
people, their function and it relates to each phase of the 
process, the products that wil l  be generated, and the moni- 
toring, reviews, and control involved. Figure1 summarioes 
the DSN Data System Software Management and Lmple- 
mentation Plan. 
The phases of DSN h t a  Systems software implementation 
involve: 
(1) Planning and requirements 
(2) Deslgndefition 
(3) Deslga and production 
(4) DSN Data Systems combined subsystem testing 
(5) Acceptance test and transfer 
(6) Operations and naintenance. 
8. PmgramLanguage 
Coding of the software design is performed using a standard 
high-level language approved for real-time and nonreal-time 
programs. The HALlS hguage  is a currently approved lan- 
guage used for all new minicomputer subsystem software 
development. The PL/M language IS a currently approved 
language used for all Control and Computation Module (CCM) 
subsystem softwarelfiiware. 
The use of inherited code is not subject to the constraints 
and does nor require a waiver to us? an existing language. 
C. Milestones 
cuments, design and test 
reviews) discussed in Paragraph 1II.A.. elght major milestunes 
are established which allow the overall software implementa- 
tion project to be planned and its in-progress developmetti to 
be inonitored. The milestones, in order of occurrence, arc as 
foliows: 
Based on the activities \,riajor 
(1 ) Software Requirements Document (SRD) approved 
and DSN Level D review completed 
( 2 )  Project Data Flow and lnterface Design Document 
(LFD) approved 
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(3) Software Definition Document (SDD), Prehminu). 
Software Operator's Manual (PSOM), md Ikrelop 
ment Test Plan (DTP) approved and architectural 
design review (Level E) Lwmlpleted 
(4) Final demonstration test review completed 
( 5 )  Combined Subsystem Test (CST) review and pre- 
aaeptance !est review compkted. Combined Sub- 
system Test h n  a id  Test Raxdurc  (Crr) approved 
(6) Software Operator's Manual (SOW approved 
(7) Software Sptdfication Document (SD) approved 
(8) Software T a t  and Transfer (SIT) Docvmmt 
approved. Transfer Agreement signed, dAiwubk 
transtkrred to Operations. 
0. Reviews 
Technical reviews are required to ;~ssess the technical 
quality and progms of  the dcvclopinent during DSN Data 
Systeiiu Section software implementation process. Reviews 
are held at the end of each implementation phase. Thex 
reviews are of two types: DSN Data Systems Section internal 
reviews and DSN fonid review. The DSN formcl re\icws arc 
ciewrikd in Ref. I .  
T h e  ruviews. in order of occurrei8ce. arc as described ui thc 
pngrapln which follow. 
1. USN subsystem function desip rrvitw (Level D). The 
DSN forlid Level D rcww for each subsystero's soitwarr. and 
the coninion wttware shall be Iiuld at the end of software 
planning aid requuenients phase. 
1. R c r  design review. Tlic peer des411 r c w w  s11A be hcld 
aiter the DSS l~ini ia l  Level I) renew. at the end of  design 
dclinitioii phase. t o  allow for corrective action and before the 
USN f o r i n 4  suhsystciii dctail design (Level E) review. Thc 
LlSN I h t a  Sgstciiis pccr dcsipr? r c w w  proccdurc is shown 111 
Fipurc 2 The pwr dcsipi review ciittrla shall nclude: 
The dctrilcd review lorni IS shown 111 Kef. I .  Memhrs of 
I l l C  peer drslgrl tl?.llllS shall C'OllSISt 01 the !o l lowlnp~ 
( I )  Softwan Miimgcr (Chairman) 
(2) Independent Cnwp nprrswrtatire 
(3) Data flow and interface engimer 
(4) Comtincd subsystem testing engineer 
( 5 )  scnio softwawea@eel 
Ako. the DSN subsystem engineer and operational repre- 
sentative participate in the pea mkw. 
3. DSN drt.J deaip m k w  ( k d E ) n K  
asN f o d  LevelE review fc cach subsystem's Boftwam 
snd the common software shall be hdd after the sukptan 
peer deqgn review and before substantially art- the 
dagn and production phase. 
4. unit (tuoction) ~ t i o o  tea Ieview.Thc unit 
(function) demonstration tcs? mricw for tach subsystem and 
tlie common software is held at the end of each desmwn- 
tion test during the design and production phase. 
The rechnhd $l3up SUpmioM drall be mponsibk for 
dling the meeting and for assuring resolution of d open 
items. Members of review t e a m  &all d u d e  the Software 
Manager and the cognizant development arginter and his/ 
her staff. The Independent Croup cxmunon software e@- 
n w r  may also plrticipate. if requucd. Thc review focuses 
primarily on: 
( I ) Performaaw against deign. The rn-icw 
(a) Systcinaticdly lists dl p r o p m  parameters such 
as dat : queue. Inyut/Output (l i0) queues. butTet 
pool (released buffer). etc. 
( 5 )  Creates boundary conditions for t h e e  parameters 
and sqitematically checks that d! cases are p e r -  
iormcd properly against design. 
(2  l'unctional perfonnancc against func. ~ n a l  re+ire- 
iiicnt. The renew 
(a) Sys:ematicaUy lists dl program parameters and 
systetn permeters such as 1 NO-bit-per-Kcond 
line. error polynomial. etc. 
(b) Crcatcs boundary conditions f o r  these parameters 
with test driver,'c;ther progranir and checks syste- 
iiiatically that all cases are performed properly. 
( 3 )  Tests (creates) a11 powblc hardware failurn and their 
e r r t v  rcwverics. Alsc tests 311 pdi load where all 
interrupt signals occur simultaneously. 
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6 hm m n*icr.m awabiacd tub- 
system test tefv~cw ( s t l o a  intend) thJl be held at the end of 
the DSN Data System combined subsystem tcsthg phase. 
E.- 
Documentation is a baotlined p d w t  of each of the soft- 
ware bnpknrmcrtwn phases. and is p t o d d  ~uncwrrndy 
with the rkgsn and other unpknuntatiwr actiritvs conducted 
in each phra. TyWd outlines fur documentation art shown 
in Refs 1. 2. and 3. frbk 2 Iummuitcs the documents and 
h e i r  mponsibility . 
F. Qudlt~cosrb.or 
The Independent Croup dull assure thc trwability of 
software rcquucments through architcctunl m n .  Jcspn 
and production. intf!pation cxmibincrl urbsyrteni tert. and 
transfer. The Independent Croup cmducts and observes the 
prc-a;ccptuwe test and combined subsystem tests. and is a 
*natory to test reports. 
&fore completion of the tmnsfer ot' the software from 
inpkmcntation to operations. esN Quahty Assurance (QA) 
Cxrtifks the status of the S5D (dudmg the cwle). D c t W  
DSN QA requinmmtt and procedures are wntained in Ref. 1. 
0- - 
AU documentation and wfiwarc products arc maintained 
under configuration control by Software Production Manap 
nwnt and Con:rol (SPMC). SPHC prondcs security. intqntv. 
- ' controlicd JCCCSS to  nuterid within its custody and 
cniorm txmliguration mrnrpcnir'nt piactibys. 
I. Srctinn (internal) chanp cnntnd. Thc TRA. DTP. 
P S O B I .  IN-Il. c T T .  and SXIP .ire IllJllll~lllt'd under l X N  l h t ~  
miilk;umputcn 
CCM-based micropmassors. hwrnputcr  a@- 
lions arc intended to be developed 011 Intel MD6 sys- 
tems and/or a CCN-bami Qcvtlupmcnt Work Station 
(DWS). The development tool summary is drown in 
Tabk 3. 
Over the Ln smnl years( lY781C8O). thtDSNbtaSyr-  
tcms Ground Comnirrnicltion Croup hu employed k>ftwarc 
dcrc lopcnt  techniques such as unit (function) demo tests. 
wmbincd subsystem testing. ctc.. for developing reliable real- 
time wftwuc for the Ground Communication Facility (GCF) 
Network Operation Control Center (NOCC) Rcconfiguration 
Project (Ref. 4 and 5).  
The DSN Dda Systems Section IS playing a major role in 
the inipknientation of the Network Consolidation Project 
(NCP) (Ref. b and 7). (Reterrcd to in titis paper u the 
Mark IVA lnipkmcntrtion Project.) This software methodol- 
ogy tpplws to all developiircnt witware in Mark IVA provided 
h r ,  o r  b \ ,  thc DSN Data Systems Scxtlon in the Mark IVA 
I .  "srondrml Racm for the Impkmcnrarion of Conrptrcr So fm."  JPL 78-53. Jet 
Propuluon Laboratory. Pasadena. California. Scptember 1,1978. 
2. "Pwpwutwn Gudc for CIaa B S o f m  Spccificarion L4n-ummn." JPL 79-56. Jet 
Ropulvon Laboratory, b d e n a .  California. Oc'ober I .  1979. . 
3. Robert C. Taunorthe, S t a ~ i x d  ecvcbpment of Cmcprtcr S o f m ,  Part I 
(1976). Part 2 (1978). JPL spJ3-29. Jet PrnpuLsion Laboratory. Pasadem. California. 
4. Bremner. D. S., and Hung. C. K.. %round Communication Facility and Network 
Operations Control Center Reconfpntion." Ik T e k ~ x m m u ~ r i o n t  and h t a  
Acquisition P h m  Report 42-58. pp. 108-109, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena. 
Cdifornia, August IS. 1980. 
5 .  M~Clurc. J. P.. Wr-NOCC Reconfiguration." 7 k  Decp Space Vernwk h p s s  
Rcpm 42-55. pp. 86-89. Jet Propulsion Lahontory. Pasadena. California. February 
I 080. 
6. Gatt. E. C.. "Network Consolidation Program System w." Thc Tekcommunb 
tionr and Data Acquisition hgress Report 4243. pp. 150-153. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. Pasadenn.California. June IS. 1981. 
7. Yeater. M. L.. and Henman. D. T., "Network Consolidation Program." The Tclecom- 
municationr anti Dam Acquisition ptvRresr Report 42-65. pp. 19-24. Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. Pasadena. California. October 1981. 
8. Robert C. Tausworthe. "Lkep Space .Venwnk Sofiwam Cosr Estimation Model," 
JPL 81-7. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena, California. April IS,  1981. 
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SDD CDE ffi 
* 
3. 4 
DTP 
soy 
3.4 ssu 
3.4 .5  STT 
1. 2 DFD 
2. 3 .4  CTT 
CUE 
CDE 
CUE 
CDE 
S P  Wp. CDFs 
ICICST E q  
WnP 
IC, T G k  CDEs 
I .  2.3 TRA CST Eqt. lntqntion &r 
Subsystem Em &r C D 6  
S P  Mr 
Subsystem Ropam S P  Code e s t m u t a  classification (X lo00 lines) 
- 
Comniand Deep Spaw Station (DSS) Command I I .6 
DSS Command Ruceuur Assemdly (CPA) - 4.4 
Modulator Anembl) (CMA) fumw? 
1 
Network Operation Control Center (N<TC'C) 
Command Real-Tune Monitor (NCD) 
2 0.2 
~ ~~ ~~~ ~ 
Telemetr) DSS Tekmetry Proceuor Assembly (DTM) 2 3.2 
NOCC Tekmar) Real-Time Monitor (NTM) 2 0.12 
IriOCY' Rspla) NOCC Duplay Subsystem (NDS) 2 2.4 
Video Assembly Roc.cuor (VAP) 2 0 . 3  
Common Soltaarr NOCC Common Software 2 5.6 
- - - - - 
subsystem 
COmmand 
~~ 
Deep Space C o m m u n i c a t ~  Complex (D5CC) 
Command Roceazor Assembly (CPA) 
2 0.8 
Network Operations Control Cmta (NOCC) 2 2.0 
Command ReaLTme Monitor (NCD) 
Tea Support DSCC Test Suppon Assembly (?SA) 1 31.7 
NOCC Test and Support Assembly (NTS) 2 1 20 
1 
1 
25.5 
120 
~~~ 
Trpdriag DSCC Metric Data Assembly (MDA, 2 21 .o 
Nocc Network Tracking Assembly (NTK) 2 25.0 
Radio sciemr DSCC Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) 2 16.1 
Monitor and Control DSCC Complex Monitor and Control (CMC) 1 40.0 
DSCC Link Monitor and Control (LMC) 1 35.0 
NOCC Monitor and Control (NMC) 1 20.0 
~~~ 
Telemetry DSCC Tb'emetry h r r s s D r  Assembly (DTM) 2 20.0 
NOCC Telemetry R d T i r n e  Monitor (NTM: 2 25.1 
Ground Communication DSCC Area Routing Assembly (ARA) 1 22.0 
Central Communication Terminal (CtT) 2 120 Facility 
CCT Data Record Generator Assembly (DRC) 2 8.0 
CCT Central Cornmuhation Monitor (CCM) 2 1.2 
NOCC Network Communication Equipment (NCE) 3 ao 
Error Correction and Switching Assembly (ECS) 
NOCC Display Subsystem (NDS) 
NOCC Video Assembly Roassor (VAP) 
2 
2 
0.3 
0.3 
Network Support Star and VAX Interface Adapter (SVIA) 1 0.5 
Network Support Subsystem (NSS) Control 
Input /Outpu t 
NSS Sequence of Events (SOE) 
NSS Standard and Limit (Sa) 
1 10.0 
14.0 
16.0 
NSS System Performance Record (SPR) 1 16.0 
Common Software Functional Independent Data Module (FIDM), 1 4.0 
IEEE 488. STAR and FTS handler 
Local Area Network (LAN) RS-232 device handler 
for microprocess 
1 0.8 
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A Federated lnformation Management System for the 
Deep Space Network 
E. Dobinson 
DSN Dete.Gvstems Section 
Thio ppppt amaiuea n e  general *equitwnents for an inf9r tation manqgemtnt 
system for the Deep Space Network GQsnu zt crorp a mm3e review of avnflable 
&tabase management sys~em techmb@ 4 #&% recommenr)r i h t  a fedemtion of 
logicaliy deccntmlized databases be impleniented for the Network lnformation Manage- 
ment System of the W. Overall characteristics of the federatin are specfled, as well 
as reasom for adopting *hh @preach 
1. Introduction 
There have been many advances in database management 
systems over the last decade. Faced with the task of modelling 
a particular application environment, an organization today 
must make important choices. Off-the-shelf products are com- 
mercially available fw a wide selection of computers. Nonpro- 
cedural query languages, report-writers, forms-based inter- 
faces, programming languages, and graphics are but some of 
the tools offered for today's applications. However, before 
selecting a particular product, certain fundamental issues of 
database organization must be considered. T h p  functional 
requirements of the application environment be analyzed 
and then carefully match2d to an information system archi- 
tecture best suited to meet ihose requirements. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the information man- 
agement needs of file Deep Space Network of NASA, and to 
recommend a database manageiacnt system architecture which 
will meet thosc needs most effectively. We begm with an over- 
view of the Deep Space Netwcrk, describing the way in 
which the organization is admilistered, and the ways in which 
various elements of this administration interact with each other 
and with the rest of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. From this 
discussion we formulate some general requirements for an 
information management system [Section II] . We then turn to 
an examination of information management systems avail- 
able today [Section 1111. By matching the characteristics of 
these systems with our requirements, we recommend an 
approach for the DSN, give a top-level design of the system 
using a small, but representative, subset of data, and indicate 
how this system can be expanded to serve adequately the whole 
of the DSN and/or JPL [Section N]. We then analyze the 
benefits and costs of our choice in comparison with the bene- 
fils and costs of ar. alternative proposal [Section VI, Lastly, 
we conclude with a brief summary of the paper [Section VI]. 
This paper is of p a  ticular importance because of its timely 
coincidence with plans for the Netwcrk Infor, lation Manage. 
ment System for the DSN already underway. As no major 
softwxe decisions for this system have as yet been made, the 
recommendations cortained in this paper may be considered. 
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II. The Deep Space Network 
We begin this section with an ovenriew of DSN operations. 
We then focus in some detail on several key administc tive 
activities. This leads us to formulate general requirements for 
a DSN infmnation management system. 
A. AnOverview 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) of the National Aero- 
nat;tics and Space Administration (NASA) is responsible for 
the guidance and control of all of NASA's unmanned space- 
craft at planetary and interplanetary distances, as well as for 
the receiving and processing of the vast amounts 01 mformation 
these spacecraft acquire and send back to Earth. This networic 
is made up of tracking stations around the world, a central 
control organization at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 
Pasadena, California, and the ground communicatiov 'inking 
them together. The three station groups, called Ueep Space 
Communications Complexes (DSCC), are located approxi- 
mately 120 degrees apart in longitude, so that a spacecraft is 
always in view of at least one antenna as t . 2  Earth rotates. 
These locations are Goldstone. California; Madrid, Spain; and 
Canberra, Australia. These stations function as autonomous 
organizations under management at JPL. This management is 
decentralized at JPL in various locatioas both on and off the 
laboratory, inciuding a secondary site at Hill Street in 
Pasadena. 
A variety of administrative activities in the DSN require 
the management of data. These activities are presently s u p  
ported by separate application systems. each of which has its 
own set of datr\ However, for many of these activities the data 
overlap. At present, there dre few automatic mechanisms for 
these activities to share data. It is cumbersome as well for an 
activity to span several systems. In addition, it is difficult for 
the three Deep Space Stations tc  ooperatc in the performance 
of these admmistrative functions or to interchange data 
amongst themselves. 
The need for improving this situation has been recognized 
by JPL management. To this end, an extensive study has been 
undertaken, under outside contract, which has resulted in a 
proposal of a hardware and communications configuration for 
improved operations. The proposed system is called the Net- 
work lnformation Management (NIM) System. It is for this 
system that we will address our database design. The NIM 
assembly is described in detail in Refs. 1 and 2. The proposed 
worldwide network will initially consist of four nodes, one at 
JPL and one at each o f  the three station complexes. In addi- 
tion, each node is itself an internal local network. Each NIM 
node will have hardware. software, and communications to 
provide a distributed computing environment for the DSN. 
The NIM study, undeertak,.~ b! the Aaron-Rues Corporp. 
tion for PI,, has produced an extensive survey of all of the 
components of the DSN (Ref. 3). This survey identifies the 
responsibilities and requirements of vaious DSN activities 
in terms of their database neds. We shall a d  ours8lves of 
its contents throughodt this paper in fomulatiq our own 
recommendatiuls. 
B. Some Important Admlnistrath Activities 
In this discussion we will focus on some important adminis- 
trative activities of the Deep Space Network in order to 
determine a design for an information management system 
which will permit these activities to function eficiently, and 
which will give management the ovemiew and knowledge it 
needs to do its job well. Because the totality of these activities 
is much too great for the scye of this report, we will c o  cen- 
trate on several important operations which span the entire 
organization. 
1. Engineering C!tange Management (ECM). En,$neering 
a a n g e  Management is a complex, far-%aching DSN actisity. 
It is coordinated at present by a group in section 377 at JPL, 
directed by a Change Control Board, and involves a laQe 
number of personnel throughout t h ~  JPUDSN organization. 
The process of instituting an engineering change invohes the 
initiation of an Engineering Change Request (Eli). This 
request is carefully assessed by representatives from all other 
systems that might be affected by the change. The assessments 
t-e then brought before the C b l g e  Control Board, which 
passes judgement on the request. The request may either be 
denied. approved, or sent back fnr further evaluation. Once a 
request is approved, one or more Engineering Change Orders 
(ECOs) are issued to desiga and implement the change. Each 
E€O is then planned in letail, with costs and schedule: devel- 
oped for each phase. At uiis point the evaluation phase is 
complete and the design and implementation phase begins. 
During the desipc and impiec1en:ation phase the ECM 
group functions to co4ect status information about thc actual 
sched 8 perfomance, and to  alert management if a . 1 ~  resched- 
uling will be required. A general awareness of the progress of 
the ECO is needed by everyone involved, including lodjstics, 
maintenance, and mission planning personnel who need to 
know when the installation will actually occur. As the Aaron- 
Koss survey points out ". . . an ECR has the potential to affect 
nearly every aspect of DSN operations and support, rmgbg 
from mission performance analy9is to spare parts provisioning 
and from maintenance personntl rcheduliiig to DSN utilizatior. 
forecasts. As a conpequence. there is a large constituency of 
personnel. with widely varying needs. all of whom absolutely 
requiie or can benefit by a conveniently obtained status and 
schedule for .cast for ECOs. 
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When the design and implementation of the ECO are com- 
plete. the instabtion at the trrpddngsites begins. mt dedul- 
ing of t!! installation of the equipment must be coonhated 
with the tracking schedules, so as not to interfere with any 
mission. and yet be there in time for any hrture missioas 
that q u i m  it. There are a h ,  m aiditicn, some temporary 
ECS whose md must be scheduled hilady. whan the 
equipment is finany instakd and nmning, or when the tem- 
porary equipanent is remov?d, the ECO is closed out. 
TheEngineeringChangeManagemttntisclearIyanimportant 
activity. having the capability to affect the DSN m many ways. 
The data representing the ini.iation and assessment phases 
are of interest to a variety of people at PL,whilethedata 
for the development. implementation. and instpllation sched- 
a !  may be needed by a variety of persoanel thmu@out the 
entire organization. 
2 Eq-t and Materials Management. lhis 3SN 
activity is responsible for the management of JPL property, 
DSN tracking equipment, repairable spare parts, other mainte- 
nance spares, and mnsumables. Management of equipment 
and materials involves obtaining them in the first place (pro- 
visioning and procurement), kceping track of their location 
and status (mentory and cmtrol), and moving them from 
place to place (transportation and shipping). These activities 
are distributee, among several organizational elements at JPL 
and at the Deep Space Stations. 
3. Anomaly R e p h g  Services. The knowledge and con- 
trol of anomalies occurring from time to time throughout the 
DSN is an imponmt activity for its well being. To this end the 
M h  has procedures for the reporting of various anomalies. 
Two categories of reports which we processed are Discrepancy 
Reports and Failure Reports. The ultimate goal of these 
reports is to provide DSN engineering, operations, support, 
uld management th- information on which to make changes in 
equipment, technoiogy, procedures, and policy. There are 
three basic activities connected with tyese reports. These are 
( I )  filling them out, (2) validating, investigating, and analyzing 
them, and (3)summarizing the status of the anomalies to 
management. 
4. Other DSN activities. In addition to the three activi: - *  
highlighted above there are many more too numerous t’: !-. 
These indude iergy management, financlal manx- .  .: It. 
personnel tnanagement, scheduling, maintenace, praduction 
control, as well as activities that pertain to the tracking sites 
only, such as operations, repairs, maintenance and integration, 
cabling, etc. For each of thesc activities the efficient manage- 
ment of data is extremely important. 
1: The laEd for I?har@ There are sameobvious datim- 
ships between the various D§N amagemat aetivftiea For 
example, there is a natural mteractian between the IXM sy% 
tem, the equipment management system, and the 8iumaly 
reporting system. An Eco almost always win af€ect the 
equipment databese. Either new equipmat WiJI be instpllad 
or old equipment will be removed, or both. Anomaly repnsts 
can and often do d t  10 the initiation of an ECR Further- 
more, the imphmmtation of an ECO can result in anomalies. 
And so on. At present none of these interactions can take + automatically. Relationships are maintained manually, 
if at all. 
In addition to the need for having activities share idorma- 
tion, JP; management needs to have an ooerviear of DSN 
operations. This overview requires the integration of data from 
separate sources within the DSN. JPL might need to h o w ,  for 
example. which stations have completed instaUation of ECOs 
fo: a given ECR or it might need to compare the cost ofthe 
installatian from one site to another. The ability to discover 
unknown relationships is also desirable. There is currently no 
easy way for management ts determine if, for example, a 
particular piece of equipment causes the same problems at 
each site whcre it is used, or for two sites with the same prob- 
lem to benefit from each other’s experience. 
To overcome, in part, th is  problem of management’s diffi- 
culty in deriving composite information from various sources 
within the DSN, a pilot system is currentiy being developed at 
JP!. which will provide integrated data concerning DSN opera- 
tion+, maintenance, and repairs at Goldstone (Ref. 5).  This 
system, called the Productivity Information Management 
System (PIMS), will provide its users, both managers and 
management scientists at JPL. a set of tools for manipulating 
data in a variety of way, Management scientists ;Hill then have 
the capability to develop and verify operations research 
models. The implementation of efficient operational policies 
can ther. lead to substantial saving and cost reductions. 
Because the data that management needs is decentralized. and 
stored in diffcrent forms, using different cverall methodol- 
ogies, a major integration effort such as PlMS is presently the 
only way to provide the ovenri.:w so badly needed. 
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z The gtcd for urtoeonry. In addition to the need for 
sharing information. there is a conflicting need for activitics to 
mnain autonomous. The various DSN mangsmdnt activities 
are separate and distinct applicatians. They have derrbpd. 
and continue to develop, independently of each other, and are 
under autonomous local control. Integrating the data from 
all of these activities into a single centralized databast is 
restrictive. Local control of the data is an important aspect of 
the DSN, as is the independence of one activity from aadhcr. 
It is. thazfon. wither desirable lrtr practical to d e ~ d ~ ~  a 
spedficatian of the totality of operatid data for the DSN 
and to design a logically centralized l a t a h .  
3. The msd for e d d d i t y .  Coupled with the need for 
autonomy is the need for evolvability. Administrative activities 
evolve with the growth of the organizatm. Some hrnctions 
are replaced. others are added. The infmnatiam management 
of these activi ies must be capable of e- also. The data- 
base must at all times be an accurate reflection of the organiza- 
tion. It must therefore be dynamic, capable of chansing and 
growing as the CSN changes and &rows. 
Evdvability of the information management system is 
important for financial reasons also. Funding comes not all at 
once, but in d iaaemen:s over time. The information man- 
agement system must k capable of incremental development. 
IH. D a t a b a s e M a ~ n t s y s t e m s  
In this sextion wc consider available choices for database 
management systems in the 1980s. We begin with a brief 
discussion of data models We then present a historical devel- 
opment and description of databse management system 
architectures. 
A batsMcrdsls 
A data model IS an abstract representation of the informa- 
tion content of the database. As such. its main function is to 
insulate the user from the implementation details of the data- 
base. Typically. the data in the database is represented using a 
"conceptual" schema, which is rn instance of a given data 
model. (The :e!rtionship of database schema to data model is 
analogous to that of a program to a programming lansuage.) 
The data model provides both data structures for rerrescnting 
data and operations for ranipulating them. The three best 
known data models are the hierarchical model. the network 
model, and the relational model. We now give a brief descrip- 
tion of each of these, and site some of the more well-known 
implementations of each. 
1. H i d i c a l  data model. In the hierarchical data model. 
the data are represented using trees and links. One designated 
2 N e t w O I k d a b m e d d M a o y o f t h c ~  iaasrsnt 
in a database are not one-to-maay, but many-to-nuny. To 
capture these kinds of relationships a morc geateral strodme, 
called a network, was introduced. A network canbeviewed 
as agmph containingnodesand bidirectiaaal liaks. Althotrgb 
thisallowsmonflexiiilitythrthehierarchicalmoddamlis 
more efficient in some cases. it is considered more campbex. 
The most important exunpk of network systems is pro- 
vided bythepropogalsoftheCODAmLDataBmeTsslt 
Group, DBTG. Two commercial systems brrSr4 on thea pro- 
posals are DMS 1100 by Univac, and IDMS by Culliappe. 
Other network systems indude TOTAL by Cincom, an ' IDS 
by Honeywell. 
3. Rdationsl data model. In the relational model data are 
organized into tables, called rehtious, whidr c l d y  aures- 
pond to traditional files. The rows of a table comDpooe to the 
records of a fde, and the cohrrrrmr comspond to thc tJos of a 
record. Associations between the rows are npresented solely 
by data values in columns drawn from a common domain. or 
pool of values. All of the information in the database. entities 
as well as nlationships, is represented in a sin* uniform 
manner, namely LI the form of tables. This uniformity of data 
representation results in a corresponding uniformity and 
simplicity in data operations. 
In contrast to the hierarchical and network models there 
are no interncord links in the relaticnal model. This feature 
gives the relational model an independence from the under- 
lying ;!yrical realitation of the database. The physical d e w -  
dence of the hierarchical and network systems stems from the 
encouraged assxiation between the physical aicess pths and 
the logical interrecord links. The absence of such links gives 
the relational model an added degree of flexibility. 
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Th,Tc are many semantic models currently in uac. bu? their 
mentations of any of them as products. Some of the more 
(Cbcn 1976). the Semantic Database Model SDM (Hammer 
and Mckod 1978). the Extrnrkd Reiatid Modcl RWT 
( C d d  1979). and the Event Database Modt l (bgand  M d * o d  
1981). 
usage is mainly academic. That io. there arc no direct impk- 
unu-known of tbcrt models are the Entity-Reiatiodip Model 
B. DBMSArdrctedurss 
It is useful to dassify databases according to whether they 
arc Iogicffly and physicdy crntralind or decentralized. Using 
this framework. four classes of data b u r  architectures can be 
identifwd. Logically cmtrd iud  and pli)sically cmtralizcd 
databases includt conventional integrated databases. b g ~ -  
a l ly  cvntralized and physically clcmwdizcd databases 
include "distributed d a t a ~ ~ ~ s " .  as well as a number oi recent 
approaches t u  compi:s database support. Logrcally d a m -  
tralizcd and physically ccntralizcd or 
are the domain of ledcrated databases. 
decentralized da~abascs 
I .  LOgicdly CenIniizCd. physicauy CtatrPlind qyslmra 
Nearly all jatahase management systems in use today. includ- 
ing all of those mentioned in Section 111-A, manage databases 
that are both logiwllp and phbsicrlly cvntrdized. This means 
that a sins& conceptual shenu .  dcriwd from a formal data 
inodel such as thc ones mentioned above. is used to structure 
all 01' the data i t .  the database. I t  also means that all or iiir 
data in the dat .c' are ;tored in one location. Th:re are three 
main reasons ior integrating data thusly. from separate sources 
and varying applications. into a unified, coherent whole. One 
rcawn i s  that duplication of thc data from m e  source to 
mother is greatly xduced. The second is that the data becomes 
logically and phyucally independent of the application pro- 
gram that use i t .  Thu means that the phpsrcal details of data 
stoirpe and accrss methods arc handled b> the system. The 
r---OLlla#Q3-@=- 
f h t ~ ~ o f i n e e g r t s d & ~ # r r w i d d y ~ .  
Howtnr. in smu rpplieatioas, the oqpbuoe itrslf & gso- 
gnphhuy d&triited. H8vi5g de dab a d  ia me cantd 
locatiar mans Caas md dqgdod oyr- 
tem performaaa. Thenton. the next step tab in Dms 
mearch was to tdte the data in a iaeiagy caatdked data- 
bast rad physidy distribute it mnoqths variammdmdr 
annputer network- This &fsifd dktributba i s t o t a y m  
pueot to the mer of the system. That 4 to 1& lmf dtke 
databsse it is as if aU of the data ann m QW phce. l l i e  WS- 
tem's pelf- is h a m  karrae the d8t8 io mated 
rwherc it is acccsrd mast hpentiy. DhibuOn of the 
urtabrrjc to optimize panllel pmctshg kcomasakeydsslga 
irgue for disuibuted systems. Another key feature of distri- 
buted systcm is the mbility of increased ~bbil i ty.  A 
company can duce  the disutcr of a computer failw by 
duphcating the data at more than one site. Theae features of 
distributed systems makc them hrghly desirable for many of 
today', apppLcation mvinrsunenu. llwrrforc. much mcmh 
and development on distributed systems is cumntIy talcjng 
place. Added complexitier involving culoigteacy of redundant 
data. mcry from a failwe at MY site, and control of con- 
current processing pos some diifibdt rrsarct- pobknrs. 
R-!9types haw, however. ken buiit, most notably SOD1 
by Computer Corporation of America. It should not k long 
before a distributed DBMS wiU k commercially available. 
3.l.q@8& dcantdid systems Both mreat iod 
and distributed systems. though they M e r  in their p!tysial 
nalization. an IqjcdIy the same. A sin& conceptual schema 
defmes all of thc data in the database, and the control of the 
database is an tn l zed .  even though the data may not be. This 
can p. and has p d ,  m e  probkms. it has been. in some 
environments. wry difficult to integrate data from mamy 
applications because the views they haw of the &ta arc 
different. L.qvcd antrairzation can force the cwpling of 
data where the retention oi some individual autonomy is 
desirable. Each user of a centraked system is forced to 
surrender the control of the structure of his data to a central 
authority. who has the task of organizing all of the parts 
into a coherent whole. This can haw drawbacks. Many individ- 
uals are very reluctant to rehquish control of their data, so 
much so that many an attempted database effort has f d e d  
for this reason. Even when this IS not the caw. centralized 
control often creates a largc bottleneck through which all 
rqucsts for change must pass. Changes. therefore. occur 
runisms in the database. In addition. the id of the ccntd 
authorit) is an cnonnou) ow. for this person tor pcnuns) 
m u  unbntand every aspect of the orynizacion thoroughly 
III order to mdcl the data well. and must dm have a thorough 
knowkdgc of DBNS software. The ciatabst Jminislrator(s) 
must choose a design tor the system which aptinrims usage 
for the &ok colkction of usen. a h g n  which. however. 
is often much ks than optimal for my one usti. Thus. the 
benefits of integration can haw a very hrph cost. 
A AFdembdSytjtmnIWtheOgN 
d ~ ~ t n t l y  md slowly. mulhng in inacL&~ a d  ma&- 
The notiocr of a federated database architecture was in- 
ducd to remedy these pmbkms. A federation is a union of 
two or marc IogiCaUy dcrvntralireJ wulrw of data which m y  
k. but (KCJ not be. physically dccentnluhi. The ewnrial 
difference from the sys~ems above IS the kog~ai dcccnrraliza- 
uon. Ihc inQvidud components of a federation remm under 
3utontmous local c u n t d  with. howcwr. 3 &main m u n t  of 
sharing and coordination. One coriipnent of the fedtratiw is 
Jisturpwshcd Y the iedcn) controller. It keeps track of the 
tupology of the fcdcrition, md aids in the entrant.. or dcpar- 
tule of a coniponcnt into or irom the federation. The compo- 
nents themrclm.  through the commwiicrtions ixilities pro- 
vided by the federation. deiiine the systeiii ,md ncgotbtc their 
interactions. Each component has its own schema, which 
statcs :rich of its data is private 3nd which is to be s h a r d  in 
thc federation. Indivdual ml; nrkn of the federation may 
&3ngc intcnidl) w long 3s their interface to the fcdetation is 
maintained. The icderotcd architecture is bvth dynamic md 
mcdular. with coiiiponentr coming and going at an) time. It 
therefore catrics with it dl oi  tlic well.linown benefits o f  
dynamic mdu!ar $1 stems. 
The research on frde;rtcd systeiils is rt*lattvdy new. md tu  
date there is only a small worhiiip prototypc at the \Inivenity 
,ti Southern California. Iiowcwr. as J cumpromist between 
iotd ~nltyration on llic onc hand and Iota1 rutonoiny on the 
other. i t  I) hiphlj dcslrablc 1 \ 1 1  man) of today’s applications. 
In additwn. the trend todab a w q  froin larg iiiutilraiiic 
coinputcrs toward networks o f  sn:allr.r machmcs inakss the 
federated . l p ~ l t ) 4 C h  t o  databasc organization particuhrl) 
rppropriatc 
IV. A Database Management System 
for the DSN 
In this scction we bring topt1ir.r the requlrciiwiits of 
Section II ud the gstriii ch;lractcristics of Section 111 t o  
rtsoiiliiiciiJ J sjstciii Tor the DSN. We llirn describe in sonic 
dctril tlic nature of  tliis sIstctii. 
In choosing tl architecture for the 05N we musit Prtidy 
the three previously stated rquimmeats. ’These ut (1) applica- 
tions must k abk to share data and accticritia9;(2) rpPoieatioas 
mutt retain individual autunomy and control of their data; a d  
(3) appbcntions must k able to with time. 
lqpcally centralized system fail to meet tbe second 
rcquimnent. If we were to adopt a cmtnliotd databast 
architecture for the DSN. dl of tbe data from all of the 
appkations would haw to be unLr b ~ t d a d  mtrd. As 11c 
haw seen from the e m p l e s  in Section II. ttus is impractical. 
Logically cmtnlittd systems rLu do not meet OUT third 
the database must be represented in a smgk logical schema. 
changes in thc dat3basc require a rrdesign of the schcm. 
nquimcnt very WN. Because at any ane time the tolality of 
The draractcrisucs of federated databases, on the other 
hand. seein to be perfectly matched to the needs of our DSN 
environment. Federations d o w  for h d  autonumy. whik 
facibtating the sharing of data and activities. Federatias are 
also capabk of evolving over time. Lct us take a closer bok at 
what a federated infonnstion managcnm t system for the DSN 
wcwhl be like. 
1 .  771~  ropdqp of tbc fcdrratioe. Ihe compmencs of t 
federation 3re the Iogrcdly autonoinous units of an Urganiza- 
tion that soinetinws need **I drm data or jointly to pcdorin 
wiw action. In the c o s  4 : DSN. these compwcnts  ut 
thc vanous administrative .KS described earhr. such as 
Enpneering Change Manayel .. .wt. Equipnmt and Materids 
Managcmcnt . Anomaly Reporting. Repurr. Cablmg. etc. A 
distinguished component. wlridi can be distributed anlong the 
Utes or bc resident 31 JPL. is the IeJeraI dicuonary. whose 
task i t  IS to record the topology of thc fedcration. The drtirwr- 
ar? acts in cstabldunp. maintaining. and tcrniinrting the 
federation, 3s well as in monitoring structural changes. 
Each application that needs autonomy, whether it bc 
ECM o r  Rcpain o r  anything e l r .  will be a logical component. 
. ‘ ~ I I C  of tlicsc components will reside on the sainc machine. 
others may residc at other NU.( nodes. wliik still others may 
b distnbuted throughout thr Nlhl computer network. The 
dcprec and nature of  dialing and cooperation among these 
wnents will bc cxprcsscd in the component schema. 
The frdcrJtion pr.mhx an intcgrrted set of intercomponent 
c~~iiitiii1tiic;ltiuii facilities. Thew arc data iinportatiun f o r  dat3 
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2 Ibeeaprgaaad~6achcompmentofafedera- 
tion is a logical entity hawing its own amponeat schema. 
This schema describes the information of mmem to the 
component avid has three parts: an export schema, whkh 
spedfies the mfomrrrtion it is willing to share with other 
components; an import dema ,  which spedhes the mfor- 
and a private schema, which spedfies local informetion, which 
the component is unwiniag to shm at aII. 
mation in the federation that the component wiohes to access; 
It is highly pssiile that one component importing data 
from another will need to have a Merent view of the data. 
The federated model also provides operators for deriving both 
types and attriium. This means that is is not necess~~y for 
components to agree on a common view of the data for ~har- 
ing to take place. 
The federal dictionary component is the repository of 
information global to all components, which includes infor- 
mation describing the structure of the fedention. Its import 
schema is used to collect this global informaticn. while its 
export schema is used to share it with the other components. 
Any component of the federation can fmd out from the 
dictionary what components currently constitute the federa- 
tion, and how it may communicate with them, as well as 
obtain a summary of the kinds of information available. 
3. The data model. The federated architecture requires a 
common data model to be used throughout the federation, 
although a component may use any data model of its choice 
for internal use. Each component uses the federation model 
to define its exporc, import, and private schemas. The federal 
dictionary component uses the model to define the structure 
of the federation. 
While it is poss 5 that any data model could be made to 
work as the federabon model. a semantic model. such as the 
Event Database Model (Ref.4) is preferable because many 
kinds of relationships between the data can be represented. In 
1. Within the NM. The extendibility of the federated 
architecture means that as the Nhd commuuications and 
hardware expands, so does the federated information manap 
ment system. The federation for NIhrl can evolve from the 
components themselves. They will each exp- their own 
export, import. and private schemas. and Win use the negotia- 
tion mechanrrm . of the model to achieve a desirable confisurs- 
tion. 'zhis amtigumtion need by no meaos be static. Compo- 
nents can negotiate for their entrance or removal from the 
federation, as well as restructure themeelves internally. This 
means that as new applications are added to the NIM system 
they can easily become a part of the federation. and assures 
that the federation will always be an accurate model of the 
application environment. The basic lines of autonomy and the 
patterns of interaction are the governing design principles to 
be embodied. 
2 Beyond the NIM. The federated architecture can also be 
extended to include components outside the NIM assembly. 
This is particularly desirable, for the DSN needs to interact 
with vari-~us JPL institutional systems from time to time. 
These include institutional systems for financial management, 
personnel management, property management, work sched- 
uling, mission planning, etc. A higher-lcvel federation, one 
with the NIM federation as one component (the DSN compo- 
nent) along with these other inrtitutional systems, can be 
envisoned. The principles of design are the same. All dIdt is 
needed is the necessary hardware and communications to 
link them together. 
v. Compwisonofan-Chdce 
In this final section we consider a proposed alternative to a 
federated system. la OUT duatim. we focus on two basic 
featuns. The first of these is the desirability of a general- 
purpose vs a spedal-purpose system. The d is the desir- 
abiity of a dynamic vs a static system. .h, the life-cycle 
costs of both choices must be considered. 
The database system now under consirleration for the DSN 
is a system of separate, independent datobspes for each appli- 
catim on the Nw. This a p p d i  is an electronic counterpart 
of the situation that exists now, and can be achkved with little 
research or dewlopanant effort. As before, each application 
wil l  own its &ta. However, because of the commuaications 
provided by the N W  network, any application will be able to 
peruse the &.a fm any d e r  appllCatianS database. Never- 
rhciess, one appht ion will not be able to use the data in 
another database without writing a program to incorporate 
that data into its own system. The imported dah will have to 
be duplicated, interpreted. and rrstructured betore it can be 
used. Cornpasite information wil l  stili be extremely ditficult to 
obtain. Thig is because each applicstion will have data in 
different and incommensurate fonns The task of utilizing 
these different views of the data is not trivial. and standardiz- 
ing these views is tantamount to centralization. In addition, 
keeping :edundant copies of data creates a problem of consis- 
tency with updates that must be dealt with. The costs of 
duplicate storage space, and of time to transmit copies back 
and forth acms the network must also be considered. 
W e  it is true that the interactions provided by the fed- 
erated mdel  can be realized on a case-bycase basis by means 
of ad hoc application programs, this can become extremely 
costly in the long run. For. as the number of components 
increases. the cost of application software to tie them together 
grows geometrically. whereas the cost of the federated soft- 
ware stays the same. The federation provides a general-purpose 
system for maintaining autonomy while facilitating shanng. 
The distb~tion betweea the ad hoc alternative qtprod and 
the federated appronch b the distfactioo betwaen m t y  
and fknibillty on the one hand, and spedfidty and risiWty 
an the other. 
Also, if it were possible to state at my one time all the 
ways in whidr the data ue to be shamd amoqst the usersd 
the NW then one could implement tbeneasspry programto 
do this. However, obtain& such a spedfication isunr#hstlc. 
Changes BR a fact of life, and the ability to respond to changes 
is - highly desirable fmtwe, saving much cost over the yeam 
M y  a federated system offem the ability to change these 
mterappiication, i n t e r c o m ~ t  r d a h d i p s  dynamically. 
Therefore. it is the life-cyde mad of each alternative that 
must be compared. The added time, effort. and dollars neas- 
sary to implement the federated informptMn -t 
system. from tkst principles, is more than likely to  pay for 
itselfastimegaesby. 
. .  
VI. Conclusion 
In this paper we have examinedseveral key DSN admink+ 
trative functions. We haw seen how these activities need to 
haw a data management system whkh wdi dow them to 
retain their individual autonomy and which will also &ow 
them to share data. We have also seen that these sctivities 
need to be able to grow and change indepdently of each 
other. They therefore require a data management system 
that is dynamic. 
We feel that the federated approach to database organiza- 
tion is particularly appropriate to this situation. We also feel 
that the benefits of implementing it far outweigh the costs. 
The development of a federated information management 
system is an ambitious undertaking, but one worthy of such 
an important organization as the DSN. The results are very 
exciting to Lontemplate. 
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CONSCAN Implementation for Antenna Control Assembly 
J. E. Ohlson 
Stanford Telecommunications Inc. 
and 
K. P. Abichendani 
DSN Engineering Section 
CONSCAN was previously recommended for implementation in the Antenna Control 
Assembly. This article presents specifics of this implementation, including calibration. 
s@al cleanup, am* system protection Equations for programming the algorithms are 
provided. 
1. Introduction E(k) = elevation deviation 
Reference I discussed the merits of several automatic track- 
ing techniques, and concluded that CONSCAN (conical-scan 
tracking) was most desirable for DSN antenna application. 
X(k) = cross-elevation deviation 
A(k) = azimuth deviation (or hour-angle deviation) 
EANT = antenna elevation (or declination) 
A,,NT = antenna azimuth Additional effort was necessary to  develop the equations 
and algorithms required for the implementation of CONSCAN. 
This article provides that detail as the final phase of the study 
involving automatic tracking techniques for the Antenna Con- 
trol Assembly (ACA). 
To maintain crosselevation deviation constant with elevation, 
the azimuth deviation must vary with elevation angle: 
(1 )  
This report presents the detailed analysis and instructions 
A ( k )  = X(k)sec EANT for implementing CONSCAN into the ACA. 
From Fig. 1, the scan equations are II. CONSCAN Algorithm 
Scan Jenation may be defined as deviation of the antenna 
h e m  axis from tlic antenna borcsigtit axis. The deviation is 
resolved into two orthogonal components called elevation and 
crosselevatmn. Le! 
E(k) = R sin w k A 
X ( k )  = R cos w k A 
(2, 
(3 )  
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o = scan rate in radjs 
= ZnlP 
P = scan period,s 
R = scarl radius, deg (Fw. I )  
R = no. of units of A (constant) 
A = time between updates (for data samples) 
where E, and X, are the latest (kth) correction in elevation 
and cresselevation, respectively. The predicts for azimuth and 
elevation are calculated from the spacecraft ephemeris or from 
the known location of a radio star. The Correction Table is a 
set of stored corrections and provides a fmt-order correction 
to previously measured systematic errors. 
Hence, having chosen the time between updates, and indexing 
time by the number R, the scan deviation may readily be 
computed. 
Iv. COOtdinate --On Algorithm 
Reference 2 derives the expressions for corrections in each 
coordinate. These corrections are given in i n t e p l  form, but 
are modified to conform to digital processing requirements by 
expressing them in summation form as follows, 
111. Antenna Pointing Angle Equations 
The components of the antenna pointing angles, E A m ,  
and A A N T  are calculated for two cases, CONSCAN OFF and 
ON. (Refer to Fig. 2 )  
Ec = G V(k)sin(okA+Z) (8) 
SCAN k (1) With CONSCAN OFF, 
= EpRED(k) ' ETAB(&) "E (4) 
Xc = C v(kjcos(ORA+Z) (9) 
AAm(k)  ApRED(R)+ATAB(R)+SA ( 5 )  SCAN k 
where the subscripts are where V ( R )  is the kth edited signal sample, 
ANT = actual antenna command 
PRED = predicted value from ephemerides 
G = g a i n  
2 = phaseshift 
TAB = value from systematic error correction table The phase shift 2 is required because of mechanical phase 
lag of the antenna response and the phase lag of the AGC or 
radiometer averaging. The gain G and the phase shift 2 must 
be calibrated for each antenna configuration and signal source. 
The values of E ,  and X, may be determined by one of the 
(1) Brute Force correlation. 
(2) Fast Fourier transform. 
The Brute Force approach is simple and is indicated !J> the 
nature of expression. All that is needed is use of a sine and 
cosine lookup table, multiplication, and accumulation. 
and where, 
SE = total correction for elevation 
SA = total correction for azimuth following approaches: 
= s, sec &(k) 
Sx = total correcti( rl for crosselevation 
( 2 )  With CONSCAN ON, 
(6) EANT(k) = EpRED + E,,(&) + s, + EJk) 
The fast Fourier transform (FFT). although it requires 
more computations, provides more information as a bonus. A,,vT(k) = +A, , (k )+SA + A c ( k )  
Analytically, the resultant correction parameter P, having two 
components X, and E,, is expressed as 
where j is the square root of - 1. If we use Eqs. (8) and (9) and 
DeMoivres theorem, 
This is the Y(1) term of the discrete Fourier transform, gener- 
ally computed by the FFT. The transform is 
The term Y( 1) gives pointing error. AU terms for N > 1 are a 
measure of anomalies. For example. ellipticity it! the antenna 
beam will give a very small but finite contribution io Y(2). 
Normally, all Y(N)  for N 2 2 will be very small because V(k) is 
usually nearly constant. When V(k) has a glitch due to receiver 
dropout, interference, or a step change of signal such as a 
spacecraft transmitter mode change, then Y(N) for N 2 2 can 
be much larger than Y(l). Thresholding can be done on a few 
values of Y(N) to detect anomalous conditions in order to 
reject potentially absurd calculated “corrections.” 
The number of signal samples per scan must be chosen to 
be a power of 2 in order to directly usc the FFT. For example, 
the conveniently sized 5 12-point FFT provides a scan of 5 1.2 s 
when a signal sample rate of 10 Hz is used. 
The steps followed in using the FFT are: 
(1) Using the V(k) values for a scan, calculate Y(N) by 
perfomhg the above summation (Eq. 12), for several 
values of N, say 2,3,  and 4. 
(2) Compare each Y(N) thus computed to preaelected 
threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, the correction 
for this scan is rejected. The threshold that is chosen 
should be small; it should be on the ortier of the scan 
radius. However, it should be large enough to allow the 
second harmonic gnerated as a result of elliptic cross 
section of the beam to be ignored. The rejection rate 
due to glitches and other spurious content of Y(N) 
should be less than 5 percent. 
V. Tracking Signal Cleanup and PmWctlon 
D W T n r C k  
Reference 1 proposed signal cleanup and protection 
schemes both for radio sources and spacecraft. 
The signal inputs are (1) square law detector output far 
for spacecraft tracking. The anomauBs that are b l y  to occur 
radio sources and (2) AGC (Automatic Gaia Control) voltage 
that will affect the received signal power may 2 listed as 
follows: 
Signal dropout due to momentary receiver dropout 
(out-oNock), operator error or some unexpected tran- 
sient (glitch) in the receiving system. 
Change in spacecraft transmitter or antenna mode. 
Spacecraft antenna pointing direction change with 
spacecraft limit cycling, or some other change on board 
the spacecraft causing variation in the downlink @pal 
strength. 
In the case of spinstabilized spacecraft, modulation in 
the signal level due to spin rate. 
Testing is a very essential part of Qpal processlog. since 
the data processing requirements are low and the penalty for 
spacecraft data loss is high, tests should be made as frequently 
as possible. 
When track-g radio sources, a single receiver dropout 
should cause a scan correction to be skipped. Further, 
expected signal level should be compared to observed AGC 
level as another check. ACC can be calibrated at known Signal 
levels, and/or by feeding the expected signal level to ACA. The 
apparent signal level is continuously compared with the 
expected (predicted) signal level, and, if deviation is greater 
than 1 or 2 dB, that scan is rejected. 
However, if there is a slow cycling of signal level, a straight 
line connecting t!e last and the first point may be subtracted 
to determine the difference in s i p l  le-el. 
Hence, ignore scan if 
I Y(k)  - expected V(k) I2 threshold (13) 
This is the condition of ou! nflock;ifcycling(low)isexpected, 
the straight line test referred to above is analytically expressed 
a, 
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where 
Th = threshold (1 or 2 dB) 
ko = number of points in scan 
For testing of radio source trscdng anomalies, the system 
temperature and the expected radio source temperature should 
be provided so a check can be run. This will entail a precise 
setup for the radiometer gain to ensure accurate comparisons. 
A table of temperatures for common radio stars could be 
easily stored into the system memory. 
If To is the system operating temperature and T, the radio 
source (xpected) temperature, the scan should be ignored if 
scaled [ V(k)] < Top 
scaled [ V(k)] > Top + T, + margin 
(1 5) 
(16) 
or 
There is the very real likelihood that, even though signal 
level is continuously and carefully tested, an unusually large 
correction may sneak through. Thus limit tests become neces- 
sary. These may be categorized as first limit and second limit. 
VI. 
First limit: If the desired correction exceeds the first 
limit, correction only to the extent of the limit value is 
to be made. Examples of limits that could he set as first 
limits on elevation and crosselevation are 
(a) For S-band, 0.01 5 deg 
(b) For X-band, 0.005 deg 
If the next correction has to be the same limit <because 
it is equaled or exceeded), no correction should be 
made; instead, a warning is generated. 
Second limit: If the desired correction exceeds the 
second limit, no correction is made; instead, a warning 
is generated. Example limits for elevation and cross- 
elevation that could be set are 
(.a) For S-band, 0.030 deg 
(b) For X-band, 0.010 deg 
Define 
where h in Ref. 2 has been defmed as ”selectable” gain snd P = 
2nIwm 
A is a parameter readily mesurable by use of expressions 
1 1  through 21 (Ref. 2). Equation (19) of Ref. 2 expresses it as 
(for radiometer) 
where C is a constant represcnting receiver gain, and B is the 
effective band width: 
with I HO l2 the pcwer gain, and 
Id? = -2 -
W 2  
R as used above is the scan radius and w is the antenna 
heamwidth between half power points. 
p = 4 In 2 = 2.773 (22) 
From Eq. (18) above, Antenna and Signal Source Gain and 
Phase Calibration 
In r  = Inti - hA) 2 -hA 
Referring t o  Eqs. (8) and (91, we see the gain parameter is 
given by G. At  tlus time. an expression for C will be derived to 
enable calibration. 
substituting in Eq. (1  7). 
The closed loop time constant T is gven by (Ref. 2) T = PIhA 
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Thus, expressing G = hA after dropping the negative sign, 
Aw2 
KY3” T,R G (radiometer) 
For c acecraft, Ref. 2 (Eq. 101) has 
where k’ is found by calibration of the AGC slope. 
By using Eq. ( 2 5 )  and G = hA, 
2Aw2 G (spacecraft) = -k’pTR 
k’ may be calculated by using the derivation for fast AGC in 
Ref. 3, where in Eq. (1 2), the expression ‘to be used is 
1 
VAGC = -- In v ( r )  a 
where v ( r )  is the cormalized voltage gain (Eq. (63), Ref. 2), 
1 
k’  
u = -  
with R2, 0 2 ,  a2 << w: (Eq. (63), Ref. 2) using Eq. (91) of 
Ref. 2 .  and Eq. (26) above, 
a IS given in Eq. (3)  of Ref. 3, and 9, is the symbol for 
elevttion (crms-elevaiion) deviation in the kth scan. 
8.686 a = slope in dB/volt = S 
Equation ( 2 7 )  above can be rewritten by substituting k‘ from 
Eq.(3l)abuve.andD- 2.773 
Aw2 c = o.ox3os - R ( 3 2 )  
We will now discuss phase-shift calibration. Equations (8), 
(9). and (1 1) above include the phase term 2. The phase shift 
is needed because 
(1) For radio source tracking, fdtering in the radic neter 
causes a phase lag. 
(2) There is a filtering effeci of AGU, during spacecraft 
tracking. 
(3) Phase lag of the antenna is a function of t i e  scan 
period, e.g., for a 64-meter antenrs (Ref. 2) and 
(a) For a 284 scan, Z = -30 deg 
(b) For a 584 scan,Z=- 15 deg 
The required value of Z may be measured by rhe following 
means: 
(1) Assuming a nominal value of Z, CONSCAN the antenna 
to achieve boresight. 
(2) Open the control loop, and offset the antenna in one 
axis only, say crosselevation. 
(3) If the nominal Z is correct, the correlation and h e m  
the indicated correction will be nonzero in only the 
offset axis. 
(4) If Z is incorrect (i.e., if correlation is nonzero in both 
the axes), the correction for Z for the case of c r w -  
elevation offset is: 
elevation correction = tan-’ - 
crosselevation correction 
If the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used for signal process- 
ing, the phase angle of the fundamental output Y( 1 ) is exactly 
AT. 
VII. Signal Source Acquisition Policy 
Predicted offset from boresight is expected to be within IO 
dB (X-band) initially. As this raises the possibility of large 
anomalies. 3 spiral scan f o r  acquisition is recommended. 
To attain higher accuracy in initial acquisition, three param- 
eters should be established. 
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(1) Beamwidth B in which acquisition is highly likely. 
( 2 )  T i e  T necessary to make a decision. 
Another maybe simpler v ?y to a soluton is to implement 
Eq. ( 3 5 )  directly. Every T wconds, command a &an@ in 8 at 
the ratc 
(3) Size of the search region. 
The procedure for initial acquisition is as follows (Fig. 3): 
(1) Dwell a* best grwss for T seconds. 
(2)  Move out B/2 in one axis. 
WithAt=T,  
A0 B 
pt RT 
- z -  
(39) 
B R A t l a  R ~ T  = -  R (3) Dwell at that position for T wconds. 
(4) Traverse spiral until the search is complete (the spiral is 
discussed below). Using Eq. (33) now and substitilting F,q. (39), we ha* 
( 5 )  Set the scanner at the point of maximm signal level. 
Alternatively, one may stop when any signal is found: 
but this may be a side lobe. 
B= Ad = -B a=--.2n 2ItR 
The spiral search is done by arguing that for every 2n The response to comn&.?ds every T seconds can be prevented 
from being jerky by choosing TIN intervals instead of T,  with 
N such that smoothness results. Simubmeously, A0 and AR 
increase in 8 there should be an increase in R by B, Le., 
dR de 
B 2n 
- = -  
quantities can be attained in N steps. 
(33) 
The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3a. 
VIII. Conclusions If the scan rate is 8, at R radiw of scan velocity is, 
This report is intmded to he the final one as regards 
investigation into CONSCAN and treatment cf appropriate 
algorithms for signal cleanup and limit tests to assure its 
maximum acciracy and desirability. 
(34) velocity = A d 
so if in T seconds the beam has moved by 3n amount B, then 
( R i ) T  = B 
solving q s .  (33) and (35), we have 
where 
d(0 )  = 0;  R ( 0 )  = R,, 
The treatment described herein is designed td lead to dev-I- 
opment of software for CONSCAN antenna operation includ- 
ing K band. Summarizing the recommended techniques to be 
employed in conjunction with CONSCAN: 
( I )  For initial acquisition, employ stepped spiral search. 
( 2 )  Employ continued and incessant testing of .... to 
!") 
verify: (36) 
(37) 
(a) In-lock. 
(b) Reasonable in level. 
(c) Within limits. 
(3) Use FFT for signal DTp.PE;..ig i:' ! r s . : ! + ,  E ;  at providei 
more test: 4 .,lsight into c ~ s k w - 5  of f j i t c ; ~ ~  and
spu.,' 'IIS content of the input signal level. 
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PREDICTS CORRECTION 
TABU 
flg. 2. B W  dlagrun ol CONSCAN polntlng 
1. Introduction 
GCF Mark IV Development 
L 0-Mortensen 
DSN Data Svstems Section 
This article provides an overview of the Marh IV GCF QS it is being impkmted  to 
support the Network Consoliahtion Ropm 
The Network Consolidation Program (Ref. 1) requires that 
the Ground Communications Facility (GCF) (Ref. 2) be u p  
graded in order to support the mission set of the eighties. The 
key characteristics of the GCF do not change appreciably .- 
the Mark IV DSN (see Figs. 1-3). The changes made are in 
the area of increased capacity rather than changing character- 
istics. Common carrier circuits continue to be the medium for 
data transfer. The message multiplexing in the X:k IV era 
differs from the Mark I11 era in that alI multiplexhig will be 
accomplished in a CCF computer under GCF software con- 
trol vg hardware multiplexing at the NASA Communications 
(NASCOM) level, similar to the multiplexing currently done 
in the HighSpeed Data Subsystem. 
?he Signal Processing Center (SPC) asmblies will be 
controlled and monitored by the SPC Monitor and Control 
Subsystem while the Central Communications Terminal (CCT) 
equipments wdl be monitored and cmtrolled by the CCF 
Monitor and Control Subsystem. The computers required for 
the Mark IVA will be composed of the Modcomp 11/25 com- 
puters currently in use by the GCF; their functions as rede- 
fined will require software changes. 
II. Digital Communications Subsystem 
The Digital Communications Subsystem performs the 
exchange of *tal data between the SPC and JPL using 
common carrier circuits. Because lease ,.om of circuits are 
high, block multiplexing is used to d o w  sharing of the lines 
between projects. This suhcystem also does data routing 
either to the proper SIT or the proper user. To maintain 
h i g h q d t y  communication, error correction by retransmis- 
sion Wiu be used P the 56-kb/s duplex h e ,  using an algorithm 
similar to the current algorithm used with high-speed data. 
Original Data Record (ODR) data logging wiu be accom- 
plished at the SPC. At the CCT, the capability for f r o n t a d  
rpcording will be continued. This subsystem interfaces with 
the Network Operations Control Center (NOCC) (for which 
it accomplishes data routing) and with the Mission Control 
and Computing Center (MCCC), the Remote Mission Operation 
Center (RMOC), and Project Operation Control Centers 
(POCCs). T h ~ s  ubsystem also routes data to the Data Recorcis 
Subsystem (see Fig. 4). 
The Digital Communications Subsystem i composed of 
five subassemblies. 
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putem: one for prime and one for backup. The two cosnputers 
(# 
are to be convlcrted Communication Monito: and F o m t t e r  
Assembly (CMF) computers (Fb. 5). The ARA assembly will 
provide regulation and contrd of data transnissiar. It will One operational NCE computer ad um bnckup Wm be 
proride routin8 of data received to the proper link at  the SPC. provided. They will be the prrssnt two W E  computers with 
Low-rate data will be multiplexed on the 56-kbls dupk-x minor modifications (me &. 9). The NCE smes to interface 
line. Data wil l  be sent in 48CWit blocks. though 1200tit  the Network DataPmmshgka~A)Rsr l -TtmaModtos 
biockswin be available to the GCF users. (RII!)and support computersdirectly with the DigitdMspty 
ptocemro (DDh) md with the outside worM via wibbmd 
8. -m-(sDc) data l i n e s o L )  ta the Ecsg The M E  cammi- 
1NcE)cIIIsrnbcy 
cation link between the Ecseaad t h e a - s t a r a s o f  the Mooc 
in the NDPA. :t 
the support processor. 
The SIX nrin d t  of data tnuraniasion q u i p m n t  indud- 
ing line interfaces. data sets, modem. NEDs. CEs. d@td and 
analog test equipment. and patch facilities for troubk isola- 
the CCF interface to the R m  
tion & wtu A a f r o n t a d  lk interface between the actual 
data sets and NED appearances (see Fig. 6). 
C. Central Digital Communlwtbns(CDC) 
The CDC in support of Mark N - A  will consist of data 
trammission ecyipment inc ludq  line interfaces, data sets, 
modems. NEDs. CBs. @tal and analog test quipment and 
patch iachties for troubk isolation as well as frontrnd 
&ita1 line switches betwcen the actual Digital SeMce Units 
(MU) and the NEDs (see Fig. 7). 
NASCOM Engineeritrg will provide all data transmission 
equipment. including data sets. modem. DSUs and common 
carrier interfaces associated with overseas SPCs. The DSNiWF 
interface between the DSN/GCF DTE md the NASCOM DCE 
will be at the digital (V.35) interface to the NASCOM DCE 
provided by NASCOM. 
reinstalled at SPC-IO. The multlpkx and radio equipment 
will be confwr& in standard &foot open.channel racks 
(not cabinets) sh a~ to the existing microwave racks. The 
additional equipment will be Collins 5 18-W mdia and Collins 
MX 106 multiplex equipment. The existing path will require 
additional antennas to connect the additional radios. 
The computers at FEA-12, being remote from SPC-IO. 
connect to a LAN inierfaa panel. 'I?.< interface panel accepts 
data from the computers and ionvards the data via microwave 
to a companion interface panel at Spc-IO. The computer- 
generated data arc reconstituted and forwarded to the SPC 
LAN. Transmission m the opposite direction is similarly han- 
dled. Dual LAN interface panels and miuowave channels am 
used for redamdancy. 
As part of the CDC implementation. a new digital line 
switch will be provided to interface 56 kb/s and/or 22; kb/s 
lines from each of the Spcs.  The switch will provide appro- 
pirate interface for 7.2 kb/s data sets as well as WBD (56 or 
224 tb/s) line devices. 
The LAN interface F e l  the LAN Portsin the 
SPC to matching LAN ports available FEA PrOassOrs. "he 
Link will be via nucrowavc and will utilize a 56 kb/s chsnnel, 
full duplex. The Wetem Union ~ c n ~ w a ~  link ( P I A o l d -  
stone) Hllll be expanded to handle the Mark 1V service. 
0. €not  Correction and Swkhlng (ECS) Computer 
Four Operational ECS coiiiputcn and one backup rnll be 
provided. The) wlll be converted from the present four ECS 
winputen plus one former CMF computer. The priiiic lirnc- 
IV. Voice Conimunication Asmmbly 
The Mark IV voice assembly will be configured from the 
cquipnwnts currently uscd. namely the tactical intercom, 
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anum junction module, and statim voice switch assemblies. 
There wiU be no changes required at the JPL end (CCF-20) 
(see Fig. 11). 
A cew conununicatioa~ panel will be developed for use 
with the new SPC cansoles. &cause of the advanced age of 
the Tactical I n t e r n  Assembly (TIC) panels, a new circuit 
hoard win be developed to bring the system more in line 
wiih curnnt techaology. 
v. T ~ c o m m u ~ A s g e m M y  
The Mult IV teletype assembly will be made up of the 
equipments 29 they are configured at the present time. There 
are two basic services provided: 
(1) IlO-baud senice using teletype machines with the 
circuits rwted by the NASCOM GSFC teletype 0 
switch to the W C X  located at (3320 .  (This provides 
for normal a m a t i v e  test message senice.) 
(2) 3Oo-bauJ service. whereby the station pewnnel have 
access to the DSN data base located in the JPL Admin- 
istrative Comgiter via an auto dialer located at CCF-20. 
VI. MonitoranclControl 
One operational CCM computer and one backup wil l  be 
provided. They will be the present two CCM computers, with 
minor modifications (see Fig. 12). 
The CCF monitor and control subsystem is based in Ihz 
CCM. whase major functions include the collecting, processing. 
and displayiwg of real-time status and perfbrmtmx, of the GCF 
subsystem. The ased monitoring of the ax win be accom- 
pbhedvia the CCM computer and itsssgocisted displays and 
via the central umsole. The CCM computer will provide moni- 
toting of the status of all equipmmt of t8e GCF. 
Computer status R-., whicb do not deal with m!igura- 
tion but primariiy with GCF perfommoe (enor rate, traffic 
tlow. etc.). are fotmatted snd foratatded to the ccill as stan- 
dard GCF data blocks. Tht CCW will provide displays by 
mans of the Crime1 display converter and the W switch 
ACCMLineprinterarillbeusedforDRCIDRgnp~epating 
the ECS and DRC computers wil l  be printed oa label painter 
tenninets The summary for the data chaanels and status and 
alarm mesages will be printed on the console terminet. 
and summ~ry and p0St-m hrstorieo. Labels f a  tapes from 
VII. Databcord~Gewrat~r 
’Ihree operational DRC computers and one backup will be 
provided. They will be converted from the present DRG h e u p .  
The chief function of the DRC is to provide IDRs that are 
recorded on magnetic tape. The program of the DRC is the 
only one that is missim-dependent (see Fig. 13). 
The DRG software will check each data stream for correct 
SPC. spaacraft ID. LDT/DDT, qon data description (GDDj 
block serial number (WIV), block h e a h  time, and error 
status code. During the pw.  the DRC will detect gaps and 
output real-time gap statistics. These data win normally be 
output on a CCM display, but may also be printed. At the 
end of a pass. the DRG outputs a complete IDR report indud- 
ing gap list, via the CCM. 
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An Introduction to the hlew ProductMty Information 
Management System (PIMS) 
R. Hull 
Telecommunications Science end Engineering Division 
7Xb rem demibes the Muctivi ty  f n f m t i o n  M-ment System (Pars). which 
is be@ devcluped at JPL. m e  mu objective of this ccmputnired systetn is to -Me 
martngcmt scientists to intemctively Ucpbon &ra mnctming IXW optmtio~~, wmiute 
lluuy d m m .  in order to devebp and vmxv wtad& for -nt pbming. 7b.s. 
PIMS will provide users with a powerfui set of rods fcu itemtivelj mmipuluting &ta sek 
in a wide wiew of wyr Most m t  dotabuse gvstem am daigmcd to support a nmvw 
mnge of pmietemhed types of queriex nus. the desw  of PIMS includes unque, state 
o f i t h e r  featurn Tlrc i n i d  vmbn of PlMZ will be a usebl but smau-secrlc p&r sys- 
tem. 7hh report (1) diuufsps the motivation fa d&p@ PfMS, (2) descn'k the 
b u s  Jata sen which wgl be irctegmted bv PibiS, (31 sketches the ovemll des@ of 
H.US. and (4)  describa how PIMS &.ill be used. A survey of relmnr &abases concerning 
LSN opemtions at Goldstone is also inciudd. 
1. Introduction 
The operation of the Deep Space Network (BN) costs 
ioughly S59 million a year.' The annual cost to JPL of oper- 
ating the facility at Goldstone alone is roughly $15 million, 
and involves some 215 contrac'or manyean (Ref. I ) .  In this 
period of financial limitatioos. evrn incremental improvements 
u1 DSN efficiency yield important savings for JPL; and selec- 
tions between alternative implementations and policie9 can 
have substantial financial implications. These facts underline 
'Thn includes the cipcrrtion ~f the three drep spacr zompkws and the 
Netaork Operations Control Center and the IwisticaI and sustaining 
enfinering c u c t t  Luqvrrnp planning for advnnccd rquipmrnr and 
future projects costs an additional $35 mdlian. 
the utility and necessity of reliable. easily accxssible mforma- 
tion about IXN operations and expenditures. This report out- 
lines the proposed development of a new computerized 
system. directed at providing convenient access to some of 
this information. Although only in the pGot stage, this system 
will provide wry flexible access to an integrated. moderately 
detailed view of DSN productivity and costs. 
Several highly successful computerized information man- 
agement systems have been iniplemented a t  JPL over the past 
few years to facilitate various aspects of operating the DSN 
(e.& the Equipment Database and the tngincering Change 
Marlagement Databases of Section 377. and the DSN Schcdul- 
ing Database of Scction 371). EPch of these systems was devel- 
oped to accomplish a specific range of tasks concerning a fair!y 
narrow aspect of DSN activity. in most instances. these data- 
bass were developed independently of the others. For these 
reasons. it is hard to use these systems to develop an in tqnted  
yet detaikd picture of DSN operations and expenditures. 
Furthermore, it is dimCult and cumbersome to obtain infor- 
mation of an ad hoc. nonroutine nature from thee databases. 
impetus for the developmesrt of a caddudy mare campre- 
hensive infomation management system far the DSN. 
The aim of the current report is to discuss dre omtivath 
for developiqt PIMS, to describe the various dab sets plhleh 
will be integrated by the initial version ofpIMs. to brietl~ 
To illustnrte this point in dramatic but dearly oversimpli- 
fled terms. we present a brief analogy. Suppose that we were 
given (1) M alphabetical listing of all JPL employees and their 
o f f i  p h n e  numbers. (2) a listing by section number of all 
the employees in each section. and (3) a listing, ordered by 
increesinl telephone sumber. of the charges accrued q p h t  
d phc:le during a giwn month. It is easy to imagine how 
such different lists could be generated by different gmup for 
different purposes. Suppose nuw that a listing of the total of 
ch- accrued q a h t  the phones in each section were 
&sired. Clearly. it would be cumbersome and time.consuming 
to provide such a listing. Speaking broadly. ma-t 
scientists are interested in dl kinds of ad hoc. nonroutine 
aggregate summaries such as this. and the existing M N  drta- 
bases simply cannot provide them in a rapid, convenient 
manner. 
sketch the &rall d& of PUUS. and to  indicate how F@U& 
will be used. In Section I1 the motivation behind pflys is 
discussed in mom detail. and the langraage direction of pads 
is considered. Section 111 presents an overview of the general 
capabilities of the initial veersioa of pfhds, and Section 1v 
describes the owed design of this initial version. In Section V 
we describe two examples of haw Pilvls Wm be used to inte- 
tion VI we conclude by indicating the cufntlt status of the 
effort to imp!emt  PlMS and dimming sane possible wtten- 
si- of plhds. Twu h p p e n b  ~n InclutBed. The fitst presents 
brief descriptions of the major databases currently maintained 
concerning DSN operatioars at Goldstone. 'ihe second contains 
copies of several of the forms used to collect data for those 
databases. and also examples of the outputs of same of them. 
mte data and derive certain types of iafOmtiW. And in Sec- 
A second obstacle to developing an integrated view of PSN 
operations is that important information concerning expendi- 
tures is recorded in a variety of different ways. In fact, some 
01 it is not at present recorded electronically. For example, 
information concerning most of the activity of the Mainte- 
nance and Integration Unit at Goldstone is recorded and 
stored on paper. Furthirmare, m c  information relevant to 
determining operating costs (e.g.. how many manhours are 
spent in transit between stations) has not, until recently. been 
recorded at all. 
As a first step in resolving this problem. a group working in 
Division 330 (Telecommunications Science an3 Engineering) is 
currently developing the Roductivity Information Manage- 
ment System (PIMS). The system will integrate data concem- 
ing various aspects of DSN operations. A liistingulshing feature 
of PlMS will be the highly tlexihle accessing capabilities; users 
will be given tools for interactively manipulating and analyzing 
data sets in any way they choose. The initial implementation 
of PIMS is narrow in scope and will fwus entirely on DSN 
operations at Goldstone. "he system is viewed primarilv as a 
pilot rather than as a full-blow. gcnerai-purpose tool. How- 
ever, the system should prove useful to management scientists 
for the purpose of developing and testing management models. 
and to both managers and management scientists for the pur- 
pose of analyiiiig current DSN operations and choosing among 
various future alternatives. The experience gained in imple- 
menting and using this pilot version of PIMS can later be used 
to guide futher expansion of PIMS. and possibly to provide 
This section presents an ovcnkw of the motivations behind 
and objectives of PIMS. As noted in the Introduction. the 
expense of operating the DW is considerable. Thus. imple- 
mentation of efficient operational palicies can lead to  sub- 
stantial savings and cost reductions. In this period of f u r a n d  
limitations and reductions. such srvhgs gain even greater 
significance. 
An important t d  in developing these cost-saving policies 
is studying the current operation of the DSN. Indeed. as indi- 
cated in Appendix A, a wealth of data concerning DSN opera- 
tions is being recorded each week. and much of it is publicized 
through periodic reports or is directly accessible. However. the 
different data sets are recorded and maintained for different 
purposes. and their overall characters reflect these differences. 
For example. the Barstow Production Control (RPC) database 
(A4 in Appendix A) stores the manhours expended on compo- 
nent repairs. retaining detailed manhour information for each 
component repaired. On the other hand, the Manpower Utili- 
zation Reports (A6). which record manh0u.s expended in the 
actual operation of the antenna stations. list only the weekly 
totals of manhours expended in various categories. Thus. 
solelj. because of the nature of the actual data stored. it is 
inherently diflicult to integrate information from the different 
data sets in a meaningful. useful manner. As R result, it is diffi- 
cult to analyze this information from the perspective of reduc- 
ing overall operational ca t s .  
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A saumd. distinct obstacle to integrating DSN operaHaRs 
data is that the ruious da~b8848 are stomd in different for- 
mats and um different o n d l  methodologies. On the am 
hand, of the d a t a h  such as the Scheduling and BPC 
Databases, use sofiisticatcd data s t o w  and access routines 
written largely in assembly lurguase. Others, howaver,such as 
the Manpower Utilization Reports and Transfer Agreement 
Status Data& (A2) are really Ne m e m e n t  systems using 
simply formatted mwrds. h t a  access for thaw is generally 
performed through the generation of a complete report rather 
than through nspaass to a specific inquiry. And at the 
extreme, the Maintenance and lntegmtion Work Orders (AS) 
are not stored electronicdly at all. but rather retained in their 
original hand-written form. 
The PIMS effort is inteiided to be the first step in overcom- 
ing these two obstacles. b: order that management scientists 
md managers can easily obtain integrated data concerning 
JXN operations. The uses of such integrated data abound. For 
example. the productivity, efticiency and expense of a wide 
variety of different activities could be determined and com- 
pared. Expenditures could be categorized in a variety of differ- 
ent ways to e m p h i z e  different aspects of DSN operations. 
(For instance. the total opcrational cats  -- including original 
investment. operations, maintenance, and component repair 
costs - of different subsystems or assemblies could be calcu- 
lated and adjusted for relative usage rates, etc.). Comparisons 
could be made between the str!ions. and between past and 
present operational policies. Finally. the numhers computed 
from this integrated data could be used as the basis for a 
variety of cost-reducing statistical studies. 
PiMS Win also provide a second. distinctive type of access 
to integrated DSN operations data. Specifically. PlMS users 
will be givea wry flexible tools for iteratively manipulating 
the data m the systems. As a result. users will be able to inter- 
actively formulate queries which are based on the results of 
previous querks. Thus. it will be possible to interactively 
"explore" the data, and thereby discover anomdies or pat- 
terns of interest. 
To illustrate the usefulness of such flexible acc-ss to inte- 
grated data in mow concrete terms. we brtcfl) mention the 
Renwr and Lorden study conducted in the late 1970s (Ref. 2) 
The study analyzes data concerning the operation of DSS 12 
in an automated mode during the latter half of 1978 in order 
to determine whether that autonisted mode resulted in ccrrt 
savings. Discussions with tbe authors of this study indicate 
that obtaining the raw data underlying their analysis was 
ditxcult and timeconsuming, and that the depth of the study 
was restricted as a result. I t  is anticipated that the initiation 
and maintenance of PlMS should partially alleviate such 
difficulties in futurc studies. 
As cumndy envisioned, PWS arlll be e 811tooy)y cocuasd 
provide mxes to tatqptod data concsmipe a tlasitod partica 
of ;SN operatiam, (2) to demonstrate the utility u f a  HMS- 
ltke system, and (3) to provide pactid Srperisncs L dro uw 
ofsucb a system. Thus, while PWS will rddrsss itself t o a d y  
a portion of DSN operations. it is expacted to provide a Amr 
basfs for &signing a more comprehensive PQ1Is.likc system in 
the future. 
pilot system with ttuec pfilnary ObjwtiveS. Thosa am (i)m 
Ill. O ~ o f ~  
We now discus the o*srallcapab&tiesoftha(initialvadcm 
of the) Productivity hlformtion M m r w t  syaem. In 
broadest terms, HMS will provide intemcth boo688 to data 
mcemiag the ntanhou~~ expended at Wdstone by threa 
different types of peFnnnel (operatiowr, mnintamwx and 
integration. and repair), and to data c o n c e e  "end tam 
hours." PlMS mrs will be able to make direct cperles to the 
database. and can also create and manipulate subsets ot* the 
data in a wide variety of ways. Thaat accessaKch8nlgllpI will 
make it pussibk to ( I )  derive spedfic informatim.and ( 2 )  gem- 
en te  trble, listing avcrpges and totals for virtw any cate- 
gorization of martpower cxpmditures. After this capability is 
fuUy developed. a mechanism for displaying these tables in 
a simp!c. easy to understand format may also be incorporated. 
as well as various statistical routines. Finally, a cdpatrility for 
investigating causal relationships m y  be added to the systm. 
A central theme in the design of thz initial vusjon of 
PlMS is to provide a simple. convenient user interface which 
allows users to perform virtually any manipulation on the 
underlying data sets, but which insulates users from the actual 
implementatlon details. In this mnner. PlMS provides a 
powerful but easy to understand tool for performing virtually 
any data retried.  To provide this capability, a major portion 
of PlMS is devoted to  performing the routine and tedious 
detail work required in data process@ as users specify various 
operations in a simple and abstract manner. Indeed. a major 
compolicnt of the preliminary version of PIMS is concerned 
entirely with such data management. and is completely hidden 
from the user's mew. Sprc i f idy .  this wmponent performs 
the initial processing of raw data. which invdm trmfonning 
data stcired in a variety of diifennt fomats and locations into 
data 811 having uniform format. 
A final general characteristic of the preliminary version of 
PlMS is the modularity of its design. This modularity will 
make modifications and expansions of PlMS capabilities a 
relatively easy and painless task. In view of the rule of PlMS 
ns a pilot. and also the possibility that the raw data available 
to RMS may change over time. this is a particularly important 
feat ure . 
In tbis section we c d d e r  the d design of the initial 
wxsion of PPQS as cunw~tly being implemented. 
Ihc global des@ of PIMS is shown in Fig. 1. The system 
has two primary modules. one for data input and one for data 
output. The data input module usas the raw data to generate 
files whidr contain records of a certain Wad, called "event 
records." The data output module supports interactive access 
to these fdes of event records. 
Event records are intended to store informatian concerning 
individual "events" invdving the expenditure of manhoun. 
Examples of events indude the performance of a single preven- 
tive maintenance task. the repair of a single component, and 
the operation of a station during a t dc ing  pass. Various 
parameters concerning events are stored in event records. For 
p l e .  these indude the type of activity, the number of 
manhwrs expended, the end-user benefited (if any). the sub- 
system and assembly involved (if applicable), and the preven- 
tative maintenance number (if applicable). 
Referring to Fig. I ,  we now describe in turn each of the 
modules and components of PIMS. 
A. RawLhta 
As mentioned in the previous section. PIAS will initially 
integrate data concerning manhours of three categories of 
personnel: ( I )  operations personnel. (2) maintenance and 
integration personnel. and (3) repairs personnel. Data con- 
cerning operations manhours wiU be drawn from the Weekly 
Histories compiled by the Data Prxessing Unit at Goldstone 
(in Appendix A. see A I )  and the Manpower Utilization Re- 
ports (A6). Data concerning maintenance and integration man- 
hours wdl be drawn from the Maintenance and Integration 
Work Orders (AS). Finally. the recently implemented Pro- 
ductivity Database (A4) will be used to obtain data on repairs 
manh ou rs. 
B. DatalnputWule 
Thc sole function of the data input moJule will be to trans- 
form the raw data into fdes of event records. This module will 
consist of three submodules. one each for the three types of 
personnel data used. Each of these submodules wdl have the 
capability of reading and processing raw data from the appro- 
priate data sources. Thus the PIMS event files can be updated 
as new raw data accumulates. 
C. E ~ F i b  
In its initial version, PIMS will maintain nine files of event 
records. three for each of iXS 1 1 ,  11 and 14. these being 
To understaod why data is separatad to parsoawl 
category. we note that although maay event patpmdm (such 
as manhours and dayd-year) are s h e d  by events of aadr 
catqoty, other event parametem (swh as d-user hounr for 
operatiom events, or turnaround time for rapeirs events) arc 
unique to a g i m  category. Thus the separation of events 
pennits nioR effident storage of the data. It should be noted, 
however. that sets of events of &&rent types can be mdily 
combined by PQaS users (see below). 
D. DataoIltputllloduk 
The function of the data output module is to provide cm- 
venient interactive access to the event fie. As cunentiy envi- 
sioned. this module will provide a menu-oriented intarface to 
users. Thus when the system is on, users will be presented a 
"menu" of possible commands to choose from. As a result, 
the system will guide uars through the comct  steps of a data 
accessing procedure. and hence be very . .cessible to novice 
wrs. 
The commands which PlMS users can give via the data 
output module will give users the capability of directly manip 
dating fdes of events. Specifically. users win be able to create 
new fdes, select specific subfdes according to given parameter 
values (e.g., select all events with manhour value between 3 
and 5 hours). sort fdes. and merge fdes (possibly containing 
different types of events). Also. capabilities to print out the 
contents of thex files. and to calculate simple numerical sum- 
maries of them (e.g.. list the total manhours expended. broken 
down by week and subsystem type) will be available. To 
accomplish this the data output module will provide users 
with a small set of "atomic" fde manipulation commands 
which can be applied repeatedly to obtain desired flles and 
results. 
E. RefwnceFltes 
The fmal major component of PIMS is the set of files main- 
tained for reterenw purposes. These will include. for example, 
a portion of the Transfer Ageement Status Databare (Appen- 
dix A. see A2 j which lists the numbers. three-letter acronyms, 
and brief descriptions of DSN subsystems and assemblies. 
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Another example is the listing of premtive maintenance 
numbers and their short verbal dumiptions. Because the data 
in these flles are modifwd occasionally, they are given a fairly 
independent status in PIMS. This will ensure that their modifi- 
cation can be incorporated in a simple straightforward manner. 
V. SomeExamples 
In this section we briefly illustrate some of the capabilities 
that PlMS will have by dar ib ing  three representative exam- 
ples. Together they indicate h e  primary capabilities of PlMS 
BE currently being developed; other capabilities will probably 
be added after the system LS operational. 
A. TaMeGmemion 
A basic capability of PIMS will be to generate tables sum- 
marizing information concerning variou aspects of Goldstone 
operations. For example. suppose that a table is desired which 
list?. for the period June 1 to August I .  1981. the total num- 
ber of manhours expended per week, broken into categories 
of tracking, preventive maintenance. corrective maintenance. 
and repairs. To obtain such a table, the following sequence of 
steps could be performed. First. since only the periods June I 
to August I ,  1981. are desired, nine working files could be 
formed. each consisting of the relevant portion of one of the 
permanent event files (see Section IVC). Now these files could 
be merged into one, and sorted by day of year. Next. the 
resulting fde could be partitioned into one-week blocks and, 
within each block. sorted according to work category. (This 
would have the effect. w i h n  each block. of placing all events 
concerning a given work category physically next to each 
other.) Having arranged the file in this manner. a routine can 
now bv executed which calculates. for each week. the number 
of nianhoun expended within each work category. Finally, a 
table printing routine can be called to print the results on paper 
or display them on the screen. 
All of the procedures described above will be impleiiiented 
in a very flexible fashion in PlMS. Thus a table can be con- 
striicted that lists total manhours broken into virtually any 
categories. Other parameters can also be totalled \e.g.. end-user 
hours or downtime). and other types of aggregate functions 
wll be available (e.&. average instead of total). 
8. Comparison of Productlvlty 
A second application of PlMS will be t o  compare corrc- 
spondinp aspects of hfferent parts of Goldstone actinties. For 
instance, supym that a comparison, between the three Gold- 
itone stations, of the ratio of the manhours expended on 
preventive vs corrective mamtenance is desired. To obtain this. 
a pracadure sinlilar to that us4dforpneratingtablascaabe 
applied. SpeciACany. the utter am first create files, om for 
each station, which contain all events involving pmwntive or 
corrective maintenance. Next, these ma can be usbd to deter- 
mine, for each station, the number of menhours expended on 
the two categories of maintenance. The desired ratios are then 
easily calculated. 
Since PIMS is capable of categorizinS data in a large number 
of ways, it wiU be useful in making many different types of 
comparisons. 
c. ~ ~ I p l l ~ o t F U r w  
Another basic feature of PIlWS is that users will be able to 
manipulate working fdes in an iterative fashim. For example, 
suppose that the user cr..4:cd the table described in Section 
V-A, and noticed that repairs costs were considerably higher 
than the other costs. The user may at that paint wander 
whether this inbalance was peculiu to a given subsystem or 
occured in all of them. Using PIMS, the user can sort the 
working fde already obtained by subsystem. and then list for 
each subsystem the number of manhours expendeu m each of 
the specifEd work categories. If interested, the user may then 
refme the data further, listing manhour expenditures cate- 
gorized by assemblies within one or more subsystems. 
It is clear that this kind of iterative, ad hoc Ne manipda- 
tion Capability will provide users a nieans to literally 'explore" 
the *lata in any way they please. 
VI. Concluding Remarks 
We conclude by describing the current status of the PlMS 
effort. mentioning some possible future directions for it. 
At present. the overall design of the initial version of PlMS 
is essentially complete. The routine for processing raw data 
concerning operations personnel (Section 1V-A) has been 
implemented and debugged. Also, the module which performs 
basic manipulations of event tiles (Section IV-D) is essentially 
completed. and the module for handling the refei m e  files 
(Section 1V-E) is under t '  Aopment. The remaining modules 
include those for inputtir., Itiainten;mce and repair data and 
for driving the menu-driven u x r  interface. 
Once the system is in operation. it  is expected that, based 
on their experiences. users will determint that ct;tain capabili- 
ties should be added t o  PIMS. For example. certain new data 
sets, such as bscrepancy neport inforination (Appendix A. 
see A7). may be desired. Also. more complicated statistical 
capabilities may be desired. Fi*-.ally. new ways of representing 
the data, ea., using plotted cum to indicate one parameter 
as a fturction of another, could be added. 
maasgsment, a more mbltiou~ d a t a b  maaegmmt system 
except in a much more sophtstbcated and CQmPdaa manner. 
Indeed. the PIMS effort may indicate the deeirability offacor- 
prating. at a fundamental l e d ,  a PzBBs.sikc cqmbitity into 
the data management component of h e  Network C d d s -  
tion Project. 
mtght be dsoised to @m the mu€e fbctiom 68 PIMS, 
More generally. if PIAdS proves to be a useful tool for 
managers and management scientists at JPL, the project may 
lead to a more substantial effort to provide access to inte- 
grated DSN operations data. Given a firm commitment from 
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AppendixA 
Survey of DSN Operations Databasee and Data Reports 
The sheer size and complexity of the DSN has necessitated 
the development of several highly successful computerized 
information systems which azc used to support its opera- 
tion. In this appendix we briefly survey some of the more 
significant of these databases, and also mention a cauple of 
related data sets (including an important database which has 
not been computerized to date). Table AI  provides a brief 
summary of OUT discussion. As noted above, PIMS will focus 
primarily on data in three of there databases (namely AI, 
A4 and AS) and make reference to scme of the others (nota- 
bly A2 and A6). 
Al .  The DSN Scheduling Database 
The DSN 3cheduling Database is maintained and used by 
Section 371 to schedule, on a week-to-week basis, the tracking 
activities of all of the DSN antenna stations. Roughly 500 to 
700 events are scheduled for any given week, and events can 
be scheduled up to 53 weeks in advance. Once fmed,the actual 
schedule is used by the various DSN stations to plan, OR a 
minute-to-minute basis. specific station activities (both those 
called for on the scberful:! and others such as certain preventa- 
tive maintenance tasks). After a week has passed, Section 371 
modifies the we k's schedule to reflect the actual events of 
the week. and archives i t  as a weekly "history." These weekly 
histories form the bs i s  of "DSN Utilization Reports," which 
summarize DSN activities, categorized by antenna size and end 
users. Indewndently. the Data Procming Unit of Bendjx (in 
Barstow) updates the Goldstone portion of the weekly sched- 
ule and archives its own weekly "histories." These are used by 
the Data Processing Unit as the basis of "Station Utilization 
Reports." whi& are subsequently distiibuted by Section 371. 
These "Station lhilization Reports" list, for each station, the 
number of station operating hours (SOH) and end-user hours 
(EUH) devoted to each of the DSN "end-users" in the given 
week (see Appendix B for a sample report). 
A2. Transfer Agreement Status 
Database (890-61) 
The Transfer Agreement Status htab: - is concerned with 
recording information concerninc, engineering respbasibility . 
from the station and facility level down to the subsystem and 
assembly level. of the DSN. For each station. subsystem and 
assembly i t  lists the subsystem engineer. the cognizant devel- 
opmenr engineer. the cognizant operations enginecr and the 
cognizant suitaining engineer (if applicable), and the current 
status of these responsibility assignments (e.&. transfer 
planned, transfer complete). This database is stored at JPL's 
Information procesSing Center (IPC) on the Univac I lOD/81. 
and is maintained by Section 355. It is updatsd as needed to 
reflect assignments and transfer status changes. A variety of 
accessing modes to this database, each generating a report of 
a certain kind. is available. 
An important aspect of the Transfer Agreement Status 
Database is that it provides information cross-referencing vari- 
ous naming conventions which have arisen for describing parts 
of the DSN. Each station can be viewed as consist& of 
roughly 25 "subsystems." and each subsystem is broken into 
roughly 10 "assemblies". Some subsystems are common to 
more than one station while others are unique to a specifc 
station. Generally, a given subsystem or assembly can be 
identifgd in each of the following three ways: (1) the name of 
the subsystem or assembly (e.&.. "34M. Ant Mechanical S/S 
or "Electronic Control Assembly"), (2) the three-letter 
acronym. which sometimes extends to six letters (e.g.. ANT or 
SVO), and (3) the two- to four-digit twdevel hierarchical 
identifier (e.g.. 46.00 or 46.02; here the first (two) digit(s) 
refer to the subsystem wMe the latter digit(s) refer to the 
assembly within the subsystem). The Transfer Agreement 
Status report provides a correlation between these three m o d s  
of identification and specifies which subsystem and assemblies 
are relevant to a given starion. 
A3. DSN Equipment Database 
The Equipment Database is a large-scale database manage- 
ment system implemented on the Univac 1 lOO/Sl and main- 
tained by Section 377. It holds data conccbning all of the 
actual physical components comprising the DSN. The database 
is used primarily for inventory control and component t r d -  
ing and also to support ad hoc operations perfomlance maly- 
ses and answer various ad hoc queries. The database currently 
holds some 170.000 records and grows at a rate of roughly 
1000 records per week. I t  lists, for each D!3N component, 
a variety of information, including 1:s unique identifier (called 
the "DSN control number" or "conaudit 1,:imber"). descrip 
tion, manufacturer identification number, current location. 
and information concerning its repair history. The database 
can be accessed through a versatile interactive command 
language which supports rn iltikey retrievd and totally flexible 
format speification. The darabrsr? can also be interfaced 
directly by computer software. 
A4. Barstow Production Control oatabase 
Quite recently, a new computerized database system has 
been implemented to monitor and control the flow of DSN 
components through the repair facilities at Galdstone. This 
Barstow Production Control (BPC) Database is in the flnal 
tained (and possibly enhanced) by that section. The database 
wiU store very detailed records concerning each instance where 
a DSN component was repaired, including various dates, what 
specific activities were performed (including procedure num- 
bers, if applicable). which DSN test equipment was used, and 
how many manhours were spent on various ac ivities (Appen- 
dix B shows an example of a “Service Report,” which can list 
all of the information stored in one record of this database). 
stages of implematati~n in Saction 377, and will be main- 
The database is housed on the Univac I 100/81, currently 
holds roughly 15,000 records, and is growing at a rate of 
approximately IO00 records per month. In its cumnt  imple- 
mentation the database provides sophisticated data compres 
sion, and also indexing to provide fast access according to cer- 
tain data fields. Data is put into the system via computer 
terrmnals, and records are updated as v3rious stages of repair, 
testing or calibration are completed. The system can be 
accessed by a rlexible. command-oriented query language, 
both online and in bat& mode. At present the output of this 
database is formatted identically to the Sewice Report. 
The BPC DatabJse replaces in part another comprehensive 
database, the Failure Database, which was maintained by 
Section 377 until April 1981. That database was used to main- 
tain records concerning coniponent failures, and stored a fail- 
ure history for each component. The database was partially 
integrated into the Equipment lhtabase. and data could be 
accessed through a number Df data fields. Whereas the Failure 
Database was used to monitor repair activiry and store a 
comprehensive history of each substantial coniponent. the 
BPC Database at present only monitors individual instances 
of component repair. 
AS. Maintenance and Cntegration 
Work Orders 
An important database concerning DSI ’ Goldstone opera- 
tions which is not currently computerized concerns the 
activity of the Maintenance and lntegration (Ma) Unit (of 
the Bendix Corporation) at Goldstone. This unit is responsible 
for performing a large class of routine preventive maintenance 
activities. troublediuoting station problems, removing and 
replacing components. and performing some of the work gen. 
erated by Engtnecring Change Orders. This activity is moni- 
tored and directed vir “Work Orders” (see Appendix B). W i t  i. 
are used (1) to spedpy that a #van task in to be p e r f d ,  
and (2) to record the work that wafi performed, including 
manhours expended (and beginniq recently, the amount of 
time used in transportation). Althou@ the current system 
quate, it isr clear that a camputeriprd system would enhm 4 
the ability to obtain interrelated data and overview info.. - 
tion, thereby improving the unit’s overlll perfomance. 
used by the M&I unit to s c a d  its a~thity is ~ e -  ads- 
A6. Manpower Utilizatlorr Reports 
The Manpower Utilization Reports am generated M a 
weekly basis by the Tracking Operations and Data 
Units (of the Bendix Corporation) at Caldstone and Barstow 
(respectively). These reports give a Weegly summary of the 
operations personnel and MBU personnel manhours expended 
at Coldstone, broken into roughly 20 cat@ (see Appea- 
dixB). Note the distinction between Menpower utilltation 
Reparts. which list manhours expended, and the DSN and 
Station lltilizetion Reports (discussed in A1 above), which 
l i t  station operating hours and end-lnrer hours. 
The Manpower Utilization Reports are assembled from the 
“shift reports” kept at each station (at Cddstone) and by 
M8U (see Appendix B for a blank copy of Shift Report) and 
stored in the Sycor minicomputer maintained in Coldstone 
by the Data Processing Unit in Barstow. Quartedy and annd 
summaries of this information may also be generated upon 
request. 
A7. Discrepancy Report Database 
The Discrepancy Report Database is maintairled by Sec- 
tion 371 to monitor “&screpancies.” A (;i3crepmc!cy is defined 
to be an instance in which an end-user was scheduled to 
receive telemetry data, an3 received either degradzd data or no 
data. nus, discrepmcies are initially ‘ merated” when an 
end-user reports such data degradation or loss. Once a dis- 
crepancy has occurred, it is considered “open” mtil the cause 
of the discrepancy has been located (and if applicable, 
remedied). 
The Discrepancy Report Database is maintained in an 
1BM 3032 computer managed by the Administrative Comput- 
ing Service (ACS) at Caltech. The database is used to store 
and update records concerning open discrepancy reports, and 
has records of past discrepancy reports going back t c  1975. It 
is also used io determine operational “Meui Time Between 
Failures,” system trends and distribution of problem by 
hardware, software and procedural anomalies. Finally, special 
software routines can be used to answer ad hoc queries made 
to the database. 
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A8. Engineering Change Management 
(ECM) Database 
Ihe ECM database is used to monitor the implementition 
status of Engineering,Change Orders (ECO) in the DSN. These 
data include a description of the change, its applicaticn and 
various milestoneslstatus reports during the development, ship- 
ment, and facility installation and testing of it. Periodic man- 
agement reports are generated and some ad hoc queries are 
supported in predefined formats. The system was originally 
implemented in 1976, is housed in the W: and is managed by 
Section 377. It should also be noted &..at before approval, 
information concerning Engineering Change Requests (ECRs) 
is maintained in AODC word processors. 
A9. System for Resources 
Management (SRM) 
Although not dedicated solel) to DSN operations, we 
briefly describe the System for Resources Management. The 
SRM provides the backbone for accounting activities at JPL. 
It is usee to monitor all JPL income and expenditures, to 
coordinate future expenditures against future income, and to 
record past income and expenditures. The SRM is capable of 
formatting and a.:maribng accounting information in a 
variety of ways, producing report2 such as the Resources 
Status Report (XR), and the SRM planning summaries. Also, 
interfaces between the SRM and the WAIXUM (see A10) 
have been developed. At this time, the SRM is not an inter- 
active system - updates and modifications to the data must 
be done in batch mode, and only after a special processing of 
the entire data set is performed can the (newly reviead) data 
be printed out. 
The SRM is housed in the ACS IM 3032. Ps well as con- 
taining data for the current year, it stom detailed m& for 
the past 4 years and archied records for earlier years. Also, it 
contains information concerning projected expendhues for 
the next 5 years. The database is quite large; it holds roughly 
200,000 records for a curmt year, and at present the primary 
history file holds another 320,000 records. 
AlO. The Work Authorization Locumtnt 
Summary System (WADSUM) 
This system was developed to fulfill reporting require- 
ments regarding planned TDA resources allocations. m e  data- 
base, resident on the lPC Unimc 1100/81, contains head- 
count and expenditure data for each account in the TDA 
program. The database is composed of 1500 records. and may 
be accessed and updated either interactively or in batch mode. 
Numerous sorting and report writing capabilities are 
supported. 
Various interfaces exist between the WADSUM and the 
SRM. For example, a WAD performance report, generated 
monthly on the ACS IBM 3032, detaili the discrepancies 
between the "planned" manpower and funding levels in the 
WADSUM database, and corresponding accrued "'acw' 
recorded in the SRM data bases. 
The WADSUM system was developed and is main'knea 
under the cognizance of the TDA Progm Control Offce. 
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T-A-1. -- 
Name Section Residence Primaryobj& ~ , ~ i ~ U s a e e ( s )  A & b ~ t y  
implementation 
~~- ~ 
A1 DSN Scheduling 371 I965 IPC Fadmite  scheduling Basis for station 
of DSN tracking operations. Basis 
activities for various " u t !  
Uon" reports end 
for we&ly 
"histories" 
Schedules generated .it 
various intervals. Other 
access almost exflu- 
S i d y  ruuuictd to 
direct scheduling 
activity 
Several alternative 
nport generating 
capabilities 
A2 Transfer Mreement 355 
Status Database 
(890-61) 
A3 DSP Lpipment  
Database 
1975 IPC Store current cngi- Correlation of rub- 
neering res1 . ibility system and a s m -  
nsipnrnents lor DSN bly nomenclatures 
Inventory control of Operations perfor- 
DSN equipment mancc analysis. Ad 
hoc qurstions and 
8MlydS 
317 1975 IPC Versatile interactive 
command language for 
item rpccification and 
listing. Direct software 
interfar\ available 
A4 Barstow Production 377 
Control Database 
1981 IPC h &or and control 
flow of DSN wmpo- 
nents through DSN 
repair facilities 
Commandaiented 
qucry language: output 
to (hard copy) "wrviw 
report" and to 
terminals 
AS Maintenance and Mal Unit 
1 n t e e m  ion Work 
Orders Ccldst one 
at 
Goldstone Monitor and control 
(hard copy) M&I activity 
Hard copies rtorcd in 
scqucncr at Goldstone. 
S u b a t s  ut' data indc- 
pendently maintained 
by cognizant engineers 
Trazking 197b Goldstone Report summaries of 
operations (Sycur m:: i- manpowcr expended 
and data computer) by operationc and 
processing M&l personnel 
unit at 
Goldstone 
and Bantow 
Reports generated 
weekly 
A6 Manpower 
Utilization 
Reports 
I966 IBM S X 2  Monitw discrep- 
at Caltech ancirs 
Ad hoc qucrics 
answered using special 
software routincs 
A7 Discrepancy Report 3 I 
Database 
A8 Lngineering Change 377 
Management ( 1 3 3 4 )  
Database 
I976 IPC Moni!or engineering 
rhsngcs to DSN 
Interactive accms to 
tjcilitntu processing 
and monitoring of 
engineering change 
ordcr-. Summary 
report gencration 
A9 System Resourm 632 
Management ( S R M )  
Database 
A I 0  Work Authorization 410 
Document Summary 
System (WADSUM) 
I969 IBM 3032 Schedule and moni- 
JI C.dlcch lor JPL financial 
accounts 
Report grncrJtion; ad 
hoc qucric.:; in tcrfaa 
lo W A DSUM 
I972 IPC I ' ~ l f i l l  NASA Rport- 
inR requirements 
rcparding planned 
rcrource allocations 
lntcractive accxxss: 
interface to SRM: 
report gencmtinb 
capabililics 
le3 
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Top Down Implementation Plan for System 
Performance Test saftware 
G. W. Jacobson and A. Spinak 
Operations Sustaining Engineering Section 
This article describes the Top Down implementarion plhn USBd by the OperattOM Sus- 
taining Engineering Section for the development of System Performnnce Test softwme 
dwing the Mark IV-A em The plan is based upon the identijkation of the hierarchica4 
relationship of the individual elements of tht Sofhyme design, the development of a 
sequence of functionally oriented denwnstmble steps, the allocation of subroutines to 
the specifw step where they are first required, and objective status reporting. The results 
are meaningful determhatwn of milestones. improved managerial visibility, better project 
control, and ultimately a successful softwrrre development. 
1. Introduction 
The Mark IV-A era represents significant changes in the 
operating environment ana the hardware confwration within 
the DSN. System Performance Test (SPT) software will be 
needed to test and verify the operational integrity of the DSN 
during the Mark IV-A implementation. 
The SPT software package being developed by the Opera- 
tions Sustaining Engineering Section will consist of a test exec- 
utive and a set of seven applications tasks. Basically, the exec- 
utive distributes input data to the applications, provides 
resource allocation services, and performs common processing 
functions such as dumping, display generation, and test proce- * 
dure reading. The application tasks are each designed to test a 
particular system. Tracking, Telemetry. Command, Monitor 
and Control, Very Long Baseline Interferometry. Radio 
Science, and Frequency and Timing will all be supported by 
SPT software for the Mark IV-A ccdigcration. 
The SPT software will reside in the System Performance 
Test Assembly (SPTA). The SPTA. which also serves as the 
backup Complex Monitor and Control (CMC) computer, will 
be a ivlodcomp Classic 7 U S .  The operating system will be a 
mc dified version of the MAX IV Operating System supplied 
by the computer manufacturer. 
The software development effort for the Mark IV-A Proj- 
ect, summarized above, represents the largest project under- 
taken by the SPT Software Support Group. To achieve the 
technical, budgetary, and scheduling goals of the project, a 
top down implementation plan has been created that always 
develops and maintains the SPT system in a continually 
cycling, demonstrable fashion. It is the intent of this paper to 
describe the history, justification, and components of the SPT 
implementation plan. 
II. Background 
The success of large software development efforts has 
improved throughout the industry. These improvements are 
largely attributable to the application of a technological wave 
of new approaches that have been loosely referred to as 
structured programming. More explicitly. the new technologies 
include replacement of flowcharts via usage of design Ian- 
pages. elimination of the GOTO by confinement to a small 
complete set of logical constructs, increased emphasis and 
formalization of the role of the pmgramnuig support librar- 
ian, increased emphasis on reviews via usage of either struc- 
tured walk-throughs or inspection teams, and a reorganization 
of programming personnel into the chief programmer team 
formation. Unfortunately. despite the considerable progress 
that has been made. many projects still fail to meet their 
schedule, have cost O ~ ~ T N I I S ,  and the end product never 
quite operates as reliably as intended. In any event, even for 
supposedly successful projects. the cost of software is :till 
too high. 
A majr.; reason for these continuing software dificulties 
ana continued high costs. despite advances in technique, is 
that the impact af the aforementioned technical advances 
is limited when constrained by the effects of traditional 
management techniques. All of the previously mentioned 
structured yrogrmminp techniques deal with the program- 
mer and piogramming. None deal directly with the issues 
of planning and managing a large-scale software development. 
The industry is generallv using the same planning and nian- 
aging approaches it has always used. and these have fre- 
quently proven to be unsuccessful. The result is that the 
manager continues to have little visibility 3nd little effective 
~unt ro l  over the developing system. I f  thc manager had a 
mechanism that permitted him to arrivc at a meaningful 
implementation plan: permitted him to objectively assess 
the project's status as it developed; provided him clear visi- 
bility of the development activity; considered cost. schedule. 
manpower and the chosen design, then the manager would 
be in a position to truly manage the project and lead it to 
a successful conclusion at minimal cost. 
The SPT top down implementation plan fils this gap. The 
SPT plan is t o  management what structured programming is 
to the programmer. As with structured programming, which is 
complemented by thc SPT plan. the SPT plan improves visibil- 
ity, meaningfulness and orderliness. I t  allows the manager t o  
start the project off on thc rlpht path. closely monitor the 
software developnient as it progresses. and ultimately to bring 
the project to the desired successful conclusion. 
111. Implementation Plan Selection Crlterla 
The top down n i c t l i d  ~ppears to have been first cspouscd 
by Dr. 11. D. Mills of IBM. Though this discussion. and other 
discussions in the computing literature. advocated top down 
implementation, little advice was presented on how to plan a 
top down implementation. Stating that a computer program 
should be .mphen ted  in a top down sequence is insumdent 
for a large software development. Due to the complexity of 
its hierarchical structure, literally thousands of top down 
implementation sequences m y  be possible. Thus, selecting 
the proper top down implementation sequence becomes a 
very significant issue. 
For example, one could implement all the submutines at 
a particular level for the entire system, foUowed by all the 
subroutines at the next level acco9s the system. and so on, 
until finally the bottom level subroutines are implemented. 
There are those in the industry who advocate this sequence. 
This would be top down, but in our opinion, represents an 
inferior implementation sequence. This is because bottom level 
subroutines usually are required to provide a demonstration of 
a complete operational ,ystem function. Thus, for most of the 
system's development. very few operational functions would 
be denrltnstrable. Howewr -arly functional demonstrability is 
one of the main benefits .hat should be achieved from top 
down implementation. Alternatively, many top down se- 
quences might conflict with expected equipment delivery 
dates. 
Thus. selecting the most appropriate top down implementa- 
tion sequence is an important issue. The SPT plan is using a 
comprehensive methodology which has been developed for 
creating and maintaining an optimal top down implementa- 
tion plan. This technique provides broad benefits to the 
ensuing software development. 
IV. Top Down Concepts 
Top down design refers to a method of designing a compu- 
ter program wherein higher level or calling segments are 
designed bcfore lowei lewl or called segments. This does not 
mean that all segments at one level mwt be designed. or 
named, before creating the design. or name. of any segments 
at the next level. I t  means that if one were to consider the 
system's subroutine hierarchy as 3 treelike structure. then 
along each branch o f  the tree. Pubroutines are defmed and 
chosen for design. starting from t1.e fop of the hierarchy and 
working down. 
Top down iniplementation refers to the development of a 
computer program in a downward hierarchical sequence along 
each branch of the program's subroutine hicrarchy. Design, 
documentation. coding, integration and testing usually arc 
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concurrently performed on different portions of the develop 
ing system. In a top down sequence, these are performed alung 
each branch simultarmL .y under development. 
V. Pnsparation of the SPT Top Down 
Implementation Plan 
A viable software implementation plan can only be pre- 
pared after a sufficient quantity of system analysis activities 
have occurred and before the detailed implementation has 
begun. The plan is then used to launch the implementation 
phase for a large-scale software development. In operation, 
the SPT approach is based upon the utilization and interplay 
of three documents. They are the Subroutine Hierarchy. the 
Network of Demonstrable Functions (NDF), and the Software 
Status Report. 
In a nutshell, the Subroutine Hierarchy represents a design 
abstract for the computer software. The Network of Rmon-  
strable Functions represents a functional abstract of the opera- 
tionai system. The Software Status Report relates the software 
design to the NDF system functions for the purpose of sched- 
uling tlie wftware and nlaintaining the status of soitware 
development. The m;lin point of this nutshell description is 
that attentive prcparation of these documents results in a 
meaningful schedule that allows maiiageiiient to have real 
visibility in areas such as the softwarc's true status, cost to 
completion. and time to completion. 
VI. Subroutine Hierarchy 
The Subroutine Hierarchy is a high-level rcprcscntation of 
the structure of thc hicrarchical design u i  the cotiiputcr p r o -  
gram. I t  readily conveys a high-level tiiiage o i  the design being 
rcprcscnted. sliowuig a11 o f  the parts constituting the dcsign, 
t l w r  hierarchical rchtionship to each uthcr. their categories 
and, to a degree. their lunctions. All of tlie segments must 
represent siiiall subroutiiics. perhaps averaging 2.S to 50 
lughsr-order language strtcinsnts. 
'The Subroutme Ilierarchy c \~~lvcs  il  ttic design and the 
software cvolvc. 1iitti.tily. when thc ititplemcntation plan is 
first prepared. the Subroutiiic tlierarchy reprcscnts the inten- 
ded design structure of the computer program. At completion 
ol' ~ h c  software dcvclopitient, i t  rcprcseiits thc actual structure 
of tlie coiiiputcr prograrii At ,111 tntcriiicdiatc s t q c s .  11 is Acpt 
current and rcprcwnts the ciirrc1ii :, prolccted blrticturc of [he 
progratii. 
bur J I~tgc cutiiputsr progrJiii. with perl iaps UIIU thousand 
or niorc subroutines. the subroutines may be treated in a 
stataticrl tiianticr foi the purposes of making esttniates. 
scheJules and plans This is one of the prindples of the SPT 
approach. Nsmely. by partitioning a large computer program 
into its elemental pieces (subroutines). the effects of isolated 
misjudgement (e.g., size or complexity) relative to any indi- 
vidual subroutine tend to average out over the total program 
development, and do not affect the overall outcome. The 
effect of frequent misjudgement of the same characteristic of 
many subroutines (e.g., development time) tends to become 
quickly apparent and serves as a reliable indicator of develop- 
ment trends and ultimate results (if not corrected). 
The Subroutine Hierarchy enables the software designers to 
conveniently conceptualite about the program and its parts, 
and to visualize the hierarchical organization of the nrogram. 
It communicates in an overall conceptual manner the struc- 
ture of the design. It is the essential design element, repre- 
senting the components of the program's design for the pur- 
pose of planning and tracking the implementation of that 
design. I t  thus becomes the primary determinant in estimates 
01 'ost and memory size for the computer program. 
Figure 1 shows a portion of the subroutine hierarchy for 
the SPT Project. Due to the large number of subroutines. the 
hierarchical structure is represented in a horizontal rather 
thaii vertical (or treelike) manner. Varying hierarchical levels 
are represented by varying levels of indentation. The hierarchy 
identifies both the symbolic name and dcscriptive name of 
the subroutine. It identifies the particular step in the SPT 
~mplenientation plan where the subroutine will be first 
required. (The next section will elaborate on the defmition 
of steps.) Only the first occurrence of a subroutine in the tree 
is expanded to the bottom level. Subsequent occurrences of 
any subroutine use a reference nunrber to identify the line 
number of the firs' occurrence. If the subroutine itself invokes 
other subroutines, an asterisk is used to indicate the full 
expansion ciln be fvuiid at that first occurrence. 
VII. Network of Demonstrable Functions 
The structure of the software desigr. and the identification 
0 1  tlie conqtituent subroutines have been described as part 
of preparing the Subroutine Hierarchy. No discussion has yet 
occurred relative to the development sequence of these sub- 
routines, nor relative to the individual milestones that will be 
scheduled and tracked during the development. This is where 
the N I X  comes i n t o  play. 
Thc NDF IS that part of the SIT iniplcnicntation plan that 
tdctttilies the individual increments. or steps, and the scquencc 
uf developnieiit for those steps. The steps are scheduled. 
developed. trackcd. integrated, tested and eventually internall) 
accepted. I n  other words, on the surface i t  is a "Pert-like net- 
work." Beneath the surface there arc a nuniber of aspects of 
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the NDF that must be explained before its value can be fully 
grasped. 
First of all, the NDF must be created by personnel that 
have an in-depth functional understanding of the application, 
its requirements, and the expected operational characteristics 
of the system. The personnel assigned to the NDF task will 
have acquired the necessary knowledge as a result of their 
prior system analysis activities. If they do not have this know- 
ledge. they must first acquire it before they can hope to create 
a meamgful. detailed, functionally oriented plan of demun- 
strable steps. 
Secondly, the NDF steps arc oriented t$)wards functions 
from the user's standpoint, not frqm the programmer's stand- 
point. For example, "output directivelmenl; index" is a typi- 
cal step. This is as opposed to "burld test configuration table," 
which would occur internally within the computer and not 
provide the user direct observation of the step having oc- 
curred. On the other hand, a step such as "print test confgur- 
ation table" could be demonstrated to the user. Successful 
demonstration of this would imply successlul construction 
of the test configuration table. 
This leads us into the third rmportant aspect of the NDF. 
To the maximum extent possible, steps of the NDF should be 
reddily demorrstrable to an observer who is not a programmer. 
Those few steps that are not readily demonstrable to such an 
observer must, nevertheless. still be demonstrable. This demon- 
strability is the only basis upon which an objective determina- 
tion can be made as to the completion of the step. 
Thc principle of demonstrability leads us to a fourth 
important aspect of the NDF. The development q u e n c e  of 
demonstrable steps must correspond to a natural functional 
wquence of increasing functional capability. To put it anuther 
way, Irom the user's operational stsndpoint, i t  must be a 
sequence which demonstrates "first things first .'* 
A f i f th  iiiiportant aspect of the NDF is that the steps must 
cacti add on to an  already cycling jystein. Each new step must 
bc directly integrated into the cycling system. producing a 
continuously increasing functional capability that is always 
demonstrable. Steps required t o  dernonstratc a new step must 
be implemented and integrated prior to the integration of the 
new s:ep. I n  terms o f  subroutines. h i s  means that for a partic- 
ular step, those subroutines that :ire required fix invoking a 
particuhr segment of that step must be implemented as part 
o f  that step o r  us part of a prior step. In order words. thc 
desigr~ must he impleriientcd in ,I top down sequencc along 
each brunch o f  the subroutine hierarchy. Lower level sub- 
routines that are not required for demonstration of the pa&: 
ular step are to be left as stubs until a step requiriq those 
subroutines is undertaken. 
One fmal aspect of importance is that the steps must fit 
together to comprise functional pths of the system. In 
actuality, to create the NDF, the functional paths are defined 
fm, and the paths are then broken down into a sequence of 
steps. Each path corresponds to I! relatively independent (but 
not necessarily totally independent) major function of the 
operational system. 
As lir. example, the Telemetry Path of the S I T  NDF is 
shown in Fig. 3. The Telemetry Path itself consists of a main 
path, a long loop path, and an Automatic Total Recall Sub- 
system (ATRS) path. For ease of reference, each step is given a 
number, preceded by a path identifier. Increments of 10 u e  
used to allow insertion of additional steps, should this prove 
necessary because of changing requirements or priorities. 
Dashed lines between paths imply dependencies; with respect 
to Fig.2, implementation of t h ~  ATRS path is dependent 
upon completion of the capability to accept directives. 
VIII. Software Status Report 
The Software Status Report tics the Subroutine Hierarchy 
and the NDF together by relating the design elements to thc 
demonstrable steps. This is the fundamental point from whch 
the value of the Software Status Report, and even the SFT 
Imp!ementation methodology, is derived. The Software Status 
Report meaningfully relates the design to demonstrable 
functions and the corresponding schedules. 
In concept. the document is very simple. For a c h  step 
froni the NDF, the corresponding required subroutines from 
the hierarchy are listed. Each subroutine is dlocated t o  a 
angle step, the first step from the NDF that requires the par- 
ticular subroutine. Consequently, the subroutines listed under 
a particular step are just those subroutines still required for 
denionstratioil of the particular step's function. Other sub- 
routines may also be rcquired for the step. but they would 
not be listed with the step if some prior step already required 
ttic subroutines. For status tracking purposes, columns are 
provided where design, code, documentation. test size and 
other status fields can be chccked off for each subroutine. 
These fields will be recorded as complete or will contain the 
date set for completion. No attempt is made to allow per- 
centage estimates of completion by the programmer. Statisti- 
cal data provided in the Software Status Report is based on 
treatment of individual segments as statistical equivalents. 
I n  addition, the Software Status Report includes a description 
of each step. i.e.. the function that is being demonstrated by 
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the particular step. The report also identEis the qudifhtions 
or limitations, if any, that apply to the step’s demonstration 
and the requirements that the step fulfills. 
Whereas in concept the Software Status Repor+ is  very 
straightforward. creation U; the report requires a thorough 
functional understandmg of the system and of the corres- 
ponding design as represented by the Subroutine Hierarchy. 
Only with such knowledge as a base could the programming 
staff hope to allocate specific subroutines to each NDF step. 
Thus, the Software Status Report contains all of the 
s tep from the NDF and all of the assigned subroutines from 
the hierarchy, along with the development status for each sub- 
routine and step. With automated support, highly objective 
status reports are easily generated from t3is data base. Tech- 
nical and administrative management are provided accurate 
visibilitv into the status of the total software development. 
Figure 3 shows the Software Status Report for a typical 
step from the SPT Implementation Plan. Fig.4 provides a 
brief description of each of the fields on the report. Fig. 5 
contains a Managemept Summary for one of the paths on 
the SPT NDF. 
IX. Summary 
The SPT approach to top down implementation planning 
is based on certain premises. One of these premises is that by 
minimizing or eliminating large unknowns, management has 
the best chance of accomplishing the project’s goals. If there 
is some large functional area for which ma-agement has little 
basis, other than someone’s intuition, for expecting the imple- 
mentation to take say six months, with a partifilar size staff, 
as opposed to say three years, then the project is L a precari- 
ous position. A large nebulous function which has oidy been 
quantified at its tou! level by intuition, even though based on 
experierlce, is a dangerous unknown. The obvious way to get 
better control of I big unknown is by reducing it to marry 
small pieces, some of which may be small unknowns. To put 
it in other terms, analyzing the task and breaking it down into 
many smaller. pieces eliminates the risk of the large unknowns. 
There may still be some unknowns or surprises, but the poten- 
tial absolute effect of a misjudgement relative to a small task 
is ping to be mherently smaller than for a misjudgement 
associatej with the much larger original task. An important 
additional aspect is that in the process of decomposing the 
original function, understandhag occurs, and for the most part, 
comprehension replaces intuit!on. 
Also, by decomposing a system into a large number of 
small pieces, a point is reached where the individual pieces can 
be *rated for planning purposes as statistidly equivalent. At 
the management level, the differences in gize or complexity of 
individual small subroutfnes is of minimal importance. As sub- 
routines are implemented, actual data should be used to u p  
date the estimated statistical characteristics of the average sub- 
routine. For example, suppose an original memory allocation 
of 128K is made for 2000 subroutines. This averages 64 mem- 
ory cells per subroutine. Suppose, after 200 subroutines have 
been implemented, lSO00 cells have Seen used. This would 
show an actual average of 75 cells per subroutine with the 
trend total being ISOK for all 2000 subroutines. Thus, with 
only 10% of the segments implemented, a reliable danger 
signal has been raised, and the signal indudes the magnitude 
of the forecasted overrun. With such an early warning, manage- 
ment still has time to take some appropriate effective action 
to act upon the issue before it becomes an actual problem. 
The key basis for planning and tracking the implementation 
is assigning the implemec s ion of each subroutine to a single 
step. This is where it all ..omes together. But it must be done 
with a qeat deal of care and precision. The correlation be- 
tween the Subroutine Hierarchy and the Software Status 
Report must be accurate. When design or plan changes occur, 
and they wiU, changes must be made to both documents. 
Both of these documents should be looked upon as evolving 
documents, but they must evolve concurrently and in parallel. 
Why does this “single step” premise form the basis to the 
SPT approach to implementation planning? Because every- 
thing is accounted for. Each subroutine appears for implemen- 
tation on only one step - the Trst step that requires the sub- 
routine. The effort required for e x h  step can be considered 
to be a function of the number of subroutines in the step. The 
programming implementation budget can be sprtad over the 
steps in proportion to the number of segments in each step. 
Then, if you are on schedule, you are on budget. Subroutines 
don’t appear redundantly (on more than one step) to confuse 
Lhe bookkeepivg. Everything balances and all subroutines are 
ab!e to be tracked. A full decomposition of the system into 
subroutines and a careful and complete assignment of those 
subroutines to a series of well-defmed, demonstrable steps is  
of fundamental importance to successful usage of the S l T  
methodology. 
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ACTIVE MODE PREDICTOR 
DOUBLE INTEGER COMPARE 
HSD BIT ACQUIRE 
DOUBLE INTEGER ADD 
EVENT PREDICTOR 
DOUBLE INTEGER ADD 
HSD BIT ACQUIRE 
DOUBLE INTEGER SUBTRACT 
DOUBLE IYTEGER COMPARE 
RECALL QUEUE RESPONSE PROC. 
STATUS CHECK 
SUSPEND RESPONSE PROC. 
MODEL RE-ADJUST 
DOUBLE lNTECER COMPARE 
DOUBLE INTEGER ADD 
W?IBLE INTEGER SUBTRACT 
CONTROL CENTER RESPONSE PROC. 
HSD 3lT ACQUIRE 
STATUS CHECK 
MODE CHANGE RESPONSE PROC. 
HSD BIT ACQUIRE 
HEX TO ASCII CONV. 
DISPLAY EVENT MESSAGE 
STATUS CHECK 
RADIATION TIME TEST 
WINDOW OVERRIDE RESPONSE PROC. 
C90 287 
288 *7 
289 
290 
C50 29 1 
29 2 211 
29 3 195 
294 284 
295 191 
C90 296 
297 258. 
c13a 298 
C130 299 
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304 195 
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ClOO 306 
307 195 
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309 31 
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31 1 281. 
Cl20 312 
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T d e r  Operator Entry t o  SYMBIONT 
This step provides an operator enteral directive to tkc Symbiont. 
INTENT: 
This step demoartrates that an operator entered dkctive b 
placed in an SSB andenteredin the Symbiont Queue.Thissbep 
simulates the aentual LMC, LAN Handler. FIDY to Symbiont 
interface. This also provides a basic buffet and queue manage 
men: mffhaniyh 
SOURCE: 
AUTHOR: A. Splnak 
DUE DATE: 03/02/82 
CdORDINATOR: T. CREER 
STATUS: DATE TYPE 
DSGN RVU: 02/09/82 TEAM 
TEST: 03/11/82 ACCEPTED 
ANOMALIES: 0 
NOTES: 
Most or all of this step's software is in the nature of a tempo- 
rary wortaround or Environmental Interface Module (EM). T o  
prove, the SSB and the Symbiont Queue should be checked. 
N o  queue boundary conditions will be demonstrated. 
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Rates of Solar A n g b  for TweAxis ConcentratOr~ 
C. S. Yung snd F. L. Lansing 
DSN Enginaering *tion 
1. Introduction From Fig. 2. the latitude angk of location in radians 1. is 
Solar thcrmd-clcctrlr: power sjstenis are king studied ior 
the l k t p  Space Networh t:ic:g Conservation Proyct to 
evatuatc their technml and ecoiwnicai ieasibrlity. The engi- 
neering design ot Iugh temperature. point-iwusinp two-axis 
tracking wlar c o n c m r a t ~ i r s  in an unattended mode oi opera- 
tion requires. among the many design spccitications, 3 knowl- 
c d ~ e  ot the sun angles rnd 3ngk rites t o  be incorporated in 
thc autoinatic coiitro! loop parameters. To satsfy rhu need 
tor dittcrent nctwurlr tacihties throughout the world. this 
study was initiated to detrmrine the sun's positwn vector. rate 
01 niovziiient irt the Q j  41 rny given lociation and at my tune 
ui )e r r .  Both northern and southern latitudes were investi- 
g t c d  tor their iwsihlc d1I'iermces at '!rffcrenr \C;ISOIIS. 
I!. Solar Angles 
j r f m d  the an& between the location position rector Uf 
and the equatorial plane (north latitudes am taken positive). 
The sdar-azimuth angle in radians #as ohom in Fig.3 is 
defied as the angle between the true south direction and the 
projection of the sun's position wctor on thc horizontal 
plane. The south dim-tion is taken as the reference line for 
bot11 northern and southern latitudes. The sign convention for 
the angle @ :s that e a i  of the south is takee pdtiw. and 
west oi the south is taken negative. The hour angle H. wtjch is 
an indication of the local solar time. is changing with a rate of 
I5 Jrdhr (360 dcg/24 hours). The sign for H is taken posl- 
tivc in the morning. 3nd negative in the afternoon. and zew at 
solar noon. The wlar elevation. sometimes called the altitude 
mglc 4. arid the solar zenith angle I are dto shown in Flg. 3 
as the angles the solar position vector makes with the horizon- 
tal plane and the verticirl line. respectively. 
Since the declination an& 6 does not vary s igni f in t ly  
iron1 one day to the next within each month (Refs. I ,  2). a 
mc-day representation of a given month was catuidcrcd 
wtisiactory. The variation of solar declination throughout thc 
year from r maximum of about 23.5 deg on June 2 1  to a 
minimum ,)i -13.5 dcg on December 21, gave us a reason to 
wlect the twcnt!-tirst day of each month to be the rcpresen- 
13tive d q  ot the irionth. By treating the solar declination 
trhular data ( i n  Ref. 2 )  as a pcriodx function with one com- 
6 = (r/180)(0.2833-23.188cc#IP-0.15cos2P 
-0.21 1 sin P+ 0.1 155 sin 2P) (1) 
where 
andMisamonthurdex(M= 1.2,. -.. 12). 
The time of day, descni by the hour angle H in radians, 
is  also writtea as 
H = n( l t -TY12 (3) 
whaeTisthehourlytimemdexinhours(T=l.2,3 ..... 
24). Note T= 12 means a solar awn time. 
The direction cosines of a unit vector along the location 
position vector arc found from the geometry of OP in Fig. 2 
as: cos L cos H, -cost sin Hand sin L, with the X. Y and 
Z axes, respectively. Note that the equatorial plane lies on the 
X - Y plane. and point P' is the projection of point P (repre- 
senting the location on earth) on the equatorial plane. Tht 
direction cosines of the sun's radiation unit vector can be also 
obtained from Fig. 2 as: cos 6 , 0  and sin 6 withtheX.Y and 
Z axes, respectively. The scalar product of the above two 
unit vectors will determine the cosine of the zenith angle z 
(or the sine of the elevation angle 0): 
cas: = sinb = cosLcos6cosH+sinLsin6 (4) 
On the other hand. a unit vector along the direction of true 
wuth (=in Fig. 2) will have the direction cosines: sin L cos H. 
-sin L sin H and - cos L with the X. Y and 2 axes, respec- 
tively. Accordingly. the angle a. from Fig.3, which is the 
angle between the sun's vector and the muth direction is 
obtained by scalar product as 
or 
cos@ = (cos5 SinL cosH-casLsin8)/cosB ( 5 )  
An additional relationship for the azimuth and: @, can be 
obtained also by multiplying scalarly the true east vector and 
the sun's psition vector as shown in Fig. 3. to yield 
At Soiu nom (i.e., H * 0). the azimuth asgle @ is always 
zero at dl locations tJuou@out the year. Also. the a@e b is 
always equal to (90 - L +6)degfor both n d m a a d s o u t h -  
em htitudes (h Eq. 4). Equations (4) or (5) are subject to 
me coastram . t: the argument of the right-hand side should 
be within *I.  
The hour angle h i t  H*, which determines the hour @e 
at either sunrise or mapet as mtrasund tiam soh noon, is 
given by equating the elerstion angk g to zero. Using Eq. (4), 
the an&H*(which is half the solar day) is written as: 
where the term (- tan L tan 8 )  io Eq. (6) should not exceed 1, 
and the minimum value should not be less than -1. Hence, If* 
zero. the location on earth will be in complete darknts for the 
entire day. If H* equals to n, the solar day wiU bc 24 hours 
and the location will receive continuous sunlight for 24 hours. 
The abow limiting conditions can only occur at Iughm lati- 
tude angles in the nvrthem hemisphere (or lower angles in 
the southern hemispheat) than + 66.5 deg. which is a mar- 
ginal latitude given by Eq. (6) at 6 = 23.5 deg. For exampie, 
the city of Bettles, Alaska. USA (with 66.5 deg north latitude) 
has tweniy-four hours of sunlight in June and receives no 
sunhght m December. This fact could be explained by usiag 
Eq. (6) since the declination angle is +23.5 deg on June 21 
and -23.5 deg on December 2 1 for all latihdes. 
(in raw) can vary between zero and u. If H* equals to 
The azimuth angle at sunrise or nmset #* can be obtained, 
also. from combining Eqs. (5) and (6) at any latitude or 
declination agle where 0 i s  set equal to zero. 
Special cases arise for Eqs. (4) through (6). First is the 
case during the equinox (March 21 and September 21) when 
the declination angle is zero for all latitudes. "he elevation and 
*uth angles. for these two months, become: 
sin0 = CosLcosH \ 
at 8 = O  (8) 
cos# = sin LcosH/cos~ 
sin 9 = sin Hlcos 13 
H* = nl2 
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Ihe abow indicates that the day length (from sunrise to sun- 
set)isalways 12homduringthe.equinox. 
secand is the case of a location at the equator. The solar 
angles at different deckt ion  and hour angles m reduced to: 
Eq. (9) shows that the day length at the equator is always 
12 hours. 
Third is the case at the northpole(L =+9odeg).Thedar 
angles at different declination and hour angles are reduced 
to: 
f l  = i 3  i f 6 > 0  
d = H  i f 6 2 0  
at L = + 90 deg (IO) 
H * = n  if 8 2 0  
Nosun if 8 < 0  
The fourth special case is at the south pole (L = -90 deg) 
where the ular angles become: 
B = d  if 8 < 0  
d =(+ - I f )  i f S G 0  
atL=-9Odq (11) 
H* = n i f b G 0  
No sun i f 6 > 0  
111. Angle Rates 
The time rate of change of solar angles can be determined 
by differentiating Eqs. (3), (4) ana ( 5 )  with respect to time 
for the hour angle, elevation angle and azimuth angle, respec- 
tively. The units of the angle rate- are expressed in degees per 
second. The elevation angle rate 0 (in dedsec), at a given 6. L. 
can be expressed from Eqs. (3) and (4) as 
(B#Odes) (12) ds - 0.00417coiiLcos6sinH 
dr Cos B 
j = --- 
Equations (12) and (13) are valid fop my& t, or 6 arqks. 
However, they are reduced to 0 t h  forms for mme special 
CBSes presented as fobws: 
A NoorrTbns 
~t noon time (H= 0). the rate 6 wiil be zero for any lati- 
tude and any month; whicb means that fl  afther reaches a 
maximum point or remeins constant. The rate 6 is also ob- 
tained from Eq. (13) at noon time where: 
H=O (14) 
B = 9 0 - ( L - 6 )  
# = O  
j = O  
i = -0.00417cos6/sin(L-6) 
B. SunrhmorsunSaTime 
The angle rates at sunrise or sunset times (denoted by an 
asterisk) are obtained from Eqs. (6). (7). (12) and (13) at any 
latitude or declination angles where 
8+ = o  
@* = cos-' (-sin 6/ms L) 
atH* (19 
= O.OO417 Jcos (t + 6 )  cos (L - i3J 
it = -0.0041isinL 
C. AttheEquator 
At tile equator (where C = 0). the angles are obtained 
from Eq. (9). The angle rates are obtained from Eqs. (1 2) and 
(1 3) at any hour angle Has: 
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= 0 . 0 0 4 1 7 c o s b s f n H / ~ 1 - m 2 b ~ d H  
6 = 0.00417sinbca96cog61/(1-cas26cogag0 
0 6 )  
At noon time, for a location at the equator. the rates b and i 
from Eq. (16) are reduced to: . 
i - 0  L = O  
(17) 6 = 0 . 0 0 4 1 7 ~ 0 ~ 6  1 H = O  
Eq. (17) is identid to Eq. (14) when setting H= 0. 
Also. at sunrise (or sunset). for a location at the equator 
(H*= 7d2), the rates b and 6 from Eq. (1 5) or Eq. (16) are 
(18) 1 H=H* L o  fi  = 0.00417 cos6 i = O  
Equation (16) for the equator is plotted as sh~w in Fig. (6) 
at different H and 6 angles. Peak values for are evidenced 
at sunrise or sunset time in March and September (6 = 0)  as 
0.00417 deg/sec. On the other hmd, the peak values for 6 
can reach infinity as 6 -, 0. As 6 changes between k23.5 deg, 
the rate 6 changes between a.0096 deg/sec. 
D. AttheNorthPole 
The angles 0, & H* at the north pole, from Eq. (IO), are 
substituted in Eqs. (12) and (13) where L = 90 and 6 2 0, 
hence, 
L = + 90 deg (19) 
j = O  
i = -0.00417 
Eq. (19) is applicable for any hour-of-day variation at any 
month where 6 > 0. 
E. AttheSouthPole 
The angles 0, @ If* at the south pole. from Eq. ( 1  I ) ,  are 
substituted in Eqs. ( 1  2) and ( I  3). where L = -90, and 6 Q 0. 
Hence, 
L = -90 deg (20) I j = o  6 = 4.00417 
Eq. (20) is applicable for any hour-of-day - uiation at any 
n - m t h  whxe i5 4 0. 
1v. DiscussianofResuils 
A SolatAngIes 
The am~putatioas of the solar angles at some selected 
hours of day, months of year and latitudes were compared 
against the tabulated datagivenmM.2.Agoodapemnt 
tions were determid at seven different latitudes cooering 
northern and southern haarippheres mduding the equator. 
In the northern hemisphere, latitudes t30, +60, and +Yo deg 
were seleded. In the southern hemisphere, lautudes -30, do, 
WBS f m d  in d  case^. Further, the rates of & atlgle varia- 
and -90 w e ~ e  sdected. 
For four selected months throughout the year (March, 
June, September and December), the solar angles were plotted 
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.  Figure 4 shows the solar elmtion 
angles. If 6 = 0 .  the solar &vation angle reaches its peak 
(90 deg) ar solar noon, and the sun’s position vector travels 
in a vertical piane containing the east-west directions. Figure 4 
also @ the solar elevation angles for the remaining six 
latitudes: *30, MO and S O  deg.. Figure 5 shows the compari- 
s n  of the wlar azimuth angle for the seven selected latitudes. 
The profde of the solar altitude angles, bowever, is similar in 
both northern and southern locations of equal latitude. The 
two hemispheres experience an opposite climatic effect; the 
“summer” season, induding the months of June, July and 
August in the northern hemisphere, is the “winter” season in 
the southern hemisphere. 
At the north pole, the sun is barely visible at the horizon 
on March 21 and September 21 as evidenced from Eq. (IO). 
In June, the sun maintains a constant +23.5 deg with the 
horizontal plane all day long. On the contrary, the south 
pole experiences 24 hours of daylight in December (6 = -23.5) 
as evidenced from Eq. (1 1). 
The azimuth a@e is always zero (or 180’) at soh noon, 
md at sunset it is obtained from Eq. (7). In northern lati- 
tudes, the trace of the azimuth angle is mostly located in the 
southern quadrants of the horizontal plane; hence solar con- 
centrators should be oriented facing south. The opposite 
situation exists in the southern hemisphere; i.e., solar concen- 
trators in the southern hemisphere should be oriented facing 
north. 
6. AngleRates 
Figures 6 through I O  show the time rate of change of solar 
angles (i and 6) at the selected latitudes. Figure 6 shows the 
angle rates at the equator as obtaiied from Eq. (16). The rate 
of elevation angle in March and September (6 = 0) is constant 
at 15 deg per hour) throughout the day except at solar noon 
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wiere the rate is zero. The maximum rate of azimuth w e  
is 0.0096 degjsec at solar noon in lune. 
Figures 7 and 8 present the angle rates in the northern 
hemisphere where t = 30 and 60. respectively. In general, the 
angle rates in the northern hemisfiere decrease as the lati- 
tudes increase. In the north pole, the rate of elevation angle 
is zero, while the azimuth angle travels at a constant rate of 
-1 5 d d h r  (-0.0041 7 deg/Sc). 
Figures 9 and 10 present the angle rates for the southern 
hemisphere where L = -30 and -60 degrees respectively. In 
all cases studied, with the exoeptipn of the north and south 
poles, the rate of elevation angle B decreases to zero at noon 
time from its maximum value at sunrise (or sunset) while the 
rate of azimuth angle i increases frum its low sunset  ahr re to 
a peak value at solar noon. 
The development of the above angle and angle rate analytl- 
cal expressions for any month, hour of day, and latitude 
represents an initial study which provides the solar concen- 
trator designer with a quantitative detemrination of the 
limiting sun’s position and angle rates for an accurate auto- 
matic tracking mechanism. 
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